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Rye launches
new-look
sales force

Tr

A COMPLETE rethink on selling has resulted in the formation of a new sales
promotion force for Pye, which officiailly goes into action next week.
The traditional selling team structure — 19 reps, four area managers, five
display reps and five field promotion people — has been abandoned by sales
director Trevor Eylcs in favour of one integrated team where every rep will
handle all aspects of the job.
"The problems with the original system were all down to lack of communication. We did give everyone quite a lot of direction and all the reps had
priority lists each week, but by nature people back their own priorities to some
extent. Also display, promotion and sales did not keep each other well enough
informed of what each was doing at any time in any area."
Eyles decided that rather than deal with three different people in each area
he could abolish most of the problems by incorporating all three jobs.

Now, under the four area managers (London and South East, Midlands and
South West, North, North East and Scotland) are 24 sales promotion allrounders, whom Eyles has dubbed territory managers "because that best
describes what they do."
The preparations for the new system have been going on for the past few
months, during which pluggers have instructed the rest of the team on radio
promotion, display reps have taught display and each of these in (urn has
learned about selling to the dealers. The sales promotion reps almost all live in
the areas that they cover.
Eyles has appointed Malcolm Flanagan as sales manager to run the
revamped team, and to bring in the new system by stages until it is fully operational in September, in time for the Christmas sell-in period.
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cut discount rates

RECOILING FROM last
week's news of the VAT increase and price rises, dealers
this week began to lash back and
it is clear that many consider the
decision by EMI to reduce its
prompt settlement discount
from 21/2 per cent to two per
cent to be the unkindest cut of
all.
"Shabby," "petty" and
"stingy", were just some of the
words used by dealers, many of
whom fear that other major companies may follow EMI's lead.
Dealer D Bloch, of Record
Greetings, Croydon, was so incensed
he looked up the dictionary definition of "mean" to best describe
EMI's action: "It says 'low-minded,

THE FIRST Music Week Cup —
presented to the winning team in the
Virgin & Stiff
cup final of the Music Industry
League, co-sponsored by Music
Week and Adidas — has gone to Ice
deals in US
Records after a close fought match
with Pye. The result was 5-2, but ^
TWO
BRITISH independents
Pye was first to score after only five
announce moves into the US
minutes. Michael Charlemaine
market this week — Virgin is
equalised for Ice in the first of a hatbuilding its operation there with
trick of goals, and at one point the
a new distribution deal with
game stood at 2-2. Then Eddy Grant
Atlantic and new marketing and
took a ball on the volley from
promotion staff, and Stiff has
brother Rudolph "Mexicano"
signed a licensing deal with
Grant and put Ice well on the way to
Columbia/Epic. See page four
their 5-2 victory. Picture shows
for details.
Music Industry League chairman
Peter Walsh handing over the cup on
behalf of Music Week. (ThezLeague
Championship match between Gas
Songs/Heath Levy and Our Price MPA quick to reply
Records last Sunday was an even
more exciting match with the final
result a 2-2 draw after extra time and
the teams decided to-share the chamto piracy attack
pionship — full report and picture
next week).
further contribution for 1980," says
THE BRITISH music publishing inMusic Publishers' Association presidustry has responded swiftly and indent
Ron White.
cisively to Nesuhi Ertegun's demand
Chart action
"Additionally a number of major
that music publishers wake up to the
publishers have also contributed inthreat of piracy and pay up to help
BEGGARS BANQUET scores
dividually to the IFPI fund as a
the fighting fund needed by the IFPI
its first No. 1 as Tubeway Army
{MW June 23)
result of Gerry Oord's appeals.
knocks Anita Ward off the top
Nesuhi is justified in raising the
"Copyright owners in the UK,
spot. Squeeze, with A & M's
alarm in face of the disaster thai is
through the Mechanical Rights
biggest ever selling single, edge
about to overtake the music industry
Society, have contributed over
up to No. 3.
as a result of worldwide piracy, but
£65,000 to the BPI piracy fund durhis comments are misdirected ining this year and have promised a
sofar as the UK is concerned.
"By all means let us support Mr
Ertegun wholeheartedly to raise the
Bailey & Hales quit posts largest
amount possible to win the
TWO INDUSTRY executives have left their jobs in surprise moves — Peter war against the thieves who are stealBailey leaves his position as commercial marketing director at RCA, and Mike ing our birthright, but please give
some credit to British copyright
Hales quits as managing director of Barn Records.
According to RCA, Bailey's departure follows "disagreement over basic owners who have already Recognised
marketing strategy". At presstime Bailey, who moved into marketing a year the dangers and have taken positive
ago after several years as RCA's business affairs manager, was not available action."
• Nesuhi Ertegun's remarks came
for comment.
RCA managing director Ken Clancy said the position of commercial during an anti-piracy session at the
marketing director would be discontinued and the marketing, promotion, recent International Music Increative services and artists relations department heads would now report dustries Conference in Monte Carlo,
during which it was revealed that
directly to him.
The independent Barn Records, owned by Chas Chandler, loses Mike Hales although the IFPI is close to raising
who intends to pursue a career in freelance journalism and television writing. its original half a million dollars
Hales, a former journalist and director of Polydor International, says his deci- budget, a further two to three
sion to quit came because "the canvas at Barn was too small for me to work million dollars will be needed to
on". He is now working from home (01 221 0347) and is developing a TV pro- fight piracy around the world. More
I MIC reports in page 14.
ject for BBC.
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contemptible, miserly, ignoble and
despicable," he told MW.
Other dealers warned that EMI
could face a boomerang effect with
some accounts withholding payment
until after the prompt settlement
date and choose to owe the company
money rather than their banks.
The reaction from GRRC
secretary Harry Tipple v/as forceful:
"I want to make it quite clear that
any company that attempts to put its
own economy in order by reducing
dealer margins or settlement discounts is in for a bloody nose. My
message to the boardroom is put
your own house in order and start
saving money now. Stop vying with
each other to pay huge advances to
artists just to prevent someone else
getting them, stop knocking the
dealer."
He added that artists' royalties
were already being paid on a "fictitious retail price" at which few
dealers can actually sell records. The

companies can set any level or RRP
that they like, in the sure knowledge
that the retailers stand little or no
chance of making that price," he
said "The manufacturers therefore
assume that our price cuts will make
their profitable levels workable".
Tipple, like many of his fellow
dealers, complained also of the slow
progress in despatching up-to-date
price lists which take into account
both the VAT change and company
price rises (see Retailing in page 10).
Merseyside GRRC chairman,
Mike Davison, commented: "I can't
see any justification for this discount
reduction. It's certainly going to encourage people not to pay their bills
on time and I would have thought
the company would want to increase
their cash flow."
The financial implications are not
yet clear to some dealers, but many
will probably react like Mrs
TO PAGE 4
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" Including her new single
"Stay With Me Till Dawn'
.
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EMI-'out of touch'

No RM subsidies to
help the price-cutters

with the

retailing scene

ALTHOUGH WE appreciate the necessity of price increases and the need for company profitability in
order to maintain a reasonable standard of product and service, we are appalled by the massive EMI
increases which appear to have been applied with a complete disregard for marketing considerations.
One can only assume that these
and see for themselves what is
increases result from purely
greater, yet they only send two
happening in the market place.
accounting-orientated thinking
salesmen as do WEA.
Derek Sinclair/Simon Sinclair,
or that EMI's marketing people are
We have two suggestions to
out of touch with the retail scene.
directors, The Record House. High
make to other retailers: 1. All
How much more sensible is the
Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
record shops should curtail their
new WEA price structure with a
EMI business as far as possible,
Hat £5 retail price across the board
and order alternative versions
on full price and deluxe albums
where available. 2. At almost £6
and tapes.
per top album, the dealer can
Furthermore, to add insult to
expect a serious reduction in
injury, EMI has decided to reduce
potential sales. Therefore, we
the cash discount to two per cent,
should drastically reduce quantity
presumably to help subsidise its
ordering and let EMI store the
overweight sales force. In this
balance and bear the financial
connection it is worth noting that
penally.
each of our four shops receives
Perhaps this would prompt EMI
Music Week welcomes letters
regular calls from no less than six
to put its own house in order and
on all subjects relating to the
EMI salesmen — GRD LPs, GRD
make some long overdue
music industry. Write to: The
singles, LRD LPs, LRD singles,
economies. It might also persuade
Editor, Music Week, 40 Long
CfP/Music Centre and United
certain EMI marketing executives
Acre, London WC2
Artists. Our turnover with CBS is
to get out and visit the retail scene

Mr. Brown's letter headed "What
I READ, with growing disbelief , on
About Record Merchandisers?" the subject of price cutting
{MW June 16).
to protect their business.
In case any of your other readers attempt
4. Record Merchandisers is
are of the same opinion as Mr.
owned jointly by certain record
Brown, here are some facts about
companies. These companies are
this company to put them at ease,
shareholders, are not involved in
1. Record Merchandisers price
the detail of the day-to-day running
tag every LP and tape supplied to
of the company and are treated on
their normal retail customers and
the
same basis as other suppliers.
these tags clearly stage the
5. The company is not
manufacturers' recommended retail
subsidised by its shareholders nor is
price.
it in need of any subsidy.
2. Any indulgence in price
It is our policy to spend as much
cutting by customers is from their
time as possible in working out
own margins and not subsidised by
solutions
to the serious problems
this company in any shape or
that we are all facing and as little
form.
as possible in complaining and
3. Historically, price cutting was
looking for scapegoats. S. H.
initiated by retailers supplied direct
Akhtar, managing director, Record
by record companies and our
Merchandisers,
Hayes, Middlesex.
customers only took it up in an

Finding the funds
TOD A YI received EMI's latest letter concerning VA T and price increases.
They also mention a reduction in settlement discount, down to two per cent.
Might we all be advised of the date EMI will start to request a sub to fund
future operations? J. E. Ingham, Jon's, Guildhall Street, Thetford,
Norfolk.

A united front against
industry's problems

Here comes another disco buste
from the phenomenal TK label"Make Your Move", a great new single
from Joe Thomas that's already making
waves in the UK disco charts.
It won't be long before
"Make Your Move" moves onto the
national chart and blasts Joe Tho
to the top. So Make Your Move now
you won't regret it!
Joe Thomas new single "Make Your M

WHILE I do not wish to appear ungrateful for your coverage of
the BPI extraordinary general meeting, I must say that I was
puzzled by your headline Voting Controversy Splits BPI.
Although the special resolution
opinion within the BPI, such issues
has undeniably provoked some
should not distract from the main
lively debate in recent weeks, the
tasks facing us.
BPI Council, and indeed its total
I feel that your headline gave the
membership, have been equally
impression that the votes
aware of the paramount need for
controversy has created a deep and
total unity within the BPI.
possibly lasting division for the
As you are only too well aware,
BPI. This is most certainly not the
the industry is facing probably one
case and I am anxious that nobody
of its most testing periods ever.
should get the wrong impression
Piracy and in-home taping are now from this headline. John Deacon,
major problems for which longdirector general designate, BPI,
term solutions must be found. The
London SW7
decline in album sales is
The Editor replies: A headline
continuing.
can only give an essence of the
Never has there been a greater
news story which follows, and on
need for the industry to present a
this occasion I feel sure that
strong and totally unified front to
anyone reading it in association
tackle these problems — a need
with the qualifying "strap" line
which Is felt by every member of
above it and the story below,
the BPI.
would have realised that it referred
Indeed, as Terri Anderson
to subject of indies versus majors.
reported, our chairman and several I would venture that the word . . .
members stressed at the EGM that
"Split" fairly represented the divwhile there are going to be
ision of opinion which was exparticular topics from time to time
pressed on this subject at the
that produce a divergence of
meeting.

Quickies. . .
ON A recent album we have released by Ian Raines, With Just A Piann
And A Song, we have published incorrect label information for the title Slir
Away by Barry Blue and Stephen Worth. The publishing rrertl. .hLw I
Bluey Tunes ATV/Stephen Worth Music, and not Bluey Tunes/ATV
We would appreciate it if you could bring them to the attenib. r
readers. Philip D. Foster. Chopper Records. Dean Street UndZ WI™
MAY I through your column silence a rumour t
have been
seriously ill during the past few months I wnutH h
ke 0 ha' k a '
the telephone order girls, reps' TibZlnl Zff J""
"
' ' " "
S
telephone calls, enquiries and good wishes ,
'he "'ade for 'he
Wright, The Long^laying Record Idbrary Zf,
^^

Onk
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|Qrder from CBS Order Desk. Tel: 01-960 2155. CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London ^
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CHRYSALIS RECORDS and Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga have reached an agreement for the release of a
Leo Sayer album featuring his greatest hits.
.
This is the first Chrysalis artist to have product manufactured and distributed in the Soviet Union. The deal followed
Hammer
visits to MOSCOW
Moscow by
oy ^nrysaiii
Chrysalis'
international
director Des Brown who
commented,in"Chrysalis are naturally very pleased
•... to
. enterimcumuundi
fV-.ii.MVi
to have the opportunity
what is currently the fourth Viirrtrocf
biggest ri»rr>rH
record marlffit
market in the world.
A NEW London-based record
"We are also looking forward to
BOB SEGARINI and the band that
label, Hammer Records, Is to be
working with the Soviet authorities
takes his name have signed to Epic.
launched in July by record
in developing the vast untapped
The
first album under the licensing
producer Dcs Dolan.
reservoir of talent in the Soviet
Music j
deal with Bomb Records of Canada
The first three releases (retail
Union and gaining exposure in the
will be Gotta Have Pop and a single
price £4.25 each) are Mike
West for Soviet artists."
of the same title, set for UK release
'Stand' Douglas (HMR 9001),
in early July. The album is already
Fats Domino Golden Greats
attracting considerable interest on
(HMR 9002) and Chuck Berry 20
import.
PLANT
MUSIC,
a
new
British
Golden Greats (HMR 9003).
independent label, has signed lop Efa JENNIE HAAN, ex-lead singer with
Further catalogue releases, at the
Jamaican producer Lloyd
rate of about two albums per
Ruth and Jenny Haan's Lion,
SPLINTER, THE Durham based Babe
Charmers, whose previous hits
month, will include material
signed a three-year worldwide
duo who were last in the charts in has
include Everything 1 Own, by Ken
from Jerry Lee Lewis, Johnny
management
deal with Quarry
1974 with their first single for the
Boothe. Among the artists
Cash, Bob Marley, Mary
the company which
Dark Horse label, Costafine Town, Management,
committed to Plant through this
O'Hara, The Platters and
represents Status Quo, Graham
signing are The Bluesbusters, The have signed a recording contract Bonnet, Rory Gallagher and
Johnny & The Hurricanes.
with Chas Chandler's Barn Records Penetration. Haan has been seen by
Julie Mangos and The Rocstars, all
The label is also looking for
label. A single. Danger Zone, is due millions of television viewers as the
have releases on Plant this month.
new talent and their first single
out shortly and an album, Streets Of girl on the BASF tape commercial,
Said spokesman for Plant, "We
features New York new wave
Night, is already in the can.
intend to use top independent
band The Mumps on Rock And
a self penned song,
"This single will be the boys' first singing
pluggers, disco promotion and
Roll This And That (HS301).
Forgotten Dreams. The number is
record
for two years," said Barn the
marketing companies on all releases
The directors of the company
B-side
of Haan's new EMI
MD Mike Hales, "and their first single, We Drove
as well as the usual press notices and
are Des Dolan and Simon Cohen
'Em All Mad.
record for the Barn label. We would
advertising campaigns." Plant
and Hammer has signed a twobe delighted to end up with a hit first ADAM AND The Ants have signed
Music is at 60 St James's Street,
year distributions deal with Pye.
time out, and so repeat the pattern.
London SW1A 1LE. (01-499 4341).
a recording deal with Do It Records.
The first single under the deal,
Zerox/Whip In My Valise, is
McCutcheon's
released on July 6. The band has
also signed to MAM for agency
mt:
(c/o John Giddings 01-629 9255).
The band plays an extensive UK tour
new venture
through July with more dates to
CHARLIE McCUTCHEON,
come in August including a major
formerly head of publicity for
London venue. Following the tour
Anchor/ABC in London has
the band starts work on a debut Do
launched his own company, Box
It album.
Office Public Relations (UK) Ltd,
operating from Suite 4.04, London
TOMMY SANDERSON and David
International Press Centre, Shoe
Marcus, co-directors of Dansan
SUBSCRIPTION/ YEARBOOK
Lane, London EC4A 3JB.
Records, have formed a music
r'
ENQUIRIES;
Telephone: 01-353 7946/7/8.
publishing company in association
Jeanne Henderson. Morgan-Grampsan
/%
House,
30 Tel:
Caldeiwood
Street, London
Working with McCutcheon are
with EMI Songs to be known as Rita
SE186QH.
01-8557777.
Marion
Mason,
most
recently
Ken
Music.
The
formation
of
the
Subscription rates; UK C23 00. Europe
SQUEEZE'S SINGLE, Cool For Cars, has given A & M Us biggest ever Evans' assistant at Anchor, and Stan
S52.00.
MiddleSouth
East America.
and NorthCanada,
Africa
company follows the signing of a
selling single in the UK, and that includes all the Carpenters' hits. Pictured at a Britt, noted freelance writer. The
$77.00. USA,
contract between Dansan Records
Africa,
India
and
Pakistan
$90.00.
gold disc presentation are (I to r): Glenn Tilbrook, Gilson Lavis, Derek Green addition of further staff is expected
and Electrola Records (Germany)
Australia, Far East and Japan $ 106.00.
(A and M UK managing director). Miles Copeland (manager), Jools Holland before September.
which enables the latter's dance
Published by Music Week Ltd.
and Chris Difford.
band product to be issued for the
40 Long Acre, London
first lime in the UK via Dansan.
WC2E 9JT. Tel; 01 836
1522. Telex; 299485
ROCKABILLY
BAND
Matchbox
Printed for the publishers by Pensord
Phil Long takes top job Lucky
have signed a long term worldwide
Press
RegisteredMember
at the Postof
OfficeLtd.,
as Gwent.
a newspaper
deal with Magnet Records for
Periodical
Publishers
Assoc
recording
and
publishing.
Their
first
PHIL LONG, promotion manager
Audit Bureau of Circulation Ltd.. and
Beggar
single
for
the
label
is
Black
Slacks
—
for Chrysalis Music for the past
All
Musical
Ltd.material copyright 1979 Music Week
released on July 20.
year, has been appointed
BEGGARS BANQUET is rushpromotions manager for Chrysalis
releasing the latest single by Rex
M Chairs
Records, replacing Geoff Goy who
Barker and The Ricochets
becomes professional manager of
entitled Jeremy Is Innocent,
Chrysalis Music.
"To celebrate the ending of a
Long has had wide experience of
very dramatic trial in the true
the music business, starling his
tradition of folk songs."
career in retailing, running two
Producer is Mr Big Nose and
record shops in Nottingham. He
New Belease frain Pimle
catalogue number BOP 4 which
Chris Peters, who has been with
joined Island Records as their
may give a clue to the artists's
Chrysalis for two years, has been
Midland area representative in 1973
true
identity.
The
single
will
be
promoted to London promotion
and moved on to become northern
available this week through
manager.
promotions manager. In 1976 he
WEA.
moved to EMI as promotions
Uisuc
Roy Corlell to promotion
manager in charge of the
manager Phonogram International,
Manchester office. In 1977 he
based at head office in Baarn, The Advertiser
Bernard
moved to London as promotions
Netherlands, reporting to general McDonald who has been
manager for the EMI LRD division.
manager pop division, Jan WEA for eight years handling allwith
Bmnimtsr'
the
Corduwener
Paul Northcott to
and point of sale
exploitation manager Rocket promotional
has left to form his
Publishing, reporting to Eric Hall merchandising
own marketing company, Sneddie
Martin Pursey to EMI Songs as
By Inmlla-PIHS
Ltd, 32 Montgomery
international administration co- Merchandising
How to
Street,
Edinburgh
7
(031-557
0577).
ordinator reporting to Ellis Rich. He will be involved in all aspects of
Pursey was formerly assistant promotion within the record
secretary to the MPA
make sure
industry, but particularly
Graham Jones to Polydor as press merchandising and point of sale.
David Aspden, head of TV
officer replacing Chris Bohn now at
Melody Maker. Jones comes to promotions at RCA for the past
yourads
Polydor from the Surrey Daily two-and-a-half years, leaves the
company at the end of this month to
take up a post with Sound Barrier
Maxie moves
get red
Ltd, whose principal artist is Bonnie
MAX NEEDHAM, belter known as Tyler. Aspden wilt be looking after
... with a touch of colour
Waxie Maxie, the legendary rock & the day to day running of the
roll/rockabilly PR, has resigned as company reporting to directors
press and promotions manager for Steve Wolfe and Ronnie Scott who
lor a colour ad in...
Charley Records due to "differences are Bonnie Tyler's managers and
of opinion". Max, who joined producers. In the near future Sound
Barrier will be expanding their
Records In 1976, will now
illnl Charley
return to freelance PR work and can activities in production with the
be contacted at Waxie Maxie purchase of their own' recording
ring 01-836 1522.
studio.
Publicity, telephone: 01-762 6918.
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Virgin

builds

US

business

VIRGIN RECORDS is developing its US operation as the next important step in chairman Richard Branson's expansion plans.
Already with its own promotion
distribution for a number of years. Oldfield is currently recording a new
and publicity departments establishHowever, the major difference with album in New York and this year
ed in New York, run by Kurt Nerlthis new agreement is that Virgin will will be touring America for the first
inger and Sue Byrom respectively,
be here in the United States with lime.
the UK independent has set up a
fully staffed offices.
Despite the greate expansion that
two-tier distribution outlet and will
"Each release will be backed by a this step into the US market will
shortly open marketing and producsubstantial advertising campaign entail, with the company already
tion departments.
and. following European practise, looking for offices in Los Angeles,
A long-term distribution pact with
we will continue to emphasise Richard Branson is determined that
Atlantic will cover artists with strong
packaging. In most cases, the artists Virgin should remain fiercely
sales potential, while other acts will
will follow up releases by touring.
independent.
go through deals with various inVirgin's first releases through
"CBS and Warners are two
dependents, principally Gem.
Atlantic will be a single from The giants eating everything up at the
"The two systems will work side
Records, Starry Eyes, followed by moment", said Branson. "We
by side so that once sales reach a certheir album in mid-July. Shooting
there is room for altertain level", says Branson, "we will
Star is Virgin America's first home- believe
natives. In the States we will be a
switch them from one deal to
grown US signing and the six piece small independent, but ail the money
another. Any artists signed to us
rock band is currently recording an
we will be spending will be our
here will have the opportunity of album with producer Gus Dudgeon own."
distribution in America."
for release in the autumn.
Branson adds: "Atlantic started
Commenting on the Atlantic
Virgin was previously associated at a time when people were very
agreement. Ken Berry, president of with Atlantic from 1973 to 1975,
receptive to that type of music. We
Virgin Records in America, says:
during which time Mike Oldfield's
are beginning at a time when people
"Virgin has been involved in US
Tubular Bells became such a success.
are still cynical. We believe in
European music and intend to
promote it in the US."
Stiff iigures
In brief...
American outlet
STIFF HAS secured a North American outlet for its product through
a licensing agreement with Columbia/Epic for the US and Canada.
"We have been waiting nine
months for this deal and this Some of the American versions
completes our world domination,"
feature different tracks from the UK
comments Stiff managing director albums and all have different covers.
Dave Robinson.
Singles for imminent release include
Under the three-year agreement,
Lene Lovich's Lucky Number, Ian
Rachel Sweet will appear on the
Dury's Hit Me With Your Rhythm
Stiff/Columbia label, while Lene
Stick and Ian Gomm's Hold On.
Lovich, Ian Dury and lam Gomm
The Columbia/Epic pact will be adwill appear on Stiff/Epic. The Stiff
ministered for Stiff by Allan Frey,
logo will be retained, featuring
based at ARSE Management in New
alongside the Epic or Columbia logo
York.
on each label. The Rumour have
To coincide with US record
signed direct with Arista for the US
release dates, Lene Lovich and
and Canada, joining Graham
Rachel Sweet will be louring the
Parker.
country. A tour of radio stations will
First product under the deal will
lake Lene Lovich to Boston,
be albums from Lene Lovich
Philadelphia, Washington, Chicago,
(Stateless), Rachel Sweet (Fool
Cleveland, Los Angeles, San FranAround), Ian Dury (Do It Yourself),
cisco and New York, while Rachel
and a new Stiff America signing, Ian
Sweet will be supporting Graham
Gomm, whose British LP, Holiday
Parker and the Rumour on lour at
Album, has been re-titled Gomm
Portland, Seattle, Vancouver, San
With The Wind for the US market.
Francisco and Los Angeles.

ENDS JULY 16
The essential music industry reference
to all new chart entries is still available
at the introductory rate of £20 p. a.
(UK & Eire) £30 or equivalent (Europe)
$80 (USA & Canada)0
This offer ends July 16 after which all
rates will be increased £10 or equivalent
1 enclose £
...to cover one year's subscription (25 issues) to_
of Chart News
J| Name
-Company| Address
I Please make all payments to "Chart News" and send to:Tel
^^•^Andc^n^^l,art News, 9-11 Monrnouth Street, London WC2 Tol:01-836 4763
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PHONOGRAM LAUNCHES a new
scries of five cassettes under the
over-all title, Reels OnWheels. The
tape-only compilations are aimed initially at the motorist, but arc also
designed to appeal to the normal
buyer.
The cassettes fall into five
categories, with each having a running lime of at least an hour and a
retail price of £4.25. Titles are Disco
(REEL 001), Pop Hits featuring
such names as David Essex and
Elton John (002), Rock (003), Rock
Vol. Two (004) and Easy Listening
(005).
The series will be launched in July
supported by advertising in the
music press. In addition,
Phonogram is producing 4,000
posters which will be used in dealer
mailings.
WEA HAS announced details of its
biggest ever TV campaign — a
£250,000 spend stretched over a four
week period starting July 4.
The campaign supports the June
29 release of The Best Disco Album
In The World. The TV commercial
"uses special video techniques never
before seen on British television, and
was edited in America." An
estimated 90 per cent of the viewing
population will see the 30-second ad
at least five times. The campaign is
rounded out with comprehensive
instore displays, utilising 3D effects
plus posters.
Ttw ras
IN THE June 2 issue of Music Week
we reported that costs of £3,221
must be paid to Trevor Ly it let on by
PRS general manager Michael
Freegard in respect of the libel action brought by Freegard against
Lyttleton in July 1976. In this
report, we erroneously quoted Lyttleton as saying that Freegard had
"improperly, dishonestly and
secretively" discharged his duties at
the PRS.
These words did not. in fact,, appear in the original article which
triggered the libel action and which
did not refer to Freegard by name,
but were used by lawyers in interpretation of the article in Freegard's
Statement of Claim against Lyttleton.
Freegard also points out that
although the action was discontinued in June last year shortly
before the hearing was due, he had
given notice of discontinuance on
April 13.

EMI rock roils again
,c „ nr„„]n,p ; / nfits TV albums with a back catalogue campain spearheaded by the Beach Boys 20 Golden Greats album which
has already sold over I, /00,000 units.
National TV advertising, costing
£185,000. will promote the Beach
A'
Boys LP and discounts of up to 10
per cent plus an unusual browser in
the form of a juke box are the incentives for stocking the 10 other items.
The original TV ad used to promote
the Beach Boys album when it was
first released in June 1976, will again
h:.
be used and it rolls out nationally on
July 9 until mid-August. As an added incentive to consumers, the first
20,000 copies will be available in
blue vinyl.
EMI is also making available to
prime dealers special dispensers in
the form of a juke box containing ONE OF the juke box-style
120 albums and 32 cassettes for use dispensers being used by EMI in the
with the Beach Boys and the other new Beach Boys and back catalogue
back catalogue TV albums.
EMTV campaign.
Big rush for Dealer Tour
DEALERS THROUGHOUT the country are already applying for
tickets for Music Week's scqowA national Dealer Tour — although
the opening day at Bristol's Holiday Inn on September 24 is still
three months away.
Last year, thousands of dealers flocked to the venues to meet the
participating companies and hear the new autumn product and
judging by reaction so far, even more will be attending this year's
nine venues.
There will be more exhibitors, ranging from the majors to the
smaller independents, with video shows, personal appearances by
artists and free refreshments for visiting dealers.
After Bristol, the tour goes on to Brighton (September 26),
Newcastle (October 3), Glasgow (4), Leeds (8), Manchester (10),
Liverpool (11), Birmingham (15) and London (17 and 18).# See
page 31 for your application formforfickets.
On the War path
JEFF WAYNE'S War Of The Worlds celebrates its first year on the
album chart this week with worldwide sales of the double-album set
rapidly approaching the 2.5 million mark and UK figures in excess of
half a million.
During the last 12 months, the been down to a musical or general
project has also spawned several hit interest
level.
singles including Justin Hayward's
Spain there were two versions
Forever Autumn, David Essex with of "In
War Of The Worlds in the
Brave New World, and a couple of TopThe
Five. We re-recorded the narinstrumentals.
Wayne told Music Week: "There rative into Spanish, using local
will be a development of the War Of names, while retaining the original
I completed another
The Worlds album theme, although music. Recently
of the project, using Anat the moment 1 can't say exactly version
Quinn as narrator (originally
what. However, it will utilise thony
Richard Burton), and which will be
another medium, not necessarily the released
in at least 11 Latin
stage, and I expect plans to be
announced in a couple of months American countries."
He added: "There have also been
time. There has also been
preliminary work on a stage version, Italian and French versions of War
which is a strong possibility for the Of The Worlds which have sold well,
alongside the original albums."
future."
Wayne admitted that the success
Wayne is already working on
of his project had exceeded his ex- several new projects — a solo album
pectations in many ways: "I think with Justin Hayward, writing the
what has been surprising is that the music for the new Who-backed film,
albums have been taken off in coun- McVicar, and a 90-minuie animated
tries where English isn't the main film musical based on The Hobbit
language." he explains. "It has all ^'tiich will open first in the US.
liSsiffiMt raw FROM PAGE ONE
Penelope Powell, of Stylus 4, in ings expressed by the dealers, bul w
Cheltenham: "I don't think we'll decided to make this reduction i
lose out; it will mean we won't buy prompt settlement discount onl
things in such large quantities. Bui
careful consideration of th
the discount is a way to encourage after
and benefits. We believe thi
business — and wc can no longer af- costs
still represents a very fai
ford to take the risk of encouraging discount
price for prompt settlement o
new artists of theirs."
to us, and, in the fins
Shaun Howard, of Recordsvillc, amounts due
dealers will be the judge o
in S.W. London said that there had analysis,
this
view."
been no warning to the trade of what
The possibility of other companie
EMI was planning, "although there following
EMl's lead is apparentl
is an agreement for us to be con- no
more than that at the moment
sulted on all substantial matters,"
We are not changing the discoun
EMl's action would, he added, obtime," said Phonogram Ml
viously cost dealers differing atNenthisMahphant
but it is unde
amounts but should the other review."
majors follow suit Howard estimates
chard
that a single shop with a turnover ,,WEA
Robinson,
;!!'
"It is thedeputy
sort ofMD
thin;o
like his could lose about £150 a we arcadded:
thinking about. Two and ;
month.
"all per cent discount for paymen
Answering the dealers, Nick within
a month is a fair chunk - it'
Pai ne , EM 1 financial
said:I . .,„
We do. understand controller
the feelbanT"'3'1"2 lhan 'nvestins w'lh ;
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Single "I Heard It Through The Grapevine
c/w "Rockin' All Over The World" 7" available in full colour picture bag. (ftc 17s;
Si
Also available as 12" with an 11 minute extended version of "I Heard It Through
The Grapevine" plus an extra track "Keep on Choogling." 112 ftc its)
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SWEET SUCCESS for Anita Ward was rewarded by a giant cake from EPA to
celebrate her number one single. Ring My Bell. The bell shaped cake was
presented by EPAs Product Manager Barry Humphries (left) and head of
promotion Golly Gallagher on her recent UK visit.

THESE ARE, would you believe, the Donkeys They have just signed to the
independent Rhesus Records with an advance of 10.000 carrots and have a
single released called What ! Want c/w Four Letters. Label boss Genera!
Consent looks on as Dave Owen, Neil Ferguson and brother Tony sign the
contract. The first 10,000 copies of the single come in a manure-proof picture
bag!
- .
ELO's JEEP Lynne made a rare
appearance at BBC Radio I recently
when he recorded a show with DJ
Kid Jensen, which was featured on
air earlier this month.

\

THE ROYAL Philharmonic Orchestra picked up gold discs for their Classical
Gold volume 2 at London's Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank recently. The
award for their four-record box set was made by Angela Rippon. Pictured here
from left to right arc: Barry Griffiths, Angela Rippon. Frank Ship way —
Conductor and Gordon Smith — Ronco's production manager.

GOSSIP
RUMOUR
SCANDAL.. .
... the lighter side of the
music business.
Read it in Dooley's Diary.
Inside back page. Every
week.

v?
V
■I

TWO SMILING British girls who have received awards for the "foremost
personalities behind the artists". They are Lilian Bron (left) who was presented
with the award for outstanding co-operation and Sylvia Curd of Arcade
Records for lop television merchandiser at Germany's lop awards presentation
— the Musik Information Golden Label awards in Hamburg. They were
presented by Musik Information Editor, Harry Schild.

BE PREPARED...

HERE COMES

THE ONE EYED

BWSSi BOY...

FbUPBII piNOERS' LEE
See Freddie perform his new single
"One-Eyed Boogie Boy" (CYS 1053) from his
new album entitled "Freddie 'Fingers' Lee"
(CR 30160) on the "Oh Boy" show on TV
on July 2, and July 9.
SEC FREDDIE ON
THE'OH BOY'TV SHOW —~
FOR 6 CONSECUTIVE WEEKSJULY 2.9,16,23 AND AUGUST 6.
DON'T DELAY-STOCK UPTODAY!

Charly Music Ltd.
9 Beadon Road, London W6 OEA
Tel: 01-741 0011 Telex; 934386
Manufactured and distributed
by Pye Records (Sales) Ltd.
PAGE 6
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Orders To: Rye Records Ltd.. 132 Western Road.
Mitcham. Surrey CR4 3UT. Telephone: 01-640 3344.
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SUSAN BLACK: Looking out for a
publishing-recording deal

Backward chance
DISTRIBUTION IS sought for what is claimed to be "the world's first
backward playing record". Perpetrators of this latest gimmick are singer Freda
Gothenburg, with the song Like A Dream, and writers Mike Gallon, Roy
Hurley and Ken Murray whose GHM Productions was formed to release the
record.
Now Mike Cobb, director of (he company's publishing arm, Sesame Songs,
is looking for a distribution deal.
GHM Productions in association with Sesame Songs have packaged Freda's
unusual rendering of the off-beat song on a single that plays from the centre
outwards. For those with machines that can't cope with the inside-out
tracking, the B-side is the same song played conventionally.
In addition, the backwards version has a personal message from Freda for
those who put the needle on the outside, telling them rather suggestively that
they've got it in the wrong place. This message may be as much of a talking
point as the backward playing gimmick.
The single was produced by Nigel Gray who set up Sesame Songs with codirector Mike Cobb in 1977 to utilise the facilities of 24 track Surrey Sound
Studio in Leatherhead. Both hope this will be the production company's first
hit.
Contact Mike Cobb, Sesame Songs, 70 Kingston Road, Leatherhead,
Surrey, Tel. Leatherhead 79444.

f-.,'
€

m
MIKE CA TTON, of GHM, and Mike Cobb, of Sesame Songs, proudly show
off Freda Gothenburg's back ward record.

Susan hunts
record deal
PHIL SIMMONDS, who launched
The Brothers with their Top Ten
hit, Sing Me, is now looking for a
publishing/recording deal for
singer/songwriter Susan Black.
Susan established herself on the
club circuit in the Manchester area
and came to London about a year
ago when manager Simmonds took
her career in hand.
He describes her writing as "right
accross the board".
She has been writing and working
in clubs in the London area and
will be performing at Maunkberrys
of Jermyn Street on Monday, June
25.
Contact Phil Simmonds, 27 Spedan
Close, Branch Hill, Hampstead,
London NWS. (01) 435 5302.

i»-look

Mud

MUD: A band to be seen!

NEW BAND

seeks rock

_K

NEW SINGLE

n.
HN\a\JkNi u

PUNY UNDERNOtos tfil«
INFtJO P THEIR FIRST SINGLE AVAILABLE NOW
DiuributedbyCBS
PAGES

ROCK CLUB and college
circuit gigs are sought by Mud
now that they have 'updated'
their music and stage
performance with new member
Margo Buchanan.
The band is signed to Carrere
Records which has guaranteed
considerable support and promotion
of their new 'heavier' music image
both here and in Europe. A single,
Drop Everything And Run, will be
released at the end of the month with
an album to follow. What they need
now is to get on the road regularly
with some dates in major venues and
be heard.
"A working band is not a band,
without gigs", says Margo, lead
vocalist, who joins the group from
rock bands Smack, Breaker and
Pugma-Ho. Mud still includes Dave
Mount, Ray Davies and Rob Stiles
but has added Margo and Brian
Tatum.
Barry Dunning continues to

datii

Tipsheet is
edited by
SUE
FRANCIS
■Contact
her on
01 439 9756
manage the band who have chalked
up some 14 Top Twenty hits over the
years.
He says: "What we are looking
for now are gigs in rock clubs and on
the college/concert hall circuit. We
are no longer a cabaret band with
the glitter suits we made our name
on. We mean to do what Status Quo
did, retain our name with our four
original members but grow and
change musically.
Contact Barry Dunning, Carrere
Records, 22 Queen Street, May fair,
London WI (01) 493 7406.

Keyboard! markeS sought
IF KEYBOARD instruments had not yet been invented and you asked a
logically minded musician to invent a keyboard (o play the various collections
of strings, linkages, hammers or electronic guts that we know, he might well
come up with the Sohler Keyboard.
Mel Sohler has designed a revolutionary new keyboard that is a
rearrangement of all the keys into a symmetrical order and where each octave
contains four groups of three keys. The length of the oclavespan is
essentially the same as the conventional keyboard and is thus easily adapted to
existing keyboard instruments, fitting exactly into the same space.
Without getting technical, Sohler also uses another method of notation
which simplifies sight reading and the identification of notes. It is not
necessary to know the name of a note to know where it is on the keyboard
Sohler has four working models in use - three on upright pianos and one on
a portable electric piano. Reactions from musicians using these models all
Ca Se in ,eflrnin 10 use
u 0f Jhe
. understanding
8 and grasp
»he ofnewmusic
keyboard
and alsousing
of their
heightened
creative
theory through
it
With British and American patents, Sohler is now ready to market the
keyboard He is interested in hearing from interested manufacturers or from
individuals interested in experimenting with or obtaining the Sohler Keyboard
(SOS "5382829
^P'"°S A"OS^ NeW Mexico (S8) 53- USA

offer
SINGER/SONGWRITER Nicky albums with them. In '78, N
Moore has been involved with left Tiger 10 concentrate on w
several bands and record labels. and
a solo album. His musical
He's now recorded an album of his
varied, We particularly like
own and seeks interested record ISRockabye
Blues and Dreamir
company involvement.
Moore sang with several major California.
is signed to EMI Musi
choirs after leaving Exeter Cathedral is Moore
currently involved with a
School. Turning professional in band,
Old
Crow, Although he ei
1969 he was a founder member of both writing
and recording he
the band Hackensack for which he himself
most at home when ph
wrote most of the material. After lo an audience.
they split up in '74, he worked with
ex-Free member Paul Kossof and
Contact Shanti Bhalia,
Ihey with Big Jim Sullivan and Les
138-140 Charing (
Walker in Tiger, He co-wrote three Music,
Road, London WC2. (01) 836 61

The movie's on release,
the soundtrack's on CBS
and Kermit, Miss Piggy and the rest
of the gang are all set to be this
year's summer holiday chart and box
office smash!
You can join them at the top when
you stock the all-sensational,
inspirational "Muppet Movie" original
soundtrack album. It's backed by
national press advertising and some
mighty muppetational point of sale!

The Muppet Movie C~~p3c:
Original Soundtrack
Album & Cassette ArBm
Album CBS 70170
Cassette 40-70170
r\
Released July 13th

SO GET IT IN YOUR STORE!
Order from CBS Order Desk. Tel: 01-960 2155. CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10
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DEALERS AROUND the country
were both upset and angry when
they found that not only would
records and tapes go up in price
because of VAT, but the rise would
be bigger than expected because the
record companies are putting up
RRP at the same time.
Dealer's greatest complaints are
firstly that they had no warning of
these price increase being in the
pipeline, and secondly that the new
RRP's, particularly on singles, are
ridiculously at odds with each other.
As Ken Smith of Hudson's in
Chesterfield points out, it has been
left to the dealer to decide on an
average retail price for singles which
vary in RRP from 99p (EMI's
present price, due to go up when that
manufacturer's price list goes up
next month) to £1.15 (RCA) with
£1.4!/2 (Pye) and two different prices
for members of the same group
(Polydor at £1.01 and Phonogram at
£1.10) in between. The prospect of
explaining different singles prices to
customers is not one Smith relishes,
and has like many in the trade been
forced to avoid it by deciding on one
discounted rate, Hudsons have set
theirs at 99p.
Smith writes: "Once again the
manufacturers have seen fit to treat
DISCOVERY RECORDS, the oneman imports/distribution company
set up by former CRD senior rep
Mike Cox when that major importer
folded, has now taken on the French
Musidisc label. This was one of the
most popular among those which
CRD used to handle. Under the
Musidisc umbrella are a number of
well-known labels — Jazz
Anthology, Festival, Arhoolie,
Storyville, Milestone, Prestige,
Fantasy, Vanguard, and Tripp.
While the product is obviously
mainly jazz, there is enough of the
more popular types of music in the
catalogue for Cox to describe the
Musidisc output as "across the
board".
Cox is pleased to report that the
specialist jazz market "is very
healthy at the moment". He set up
Discovery with the well-defined aim
of filling the specialist imports gap
left by CRD, and so he is
concentrating on jazz, ethnic and
classical product. "1 bring in some
pop, but positively no disco!" Cox
adds.
He is careful to point out that he
does not want to compete in any way

VAT increases and

RRP

increases anger dealers
the independent (and for all I know
the multiples as well) with something
approaching contempt. In addition
to the Chancellor's burden several
companies have taken the
opportunity to raise prices —
presumably in the hope that the
VAT will mask these increases to the
consumer.
"Communications from the
record companies on prices have
been abysmal. Apparently the highly
efficient, multi-national, multi
millionaires with their computers
have trouble supplying us with new
price lists — effective from and
delivered by June 18 — and the reps
we've had in the stores so far seem
no wiser. Hopes ran high for a
moment on Saturday 16 with the
arrival of an envelope from Pye
marked 'Urgent, New Price
Information'. It turned out to

contain a list effective from May 27!
"In the case of EMI, should I as a
dealer have to read in the Sun that
their prices are going up from July
1? And it was in the same newspaper

i
that I learned that WEA are putting
a 'double' price rise into operation,
and that CBS are 'still working their
rises out'. Really? The tobacco
firms, who have as diverse a range of
products and prices as any record
company, had new price lists in the
hands of their dealers by the
Saturday after the Budget.
"The prices of singles now vary by

15 per cent from top to bottom
RRPs. How do we explain this
ludicrous situation to kids asked to
pay different prices for the same
pieces of seven-inch plastic? They
are pressed by economic
considerations, despite what Mr
Oberstein said in the Sun.
"It would appear in regard to the
LP market that the aim with most of
the majors' price structures is now to
charge the highest conceivable prices
for 'premium' releases — policy no
doubt dictated by the high advances
that even the most mediocre artists
are now asking for, and getting.
"The result of what has just
happened is that dealers have been
left to think up their own prices. The
manufacturers are saying that RRP
is X — or whatever you like!. They
lament poor back catalogue sales,
yet those albums are now £5. Will

Discovery takes on Musidisc
with the majors' own imports
operations. In fact, he says, he has
their blessing for bringing in
specialist product in small
quantities. Having begun by taking
on the whole of the CBS France
catalogue, he early this year started
bringing in Vogue (including the
Legacy jazz label) product, and has
now followed up with the third
French label, Musidisc.
Cox uses post and courier firms to
deliver, although he calls on some of
his accounts himself, and business
has grown to a point where he will
have to be expanding his staff of one
soon. He will also probably be
importing more labels, but these
three first big ones are important,
because "these are known to dealers
who originally got them through
CRD, and they may be wondering
where they can get this catalogue
now."
Having sold 120,000 copies or
more without aid of TV advertising,

Edited by
TERRI ANDERSON
K-tel's Classic Rock Second
Movement is now being given its TV
campaign (which started in Trident
area on June 11), and Lugton's is
advising its account holders to stock
up. Also given prominence on
Lugton's current list are Viking
Records releases from New Zealand.
These include an album of Maori
songs performed by Inia Te Waiata
and the Maori chorus of the NZ
Opera Company. (TC SLC 004).
There are also several other LPs of
Maori music and song, and Maori
choirs singing pieces already known
in the West. The release of the new
Pickwick Disney seven-inch series
has been delayed until after the

budget, and will now be higher
priced than originally announced,
but they will be available from
Lugtons soon.
On Flyover Records of
Hammersmith current list are a
range of original masters, direct cut
and limited edition discs from
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab. for
which Flyover has exclusive
distribution. These include three
LPs by The Mystic Moods
Orchestra, Supenramp's Crime of
the Century, Steely Dan's Katy Lied,
and Fleetwood Mac. Also an LP
described as "a truly remarkable
speaker blower" and titled The
Power and The Majesty. As Flyover
points out, contemporary rock and
pop artists have until now been
mostly overlooked in the world of
super hi-fi, and audiophiles-cummaniacs have had to indulge their
taste for perfect sound reproduction
while listening to organ recitals,
sound effects, and some carefully

Dame Edna
Eweraac
\ New single
edition in

Tony Christie and the Kings Singers
really sell at £5.29? Or do we have to
discount everything? The
manufacturers say across the board
discounting is bad, then put us in a
position where we have to discount
to exist.
"The question arises: where is the
ORRC in all this? No guidance,
advice or assurance that Harry
Tipple is making the strongest
possible representation to the record
companies on our behalf.
"Last but not least — the lack of
co-operation between the indie
retailer and the manufacturers, and
the latter's closer liaison with the
multiples, have never been as
sharply focused as at the present
time. We at our stores will be
conducting a strict re-examination
of our attitude and buying policy.
The record companies will be told
where to go and sell their rising new
stars, who we would normally break
for them so that the multiples can
later cream off the top profit once
those artists are established. So
when you bring round your new
hand from Boston or Barking, Mr
Record Man, don't target us for
large quantities because you won't
get them. Go to Smith, Woolworths
or Boots!"
chosen jazz. The MFSL range
appears to move hi-fi closer to
general musical taste, with future
releases planned by artists including
Little Feat, Grateful Dead, Neil
Diamond, Maria Muldaur, Alan
Parsons, Gordon Lighlfoot, The
Moody Blues and others.
A. J. Herman
NEWS OF the sudden death of
Arthur J. Berman, of Solomon and
Peres, came as a sad surprise to
many dealers and manufacturers last
week, especially those in Glasgow
and the rest of Scotland who had
been in regular touch with him at the
S&P office there.
Mr. Berman, who died on June
12, had a career which stretched
back to the Thirties when he was
with Barnett Samuels (later Decca).
After war service he joined Clyde
Factors, working with them for
many years before setting up his own
distribution company, Record
Enterprises. He made many friends
among manufacturers, artists and
retailers, and his knowledge of Irish
and Scottish repertoire was
unrivalled.
In their own tribute, Solomon and
Peres describe his "long-standing
personal and business association"
with the company, adding "his
valuable assistance in the company's
formative years will always be
remembered by the Solomon
family".
When S&P decided to extend its
operation into Scotland in
September 1978 he was invited to
take pan in the venture, and did so
to great effect.

picture sleeve.
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(DoThe'Roo)
Marketed by Charisma Records Available through Phonodisc
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HAVING GIVEN the citizens of
Birmingham a pavement rock
concert, members of Stiff's Lew
Lewis Performer, staff of Virgin's
Bull Street shop, and others pose for
the picture which proves that the
band's dealer tour is really
happening. Incidentally, the
imprompty al fresco gig raised £3.30
in the hat for Music Therapy. Lew

Lewis Performer is jusi completing a
stint as support on the Dave
Edmunds/Nick Lowe tour, and is
obviously hoping that these dealer
visits will create a good trade
welcome for his Save the Wail
album, released this Friday. The
group (left to right) are Geoff
Pollock of EMI LRD

BRISTOL
Monday, 24th September
BRIGHTON
Wednesday, 26th September
NEWCASTLE
Wednesday, 3rd October
GLASGOW
Thursday, 4th October
o LEEDS
Monday, 8th October
MANCHESTER
Wednesday, 10th October
LIVERPOOL
Thursday. 11th October
BIRMINGHAM
Monday. 15th October
LONDON
Wed. Thurs. 17/18th October
The second national exhibition tour
tor the music industry organised and
sponsored by MUSIC WEEK.
Ring Avril Barrow:
8361522

Two hours that will last forever

Queen Live Killers
EMSP330
Also available on tape
a live double album featuring their finest tracks
Already heard live in concert by more than 1.2 million fans

The Queen World Tour1978/9
October 1978
Dallas
Memphis
New Orleans

Providence
New York
Nassau
Philadelphia
Nashville
St Louis
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Buffalo
Ottawa
December
Montreal

Toronto
Madison
Chicago
Kansas City
Seattle
Portland
Vancouver
Oakland
Los Angeles
January 1979
Hamburg
Kiel

Bremen
Dortmund
Hannover
Berlin
Brussels
Rotterdam
o
February
Cologne
Frankfurt
Zurich
Zagreb
Ljubljiana

Munich
Stuttgart
Saarbrucken
Lyon
Barcelona
Maond
Poitiers
Pans
March
Pans
April
Tokyo

Osaka
Kanazawa
Tokyo
Kobe
Nagoya

Fukuoka
May
Fukuoka
Yamagucht
Sapooro

to be continued.
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Festival

draws
I

more than 2000 artists
From WILLEM HOOS
AMSTERDAM: More than
2,000 artists from 12 countries
have been appearing at this
year's Holland Festival which
opened in Rotterdam and
ended on June 24.
Among its highlights were a
reconstruction of Satie's ballet
Relache, premiered in Paris in 1924
and Italian composer Luigi Nono's
opera A1 Gran Sole Carico D'Amore
performed by the Frankfurt Opera
and involving over 300 artists and
technicians. The baroque music
performances
included
contributions by the English Bach
Festival Dancers choreographed by
Michael Holmes.
In all, there were 68 events and 259
performances in 13 Dutch cities, and
the festival was covered extensively
on Dutch radio and TV.
OTHER RECENT festivals have not
fared so well in Holland. The
international one at Lochem teetered
on the brink of disaster when billtoppers Thin Lizzy cancelled their
appearance because they were
dissatisfied by the dimensions of the
stage. UK bluesman John Mayall cut
short his performance when his band
were bombarded with beercans and
other missiles, including an apple

which stunned his pianist. A
continual downpour of rain
heightened rather than dampened
the general air of aggro.
Tempers frayed also during the
Pink Pop Festival at Geleen when
Mick Jagger failed to do a I5-minute
spot on stage with Peter Tosh,
preferring an impromptu backstage
game of soccer with rock band
Massada.
HIGHLIGHTS OF the concerts
given by US jazzmen Lionel
Hampton in Utrecht in May will be
released on a live album by Timeless,
the independent label run by Dutch
jazz promoter Wim Wigt.
Hampton will be here again on
July 15 for the last day of the fourth
North Sea Jazz Festival at the
Congress Centre in the Hague. Wigt
will release the Utrecht album in
time to catch the benefit of
Hampton's Hague appearance. It is
his second live album for Timeless,
the first being recorded last year and
released in the US on the New Yorkbased Muse label and in Japan by
Nippon Phonogram.
AT THE peak of its career, Gruppo
Sportive, one of Holland's bestknown pop groups, has disbanded.
The farewell concert took place
earlier this month at the Menken

Icehall in Rotterdam.
According to group manager
John van Vueren, the main reasons
for disbanding are that the band is
bored with the music scene and each
other. However, six days after the
farewell concert singer-guitarist
Hans Vandenburg, who founded
Gruppo Sponivo three years ago,
started recording a new album at the
Relight Studio in the southern
Holland village of Hilvarenbeek.
The sessions will last until July 7,
and Vandenburg's colleagues
include most of Gruppo Sportivo.
The tentative title for the LP, to be
released in the autumn, is Rocco
Exportivo and it is expected that
Gruppo Sportivo will re-form for an
American lour in September with
the Kinks and the Cars.
TOP DUTCH group Golden
Earring's new July album from
Polydor will be called No Promises
... No Debts and was recorded at
Phonogram Holland's Wisseloord
Studios in Hilversum and produced
by the group.
Golden Earring plays a series of
Dutch summer concerts, followed by
10 in West Germany in September
plus four in Hungary and two in the
Austrian capital Vienna.
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COLOGNE: Albums by leading German dance orchestras including the wellknown Hugo Strasser will be released in the UK by the Dansan label under an
agreement signed by Dansan MD David Marcus (right) with EMI Electrola
here. The pact also involves the formation of Rita Music by Dansan and EMI.
Songs to handle available dance music copyrights. Seen with Marcus at the
signing are Dansan A&R manager Tommy Sanderson and EMI Songs MOR
director Kay O 'Dwyer.

Rathe Marconi axes
jobs in streamlining

American
Commentary
RS0 promo plan is a gas
AS THE record companies tighten
by IRA MAYER IN NEW
free to place their acts elsewhere.
their bells re co-op advertising and
YORK
The decision, which in effect
promotion campaigns, retailers are
dissolves
the record company, was
program form (with introduction
getting more conservative in their
termed friendly on both sides.
by the group) by hand an hour
ordering and more imaginative in
Among those affected are: Dean
prior to airtime. With The Cars'
their use of what monies are
Friedman, who has to date met
debut album still Top 20 after
available to them.
greater
success abroad than on
almost a year, there is good reason
Store buyers say that deals are
these shores; Dion, who has
to believe Candy-0 will be wellalmost always being offered, but
consistently generated much press
received.
that they are often passing them up
excitement but who hasn't had a
rather than severely overstocking.
viable hit in some time; Henry
PEOPLE: Arista has named
The co-op dollars, they add,
Richard
Palmese
vice-president
of
Gross and Crack the Sky.
simply aren't enough inducement
national
promotion
and
Michael
Cash/West Productions has
for the heavy ordering the record
reacquired all masters for their
Bone vice-president of AOR
companies insist upon.
entire roster, and of course retains
promotion. Palmese has been with
Two east coast retailers located
all
Jim Croce masters.
the label since 1975; Bone had
20 miles apart, however, are taking
most recently been a partner in
MCA
GAVE WNEW-FM 500
advantage of their general
Mikes' Artist Management,
seats to a pre-opening screening of
proximity. Feeling that they are
working
with
Baby
Grand
and
The Who's The Kids Are Alright.
not in direct competition, they're
NRBQ, among others . . . Al di
As an added attraction, station
working with RSO on a joint
Noble has been named VP of
program
director and air
promotion of John Stewart,
product development at
personality Scott Muni introduced
pooling their co-op resources and
Casablanca,
where
he
had
John Entwistle and Kenny Jones to
involving the local radio station in
previously been national singles
the crowd.
contests and give aways as well as
director . . . And although Kip
by purchasing spots.
PRESIDENT AND Mrs. Carter
Cohen recently resigned as VP of
RSO has also jumped on a
hosted a buffet-dinner on June 7 in
A&R for A&M, he will continue to
suddenly very popular promotion
honor of the Black Music
act as creative consultant,
bandwagon — built around the
Association's Founders'
exclusive to that label . . . Miles
theme of If You Can't Give Me
Conference. Billy Eckstine, Chuck
Lourie, former manager of Barry
Love (the title of Suzi Quatro's hit
Berry, Evelyn "Champagne"
Manilow,
among
others,
and
Alan
single) Give Me A Full Tank Of
Miller,
until
recently
with
Aucoin
King,
Andre Crouch and Sarah
Gas. With gas prices nearly
Jordan Powell entertained and in
Management working with Kiss,
doubled since the first of the year
an official proclamation, the
have formed Lourie-Miller
and short supplies making for long
President stated:
Management, Inc. Lourie will
lines at those stations that arc
"Born of the deepest human
work
out
of
New
York
offices,
open, a full tank/no waiting is
desires for freedom, black music
with Miller handling the Los
worth plenty of postcards or phone
Angeles wing.
has given inspiration to millions of
calls.
Americans throughout our
Unique on the radio promotion
WITH THEIR CBS distribution
nation's history. These popular art
front is Elektra's nationwide debut
pact
up
for
renewal
in
August,
forms — gospel, blues, rhythm
for the Cars* Candy-O album.
Lifesong Records' Terry Cashman
and blues and soul — have made
Eleklra lined up some 600 albumand Tommy West have opted to
significant contributions to
oriented and top-40 stations for a
pursue their production interests.
American culture. Black music is
simultaneous 6 p.m. airing June
Some
artists
may
wind
up
on
also the root of contemporary
IS. Stations received the album in
other CBS labels, but the pair arc
American rock and disco musje." j
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From GERARD WOOG
PARIS: As pan of a major
restructuring operation, Pathe
Marconi EMI will dismiss between
100 and 170 employees from all
departments of the company.
General manager Michel Bonnet,
explained that the company must
overcome its serious problems and
provide new blood for the French
and international artistic scene.
Following the departure of
executives Frank Lipsik and
Christian Herrgott, Pathe Marconi
EMI French and international
manager Michel Poulain is leaving
to become general manager of
Ariola Germany's French company
Arabella Eurodisc, where he will be
joined as assistant by Jacquie
Ferryman, who has headed the
international department of French
EMI for the past few months.
NANA MOUSKOURI will celebrate
20 successful years in show business
with a worldwide tour, beginning
this month in Germany. Dates in
Canada and the USA follow during
the summer and September and she
will star at a special Athens concert
on September 28 before climaxing
her tour at the Paris Olympia on
October 16.
Phonogram will release a double

album comprising her hits over 20
years in September, plus an LP of
new songs.
BRIEFS; Jacqueline Polloni-Dagot,
previously responsible for French
TV promotion at CBS, has been
appointed promotion manager at
AZ Records, the first of several
appointments forecast by general
manager Pascal Farcouli to
strengthen AZ's media promotion
team . , . Pierre Tsalsarounos,
responsible for contracts at EMI,
has left to become assistant to the
manager at SACEM, and is
succeeded at EMI by Pierre Henriol,
previously in charge of special
projects . . . Phonogram planning
summer coastal promotional tour to
showcast young artists . . . RTL to
sell its historic collection of 1,200 78
r.p.m. discs containing highlights of
its programmes and French
music hall memories between
1908 and 1950 . . . Lyonel Thybaud
has joined the international
department at RCA France as label
manager for Salsoul and 20ih
Century Fox . . . Nicole Sauzier now
handling promotion for Paul de
Senneville and Olivier Toussaint at
Delphine, which is distributed bv
AZ.
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The album GET THE KNACK
EST11948
The singleCL16087
MY SHARONA
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WHEN JIMMY Myers wrote
the B-side for a Bill Haley & the
Comets single in 1954, he could
little have realised just what
were to be its consequences for
the history of pop music.
The little opus that he happened
to write was Rock Around The
Clock and, apart from Haley
himself selling 30 million copies of
the record, cover versions of the
song amount to another 70 million
units being sold.
For a song that changed the
course of pop history, it seems ironic
that Rock Around The Clock was
originally thrown away as a B-side.
Myers explains: "I'd written the
song with Bill Haley in mind, and he
recorded it in two takes, but when
the record company whom he was
signed to at the time heard it, they
said that there was no way it was
going to be a hit!
"The result was that 1 gave it to a
group called Sonny Day and His
Knights to record and their version
was released. Later Haley switched
companies and Decca in the US
decided to release Thirteen Women,
backed by Rock Around The Clock,
in April 1954. In fact, the song was
virtually thrown away and trade
magazines like Billboard and Cash
Box only revued Thirteen Women.

The

rock classic that

almost never happened
"It was by a stroke of luck that
certain disc jockeys picked up on the
flip side and within weeks Rock
Around The Clock was a hit. It sold
250,000 copies first lime round and
then, after it was featured in the film
Blackboard Jungle, sales went up to
one million units. Then Columbia
Pictures decided to make a film built
around the song and featuring Bill
Haley and the Comets, The Platters
and DJ Alan Freed, and sales of the
record just went through the roof."
Since then the statistics have been
unsurpassed by any pop record. To
date, more than 100 million copies
of Rock Around The Clock have
been sold — an achievement only
equalled by Irving Berlin's White
Christmas. The song has been
recorded in 35 different languages,
and there are 350 different versions,
ranging from the Osmonds to the
Sex Pistols. The song has also been

The Clock has earned a place in the
Guinness Book of Records.
Since then Myers, who aciually
penned Ihe song under the
pseudonym Jimmy De Knight, has
written 200 songs, including several
subsequent Haley hits. In the UK
and Europe, the publishing rights of
Rock Around The Clock were
originally picked up by Eddie
Kassner, after Myers walked into his
office and played him the song.

JIMMY MYERS: Composer of the
rock
roll classic Rock Around
The Clock.
featured in 25 different films
including the Pistols' Great Rock
And Roll Swindle.
Not surprisingly, Rock Around

Kassner recalls: "I thought that he
was mad when 1 first heard the
number. Until that time I had been
publishing songs like David
Whitfield's Cara Mia — no one
guessed that this new song was goin,
to change the whole face of p0p
music."
Several years ago Myers gave up
the pop business to concentrate on a
film career and he has since
appeared in 250 feature roles
However, he recently wrote two new
songs which he has sent to Bill Haley
for recording consideration — and
he is writing a book, detailing the
history of Rock Around The Clock
and the artists who have recorded it.
Philosophically, he adds,
however: "I don't expect to ever
write another big-seller like that
song."
CHRIS WHITE

c

RODNEY

BURBECK

concludes his reports from the
Ninth IMIC

Higher prices urged
I

THE AMERICAN record industry must adopt a more flexible altitude to
pricing and it must sell at the highest price the market will stand — these were
two solutions to America's sagging record economy offered by IMIC speakers
on the subject of the changing US record scene.
Don Dempsey, CBS vice-president in charge of Epic, Portrait and
Associated Labels, ventured the view that the consumer had backed away from
catalogue items because with price cutting, catalogue material was now selling
at higher prices than new product.
"Pricing policy must be changed and across-the-board increases made on a
more realistic basis. There must be release-by-release pricing and anist-byartist pricing," he said.
Taking the independent's view of the American record scene, the UK's
Magnet Record's chairman and managing director Michael Levy told the IMIC
delegates that with the crystallising of record distribution into the control of six
major companies worldwide, the importance of the creative independent
company was even more vital.
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Tour eosti fSKSioiei
THE LIVELIEST discussion at when agencies and promoters
IMIC centred on the subject of "scream for help". She asked
artists' tours and who should foot publishers; "Do you take the money
the bill for the rapidly escalating and run? Or do you get involved and
costs of mounting a major lour.
help with advertising and promotion
The session was titled The ■ - ■ or are managers and artists
Growing Importance Of World squeezing you so hard on
Tours, but Chrysalis joint-chairman unprofitable collection deals that
Chris Wright made the point that you can no longer afford the cost of
while the importance of louring is taking an active interest in
just as vital as 10 years ago, Ihe cost promotion?"
has grown.
The discussion ranged over the
Wright was echoing a strident whole subject of how record
demand by Bronze Records' companies can get involved in tour
international director Lilian Bron support, with a number of examples
that the industry should tackle the of successes, and Eric Gardner
question: Who pays for tours?
(manager of Todd Rundgren and
"Certainly artists and their
made the point that the cost
managers ore pricing themselves out others)
of louring and promotion should be
of the market," she said.
spread between the artist's record
Bron asked if record companies company, its international division
invest in lours as long term policy and via publishing advances.
support for their artists, or only
Iw Surtam tips

GYEA
New single

receiving good Radio One airplay INF 111
innmr r HEcono:
DiunbutcdbyCBS
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and recording in Eastern Europe.
8 »n. <loing co-production deals
Your greatest need Is patience " added Rmu-r. •• .
years to conclude the deal for Leo SaverN r t ijI 11 t00k lhrCC
inanufactured in the USS'K Bui ik hn • . ^ Greatest Hits album to be
certain benefits - there is no piracy and vnn
^
doing business there has
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McFadden and Whitehead

turn

up trumps

McFADDEN & WHITEHEAD
may sound like a firm of
solicitors but they're considered
the jokers in the pack at Philly.
No-one is laughing at these
performers-turned-songwriters now,
though, as their current smash Ain't
No Stoppin' Us Now has proved to
be far more than just another disco
hit.
With Anita Ward also in London
last week, discos were given the rare
opportunity of putting faces to the
lop two sounds and while Anita
started at the Lyceum and went
down to Guildford before travelling
up country to Manchester and
Liverpool, McFadden and
Whitehead joined in the bizarre
entertainment of Flicks' VE Day
party in Danford, hosted by Robbie
Vincent, after a night at the
Sundown.
Earlier in the day Gene McFadden
had looked decidedly dispirited as he
clutched his stiff neck caused, he
claimed, by the discomforts of flying
Concorde. His serious approach to
the interview and philosophical
overview of the success of
McFadden and Whitehead was
counterbalanced by his partner's
fast wit and frequent outbreaks of
laughter — but the one point they
both wanted to emphasise is that
Ain't No Stoppin' Us Now is no
overnight success — nor are McF &
W some kind of Philly staff writers
turned performers for the
performing had always taken

Edited by
JERRY GILBERT
Disco International
priority and the writing was more of
an accidental discovery of latent
talents.
In England for the first time,
primarily to appear on Top of the
Pops, Gene McFadden emphasised;
"This record is a personal song from
me and John telling our own story
— and there ain't no people gonna
stop me and him now."
But after the success of that song
comes the parting of the ways, for
the UK is unlikely to follow the US'
lead of issuing Mr. Music as the
follow-up — instead it looks like
being Do You Wanna Dance.
Gene and John can trace their first
meeting back to school days — of
playing in the streets of Philly at the
age of three and then in 10th Grade
merging their own singing groups to
form the Epsilons. "John had the
Esquires and 1 was in a fraternity
group. 1 said 1 could get him into the
Fraternity so we merged groups",
recalls Gene.
Success was immediate, for after
two months they met Otis Redding
and became pan of his revue. "He
gave us the initial professionalism.
Otis Redding to me was the master
and those two or three months gave
us the know how we've got now",
says Gene.

The group returned to
Philadelphia and signed a
management contract which in turn
led to an introduction to Gamble
and Huff. As The Epsilons they had
already made one record for Stax
and changing their name to the Talk
of the Town they recorded on the
Gamble and Huff label around
1970-71 — again to no avail.
In fact John had resorted to
taking odd jobs at Philadelphia
International when they wrote
Backstabbers, which became the
company's (and the O'Jays') first
major success.
"It changed our lives around
because suddenly we were making
money from another aspect of the
business. It was our first song and it
was astronomically big. And
because we had wives and families to
feed we started thinking about
writing more and more", recalls
Gene. "Huff taught us all we know
about writing — he gave us the
pattern whereas Gamble taught us
more of the business and lyric side."
John Whitehead, who had now
joined us, gives a more graphic and
fairytale account of the
Backstabbers' success. "It was Mrs.
Gamble's decision — she heard it
before the O'Jays after we'd written
the song one night in my kitchen. I
remember standing outside the
office waiting for Huff to come out
and I was reading the lyrics while he
was pouring himself a soda.
Eventually he said 'Let me see that'.
So we had a rare opportunity of
sitting down with Leon Huff at the
piano and we just hooked the tune
up.
"The company had just signed the
distribution deal with Columbia and

the jokers
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McFA DDEN A ND WHITEHEA D — a in't no stopping them now.
Gamble and Huff were writing songs were unsuccessful before is because
with that in mind. Gamble thought we were in the hands of another
that it would be a good song for the producer, but now we are writing,
O'Jays although when they first recording and producing our own
heard it they couldn't sec the magic. songs and record wise it's been the
However, it turned out to be happiest time of our life."
And a prediction of their next
everyone's first gold record and
success?
something to be proud of."
"A song called Strategy for
Success followed success. Philly's
latest writing partnership gave the Archie Bell, which is also the title of
Intruders a new lease of life with I'll his album", came the emphatic
Always Love My Mama and as the reply. "Now we plan to come back
label gathered momentum they to England with a band and by the
found themselves writing for Archie lime we get here we'll really be
Bell and the Drells, the Jacksons, polished."
Harold Melvin, Billy Paul, MFSB
And one final little piece of John
and more recently Teddy Whitehead magic as he put the
Pendergrass and Melba Moore (Pick team's successes and failures into
Me Up. I'll Dance).
perspective. "Before, we were
"Finally we got around to doing putting the gas in the vehicle but we
what we do best, which is doing couldn't ride it ourselves — now we
US", laughed John Whitehead, just built ourselves a rocket, and as
nodding in the direction of their own for the fuel — well we just got our
hit. "I think one of the reasons we own little pipeline to the master!"

From Britain^ fastest rising black stars
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LIGHT OF THE WORL©
Limited Edition 12 single ENY 29 12
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Compiled by Disco International for Music Week and based on returns
from disco DJs throughout Britain.
(1) RING MY BELL, Anila Ward (TK TKR 7543).
(2) AIN'T NO STOPPING US NOW, McFadden and
Whilehead (Philadelphia Inl'l PIR 7365)
(3) BOOGIE WONDERLAND, Earth, Wind and Fire and the
Emotions (CBS 7292)
4 (4) WE ARE FAMILY, Sister Sledge (Atlantic K 11293)
5_..-(5).. SPACE BASS, Slick (F'antasy FTC 176).
"6 (6) HOT STUFF, Donna Summer (Casablanca CANL 151)
7 (15) GET ANOTHER LOVE, Chanlal Curtis (Key)
8 (29) IMA SUCKER FOR YOUR LOVE, Teena Marie Motown
I2TMG1146).
9 (27) LET'S LOVEDANCE TONIGHT, Gary's GangS (CBS
73236)
10 (7) HAPPY RADIO, Edwin Starr (RCA TC 1408)
11 (21) VING 0N THE FR0NT,j1NE
26)
'
Grant (Ensign ENY
12 (-) TRIP TO YOUR MIND, Hudson People (Ensign ENY 27)
13 (8) SUNDAY GIRL, Blondie (Chrysalis CHS 2320)
14 (9) DANCE AWAY, Ro.xy Music (Polydor POSP 44)
15 (-, WHEN YOU WAKE UP TOMORROW, Candi Staton
(Warner Bros K 17370)
16 (12) GET IT UP FOR LOVE/ I JUST KEEP THINKING
ABOUT YOU BABY, Tata Vega (Motown I2TMG 1140)
17 (13) SHAKE YOUR BODY, Jacksons (Epic EPC 7181)
18 (18)
RFC K n™7°ANCE/DANCER' Gin0 S0Cci0 (VVarncr Bros
19 (19) FEVER, Roy Ayers (Polydor POSP 53).
20 (14) SATURDAY NIGHT, T Connection (TK TKR 7536)
21 (26)
22 (10) POFMUS.CSATuk""' lA"amiC HanSa K,,214)
23 (17)
Y0 <
VE Joe ,:homas TK
<Mo0rC
TKR
7544)
24 (23) ptrK M P IVI! iw? ' '
(EpiC EPC 7234)
25 (11, ONE WAY TICKFT rErNC ,lon
P
RFIINITRn
if J' and"PHerb(Atlantic
26 (16) KhUNI
FED, Peaches
(PolydorHansa
POSP K4^11266)
27 (20) (EVERYBODY, GET DANCInI llombers Hlamiigo HFM
28 (-)
VSL50R14)GONNA SAV GOODBYE. Pousscr (Vanguard
29 (-) 1 ELL EVERYBODY, Herbie Hancock (CBS 72291
(-)
Y
^Carrh
(-) you^onna
) Girls
5? (Philadelphia
make
me ----S)
love somebody ELSE,
Jones
International)
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Metro find themselves

cr
r

on the Straits track
IF DIRE Straits have had the
hardest job in the pop world
recently — having to justify the
accolades thrust upon them
after the sudden and
overwhelming success of Sultans
of Swing — then the band with
the second hardest job must
have been Metro.
This young British group look on
the daunting task of supporting the
Straits on their European lour which
reached a triumphant conclusion in
London last week.
Not that they hesitated to jump at
the chance when chosen from
around 60 hopefuls by Dire Straits'
manager, Ed Bicknell. And it would
embarrass several well known
groups to mention the unsuccessful
names.
Metro member Sean Lyons recalls: "Ed Bicknell says he's kicking
himself now that he's heard our
album. We went to him last year for
agency before we signed to our
present management and he says he
wished he'd done something with us
then."
Lead vocalist Peter Godwin and
guitarist Lyons are the two original
members of the band when signed to
Transatlantic and playing with
Duncan Browne. The line-up is now
completed by guitarist Colin Wright,
drummer John Laforge and bassist
Tony Adams.
The Straits tour was seen as an
excellent launching point for the new
look band, its EMI debut album —

by DAVID DALTON
New Love — and single — Girls In
Love.
Lyons confirms: "We had been
looking for a tour since January. We
didn't want to do the usual round of
playing pubs — not because we
think we're above that — but
because we wanted everything to be
just right and I don't think we'd
come over best in that son of venue.
The music ranges from the breezy
pop of Girls In Love to the more
sombre, complex Mystery. The
Metro sound — skilled guitar work
centred on the deep, rich voice of
Godwin — complemented Dire
Straits well on tour.
Edited by
CHRIS WHITE
If Metro and Dire Straits seemed
well matched, Metro's management
match seems more surprising at first.
The band eventually declined the
offer of a deal by Sire's Seymour
Stein and signed with Daylight
Robbery, the management pairing
of Laurence Aston and Don
Mousseau. Aston was deputy to Nat
Joseph at Transatlantic and worked
for Granada TV for a while before
setting up Daylight Robbery mainly
to handle jazz performer Mike
Westbrook. Mousseau was also at
Transatlantic — "In fact, I gave
Don his job there," says Aston.

"I first heard the original Metro
line-up when they brought tapes
in to Transatlantic," recalls
Mousseau, "and was impressed
then." He monitored the band's
progress after they left Transatlantic
and re-formed .and when they
produced a tape of some new songs
he contacted Aston.
The band are confident they made
the right choice of representation.
Godwin comments; "It's very good
being with Don and Laurence. As
they're not big lime, we don't have
to make appointments to see them.
It's true we were doubtful initially
about signing with them as they have
no track record. We had an offer
from Seymour Stein which meant we
would have been able to make an
album straight away, but we're glad
now that we've had several months
working at it to get things right."
A record deal with EMI seemed to
happen relatively easily. Aston
explains: "Staff producer Mike
Thorne liked the band immediately
and it was just about the time that
Brian Shepherd took over A&R at
EMI.
"We signed the band in May last
year and the EMI deal was set in
August. The company signed Metro
without actually seeing the band, I
presume because of their faith in
Thorne, though we gave them a few
demo tapes to convince them."
New Love was produced by
Thorne and eventually re-mixed by
Richie Gold, a former staff producer
at Transatlantic. Explaining the

METRO: "We didn't want the usual round of playing pubs — not because we
think we're above that — but because we wanted everything to be just
right. . . ."
final sound John Laforge says: "We therein the live act."
Before settling for the current
didn't want the album overproduced because we wanted to be name the band kept a notebook of
able to reproduce the sound on possibles, including names like The
Police and The Clash since taken up
stage.
"It's no good having all sorts of by others. But it seems that the band
could
be on the right track as Metro.
marvellous effects if they won't be
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ira®te®rffs fight toefe
MORE THAN a decade after A music, and composing with other
Whiter Shade Of Pale was first people
"
released, Gary Brooker, former lead
After always working within the
singer with Procul Harum, the band confines
of a pop band, Brooker has
which had a worldwide hit with the
the experience of recording
song, has got round to making his enjoyed
"It was a refreshing change to
first solo album. The venture, called solo.
without having to worry
No More Fear Of Flying (Chrysalis record
about
everyone else, and having the
CHR 1224), teams him with another
to do the songs I
pop music veteran, George Martin completetofreedom
do and the way I wanted
— the first time that the two men wanted
to do them.
have collaborated.
It was in the summer of 1967 that
"To a certain extent when you
Whiter Shade Of Pale first became a work in a band, you have to fit in a
hit, when issued on the Deram label. slot and it didn't happen with this
Subsequently it has sold almost ten album. I also enjoyed working with
million copies, been re-released George Martin who is the ultimate
several times and on defferent labels professional."
and won a Britannia Award for the
Brooker sums up the promotion
best song of the last 25 years.
of No More Fear Of Flying as: 'A lot
Procul Harum enjoyed ten years of
hours spent, a lot of words
of success together, scoring such spoken.'
the course of the last few
other hits as Conquistador and weeks he In
visited Holland (twice),
Homburg, then two years ago the Belgium, has
Sweden, Finland,
band decided to call it a day. Since Denmark,Norway,
and Germany.
then Gary Brooker's distinctive Currently heAustria
is in Canada and US,
vocals have been notably stilled.
undertaking
promotion.
He is
Brooker explains: "Quite simply,
about the possibility of
1 packed it up for a couple of years cautious
however: "1 would like to
and got round to doing all the things concerts
more live dates and, if we could
that 1 had wanted to do, but had do
a reasonable crowd,
never been able to do in the be guaranteed
I'm sure that we would do itpreceding years. Things like home then
Recording
goes
in hand with
recording, helping to launch Mickey performing but hand
at the moment I'd
Jupp (a well-known Southend like to wait until
I have perhaps
rocker) as an artist, writing film
another solo album under my belt."
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THE NEW SINGLE
"I Write The Songs"
ARIST 280.
Taken from the Album "MAN1LOW MAGIC. The Best of Barry Manilow*.'
Album: ARTY 2. Cassette: ARTVC 2.
ARISTA.
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Luxembourg
surveys
visual
transfer

IN AN attempt to persuade traditional advertisers of the so far untapped
benefits of combining radio with TV is a co-ordinated campaign. Radio
Luxembourg has initiated research into visual transfer.
Visual transfer is the name given to the phenomenon whereby people
exposed to a TV campaign can recall visual aspects of a commercial with only
the TV soundtrack to trigger their memories.
This latest Luxembourg research — believed to be the first of its kind in this
country — showed that the average score for correct recall of one or more
visual elements of each commercial was 69 per cent. This figure is slightly lower
than previous American and German findings.
Luxembourg concludes from this result that advertisers who currently use
television as their primary or sole medium now have an effective means of
extending their TV message via the use of radio. Armed with this conviction
and the detailed results of the research in audio visual form sales director Tim
Bradshaw and the rest of his department will be talking to potential converts to
the idea of visual transfer. In the next few weeks they will be contacting
managing directors and marketing executives of record companies — in

Radio One changes
AS RADIO One takes to the road next month to visit Britain's holiday resorts,
some of the station's DJs will be switching shows.
Radio One will be broadcasting live from 35 resorts from 1 lam-12.30pm,
Monday to Friday. The seven week tour starts in South Wales and the first
programmes will be presented by Tony Blackburn. The following weeks will
feature Peter Powell, Simon Bates, Paul Burnett, Kid Jensen, Ed Stewart and
Dave Lee Travis.
Dave Lee Travis will be taking a holiday from the breakfast show (6-9am)
and will take over the Sunday morning programme (lOam-lpm). Andy Peebles
will take DLT's show for the seven weeks and his evening show (8-9.50pm) will
be hosted by Mike Read.
Thursday's "Talkabout" (7-8pm) will be rested during the holidays and is
set for a return — in a new form — in the autumn. In its place A1 Matthews,
the latest Radio One signing, will be presenting his own choice of summer soul
music.
All the network's programmes will contain special holiday features. An
innovation at the Roadshows will be a "new records for old" exchange
scheme.
This will be launched on July 1 when Radio One takes part in a UNICEF
spectacular at Wilton House near Salisbury to mark the start of the station's
involvement with the Year of the Child.
Visitors will be asked to bring along their old records — 78s, 45s, or LPs —
and receive in return a numbered Radio One/Together for Children sticker.
Twenty donors will have their number drawn out during the show and they will
each receive a brand new copy of ELO's latest album, Discovery, from one of
the band's members — Bev Bevan.
On that day Tony Blackburn will be compering the Radio One Roadshow
live from 1pm to 3pm and Ed Stewart will be literally 'dropping in' on the
Roadshow caravan — courtesy of the Royal Navy.

News in
bref
MEMBERS OF the IBA will visit
Bournemouth next week to hold
preliminary interviews with the five
sets of applicants for the contract to
provide an ILR service in that area.
Further interviews will take place in
London.
KID JENSEN introduces a new
feature to his Radio One programme
during July under the heading
Rock 'n 'Roll Heroes.
First 'hero' under the spotlight
will be Eddie Cochran. followed by
Gene Vincent, Buddy Holly, The
Coasters, Sam Cooke, Ray Charles,
Fats Domino, Jerry Lee Lewis,
Little Richard and Elvis Presley.
Edited by
DAVID DALTOIM

... rv—-x :r.'V,r.:rtrTlv"S
JKS&SKSl--m»- is seen as an allraclive
shown in (his research.
, combinalions
pro^ioS: particularly for ^a—s faced with reduced avaiiahiN., of
" ThTs7udreconUduc"d'b5 Socia. Surveys
(Gallup Pol.) Ltd covered 202
people aged' between .6 and 34 - roughly .he profde o L x b
audience The cieht commercials chosen ranged from Bird s fcyc chicken Pie to
Hoove junior and the results varied a great deal. This would seem to suggest
thrn any advertiser considering this form of advertising wou d nc d io use a
very cleverly put together soundtrack to make sure it provided the right visual
"in the past commercial production specialists have criticised the use of TV
commercial soundtracks on radio and the idea is bound to stir up controversy
among those in the industry.

[H3iw the roaditow
reaches the nation
THE RADIO One Roadshow was cartridges, three ITC Tape cartridge
first put on the road at Newquay, on machines, one 9-channel mixer with
Penny & Giles faders, two stereo
July 23, 1973. Its purpose is to show amplifiers
for the Pioneer SE305
as many Radio One listeners as
possible their DJ's at work and to Headphones which can be fed with
the
following
inputs: 1. Console
actively involve them in
programmes. Since its inception the output, 2. Pre-hear on all channels,
roadshow has visited most of the 3. Radio One from a built-in
main towns and resorts in the UK at receiver, 4. Talkback from both the
least once. It has broadcast from as producer and engineers.
The output of this console is fed
far north as Inverness right down to
St. Ives in Cornwall. In 1977, with to two Glen Sound six-channel
the inclusion of the Simon Bates' mixers. One feeds the 'Post Office
Music Machine Show, over 400,000 lines' with the sound signal. These
people attended one or more 'lines' are special telephone-type
roadshows, making it possibly the cables which the BBC hires from the
world's largest travelling radio Post Office for every show. A Post
show. No fee is asked either of the Office engineer from the local
exchange comes along to each
audience or the host town or resort.
So many listeners want souvenirs roadshow and connects it to a
of Radio One that a 'Goodiemobile' special cable he will have installed
also makes the trip, carrying Radio the previous day. After travelling
One T-shirts, slickers, sunstrips, down these 'lines' for anything up to
posters, sweatshirts, hats, mugs, 500 miles the sound enters
pens, bells, badges, books and bags.
Broadcasting House in London and
Just eight people travel with the is fed into the Radio One studio. The
Radio One Roadshow. Apart from second mixer feeds the public
the DJ, the producer and his address amplifiers.
secretary, there arc two sound
These have a total output of 400
engineers and a driver to run the watts and feed two orange
main Roadshow vehicle.
eliminator bins and a pair of Shure
The roadshow is basically a SR106 speakers above them. Also on
custom-built mobile studio with the board is a radio microphone and its
addition of a powerful public receiver which is used to hear
address system to enable the members of the audience who are
audience to hear the show. The DJ's out of reach of the stage
console is built by the BBC and microphones. Monitoring of the
includes the following equipment: sound output by the engineers is
three Shure SM58 microphones, two done either on Pioneer SE305
Gates turntables fitted with Gray headphones or a specially-designed
Research arms and Shure SC35 BBC loudspeaker.

WHO ARE THE 'PLATINUM'
SPENDERS ON SINGLES?

\

54% are aged 15-24.
43% tune in to Radio Luxembourg.
So if you want another platinum disc why don't you
advertise on
RADIO LUXEMBOURG
For further information phone Nigel Mort
on 01-439 7401

o

Source T.G.I. 1978

Britain's only National commercial radio station
2{)8m Mali urn Wave 1439 Khz.
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CHINNICHAP's first production for ARISTA

FOUR HUNDRED DRAGONS
Instant action on American radio.
Released in the U.K.June 29th.
Available in limited edition fluorescent green vinyl.
Special Picture Bag.
Thieves, "Four Hundred Dragons" c/w "Headlights."
ARIST 266.
From the forthcoming album "Yucatan." SPART1098.

ARISTA
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THE MAESTRO of all conduclors, Herbert von
Karajan, took the opportunity while in London to make a
rare appearance at a press conference to announce two
major new operatic projects to conduct two concerts with
the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra.
In October, EMI is rclcasin}> a new recording of Verdi's
Don Carlos with a cast headed by Mirella Freni, Jose
Carreras, Nicolai Ghiaurov, Agnes Ballsa and Ruggcro
Raimondi, accompanied by the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra.
The opera is one Karajan knows well, having directed
live performances of it on many occasions — notably in
the Salzburg Festspieihaus production originally
presented in 1975.
But this new recording is based on the 1978 production,
which was the first time that Carreras, singing the title
role, had performed under Karajan's baton, with highly
acclaimed results. Don Carlos is being released on SLS

EMI

5154(4 LPs).
The second major Karajan release from EMI comes in
November with his first recording of Debussy's Pelleas et
Melisande with Richard Stilwcll and Frederica von Stade
as Melisande and Jose van Dam as Golaud (SLS 5172).
At the press conference, Karajan admitted that
since he first heard the opera at the age of 17, he had
wanted to perform it. "It was a real obsession
with me," he remarked. He first did it in a radio
broadcast, and then at the Vienna State Opera when he
was director in 1962.
Curiously, he has never conducted it since — except
when he gathered his own orchestra, the Berlin Phil, and
his handpickcd soloists in the Philharmonic, Berlin, for
the EMI recording in 1978. The 10-day recording session
"worked like a spell", said Karajan. "It was like a dream
for us."

All temers broken as VAT
turns price leweSs upside down
THE ADVENT of 15 per cent VAT on records has turned the prices of the classical majors upside down —
and not just by courtesy ol the Chancellor of the Exchequer for EMI and Decca have incorporated their
annual rises with the VAT rises.
And, as expected, a number of the
the fact that n had a general price
record companies, anticipating
rise at the end of May. Top price
Edited by
annual increases which normally are
LPs (ZZ price code) which also
NICOLAS SOAMES
made on August 1, have combined
applies to Erato imports, move up
both to add, in some cases, a hefty
from £4.99 to £5.49, which includes
f 1.00 to record prices.
a I5p straight on top of the 50p in
HCM and ESD Greensleeves moves
Everywhere, the magical £5 from £2.85 to £3.45.
the May round of increases.
barrier has been broken, but
The HH standard RL's, which
Decca has also added price
nevertheless there are some increases to VAT. SXDL (Digital)
generally applies to back catalogue
surprises. The top prices albums of moves from £4.99 to £5.50;
rather than to new releases, moves
Deutsche Grammophon. for some SET/SXC/ZRG from £4.50 to
up from £4.25 (pre-May) to £4.75
time around the most expensive on £5.20; Phase Four from £4,35 to
(pre-Budget) to £4.99 now. In this
the market, become one of the £4.99. Ace of Diamonds, L'Oiseaux
case, some VAT has been absorbed.
cheapest, with the 2530 2531 Deluxe Lyre from £3.25 to £3.99; Jubilee
Other RCA prices are: LSRs, in
single LP's being increased from £2.85 to £3.50; Turnabout, £2.35 to
the upper mid-price, move from
£4.75 to £5.06. Privilege label moves £2.99; World of series £2.35 to
£3.50 (pre-May) to £3,75 (preto £2.93. And that represents just a £2.65.
Budgct) to £3.99 now. And Gold
VAT increase, partly because
RCA has decided to take the
Seal from £2.49, (pre-May) to £2.99
traditionally DC raises its prices in opportunity given by VAT to
(pre-Budget) to £3.25 now, again inJanuary. But price rises in other "rationalise" its prices — in some
volving an increase on lop of VAT.
companies — some nearing 20 per cases there have been increases, in
So it appears that if 1978 was the
cent — still come as a surprise.
others a straight 15 per cent has been
year that broke the £4.00 barrier.
EMI's tariffs include an increase added, and in one case some of the
1979 has seen the break of the £5
from £4.40 to £5.40 for all full-price Government increase has been
barrier.
LP's (ASD, CSD. SAN, HMD); absorbed.
But it is generally fell that
SXLP Concert Classics, Treasury
RCA's position is complicated by
although there will be a certain
amount of consumer resistance at
the beginning, record sales will
stabilise, not least because the
classical market is going through a
fairly stable period.
••What I Want is
The Donkeys
first single!"
'What I Want' c/w 'Four Letters' —
two blistering debut tracks from
Yorkshire band The Donkeys,
already picking up national
& regional pre-release airplay.
What you want is the numbers
ring us on 061-795 5751, or ask
your one-stop for GO APE 2
"What I Want is
The Donkeys
first single"
a phrase you'll
soon be hearing a lot
196 Woodlands Road,
irhesuis Manchester 8.
scorch
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iiinii i r -■ - i - I ■ THE DISTINGUISHED Russian cellist and conductor, Mstislav Rostropovich
aliended his first signing session arranged by EMI Records ai Ihe HMV shop.
Oxford Street earlier this month.
,
He had flown into London from Milan via Pans with his wife, soprano,
Galina Vishnevskaya, to make his personal appearance before travelling to
Aldeburgh to conduct performances of Tchaikovsky s Eugene Onegin.
The record that prompted the session was the world premiere recording of
the complete original version of Shostakovich s Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk
which a number of reviewers have already welcomed in fulsome terms,
including the oft-used phrase ' 'recording of the century.
Rostropovich, a personal friend of the composer, was asked by
Shostakovich himself to make this recording at the earliest possible
opportunity, preferably with Vishnevskaya in the title role.
Pictured with Rostropovich are (I to r) Stuart Hartley, HMV Record Shop;
Joan Coulson, EMI Records classical promotions manager; John Pal trick,
EMI Records general manager (Classical Division); Suvi Raj Grubb, EMI
Limited producer International Classical Division: Alison Fox EM! Limited
producer assistant International Classical Division and Michael Letchford
EMI Records marketing manager (Classical Division).
iew Finlania dteiS

JOHN GOLDSMITH'S Unicorn Records has underscored its
Scandinavian connection with the license to import and distribute
discs made by Finlandia — including Kokkonen's opera, the Last
Temptation.
The first Finlandia release
contains seven issues, varying from
The Last Temptations, starring South Bank shows
Martti Talvela (2740 190 JLP's. THE SOUTH Bank Concert Halls'
£16.69), which though a DG Summer
Music Festival is dominated
production is handled by Unicorn in by the talents
Pinchas Zukerman,
Britain; to the New Hope Jazz Mass who appears asofconductor,
concerto
by Heikki Sarmanto (FA 201 2LP soloist and chamber music player
£9.98), and another opera by numerous concerts between Augustin
another leading Finnish
25.
contemporary composer Aulis 6 and
And to preview that, CBS is
Sailinen, The Horseman (FA 101 releasing
a collection of Baroque
3LP £14.97).
by Vivalde, Nardini and
In addition, there are a number of concertos
Leclair in which Zukerman is the
single releases, including works for soloist
and
director of the Los
violin and piano by Sibelius played Angeles Philharmonic
Orcestra
by the Israeli violinist Yuval Yaron, (76678).
accompanied by Rena Stilpelman
(FA 301 £4.99) and Shostakovich's
Cello Sonata coupled with
Schubert's Arpcggionc Sonata,
played by Arlo Noras, cello and
015
. NOT |UST
Tapano Valsta, piano.
Hi ONE OF THE
KECOMDINGS OF THE
BOOK REVIEW
YEAR, BUT OF THE
DECADE-I'D ALMOST
All atoyt ®p®ra □..
SAY OF THE CENTURY"
Rodney Mines,
A GOOD book on opera, set out in reference-style order rather
BBC Record Review
than a considered historical overv iew has been needed for some
oaoetctpneb
time — not least to supercedc the still useful but rather outdated
LADY MACBETH
OFMTSETtSK
volume by von Westerman.
And, in many ways, Phaidon
The book is, curiously, set out
Book of the Opera: A Survey of 780
according to the year the opera was
operas from 1597 (Phaidon Press
first produced, which I feel is a
£14.95), fulfils the requirements
strange way of presenting the
admirably.
subject. Anyone wanting to use
It presents, very clearly, Ihe
such a book will almost always
passage of opera through the
come with either the composer or
centuries in an easily accessible
title in mind, and in both cases he
manner. The operas covering the
will have to check first with the
400 years of the genre are
index. Surely an alphabetical rather
discussed, and basic facts such as
than chronological order would
the composer, first performance,
have been better.
synopsis and most interesting
However, once one has become
aspects are mentioned —
accustomed to the system, it seems
World Premiere Record
succinctly, but generally
to work well (the index is very
adequately.
good) and this volume, in the end,
Shostakovich's
Originally an Italian publication,
turns out to be well worth buying.
LADY MACBETH OF MTSE1
it is lavishly illustrated, but is much
I can recommend it not only for
more than just a picture book.
opera enthusiasts but also for
conducted by
Though obviously written by many
retailers. With the increasing
Mstislav Rostropovich
hands, the comments arc not only
numbers of premiere recordings of
starring Galina Vishnevski
pertinent, but manage to make
really obscure operas coming on to
Nicolai Gedda & Dimiter Pelk
intelligent comments without
the market, this book could prove
Ambrosian Opera Cliurus
resorting to technicalities.
invaluable in assisting customers.
Condon Philharmonic Orches
HMV SLS 5157 (3 LP sel)
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First 50,000
in full colour bags.
MCEP20I.
Available from
CBS Distribution
from July 1st.

Tracks taken from
THE ORIGINAL LONDON CAST RECORDING
MCG 3527
MCARSCORDS
I Great Pulteney Street, London W1R 3FW
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Duke in triplicate

DUKE ELLINGTON
Live. Affinity AFF (D) 28.
Recorded on a European tour during
1959, ihis double set really conveys
the atmosphere of a Duke Ellington
concert. Outstanding is the opening
medley on side one — Black And
Tan Fantasy, Creole Love Call and
The Mooch; Walk in' And Singin'
The Blues which closes side two and
Don't Get Around Much Anymore,
the finale to the whole set.
je
DUKE ELLINGTON
Carnegie Hall. December 1943.
Ember EMBD 2001. A rousing
double album set recorded on the
occasion of Duke's second Carnegie
Hall concert, the first having taken
place in the January of the same
year. The programme is
intentionally not too adventurous,
but the band was in cracking form
and there arc a couple of excerpts
from Black Brown and Beige and the
premier of New World A'comin so
there will be few complaints from
Ducal buffs. Duke introduces the
numbers with all of his usual
panache and this is the first time
these particular sides have seen the
light of day. Pity the liners arc
rendered almost unreadable by the
choice of printing inks but that's a
minor quibble.
PS
DUKE ELLINGTON
Unknown Session. CBS 82819. It is
always a joy to hear Ellington
working with a small line-up mainly
because of the blues influence he
allows to dominate the sessions. On
these recordings made in July
1960, Ellington is working with RayNance on cornet. Larry Brown on
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DUKE ELLINGTON
tombone, Johnny Hodges on alto
sax. Harry Carney on baritone sax.
Aaron Bell on bass and Sam
Woodyard on drums. Tracks include

*

Everything But You, Mood Indigo.
Creole Blues, A Flower Is A
Lovesome Thing and Tonight I Shall
Sleep.
KT

Mm iexter ierctom
DEXTER GORDON
Live At The Amsterdam Paradise. Affinity AFF (D) 27. Tenor sax playing as
only Gordon can produce. Recorded in 1969, titles include Fried Bananas,
What's New. Good Bait (which occupies the whole of side two), Monk's
Rhylhm-A-Ning, Willow Weep For Me, Junior, Parker's Scrapple From The
Apple plus enough of the Paradise atmosphere to fill your living room with
(hick blue smoke.
TS
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FATS WALLER
A Legendary Performer, RCA PL
19024, Reissue produced by Ethel
Gabriel. With Ain't Misbchavin'
packing them in at Her Majesty s
this can only be termed a timely
issue. Waller really makes sense of
the series title and this set will
explain the reasons why his music
remains so popular. There arc five
excellent examples of the Waller
piano expertise plus all the songs he
popularised in his heyday.
Honeysuckle Rose, Your Fccts Too
Big. Jitterbug Waltz and the number
with which Andre dc Shields stops
the show every night, Viper's Drag.
Lovely stuff. Lavish booklet, full
information, a winner.
PS
ROBERT WATSON
All Because of You, Pyc NSPL
28276. Produced by Jim Greene and
Artist. Robert Watson is currently a
member of the Art Blakey Jazz
Messengers and on this set, his
second for Pye, he has assembled a
good band which includes
trombonist Curtis Fuller and Woody
Shaw's drummer, Victor Lewis (no,
not Vic Lewis). The ensembles are
tight and the solos pretty good with
some excellent work from Fuller on
Henry Mancini's Day of Wine and
Roses.
PS
McCOY FYNER
The Greeting. Milestone M 9085.
Producer Orin Keepnews. Urgent,
compelling, abrasive and exciting
jazz in the modern vein from one of
the music's more adventurous
figures. Tyner's music never stands
still long enough for some people to
catch up with it but, nevertheless, he
has managed to win over a large
section of the jazz fraternity and is
unlikely to lose any followers with
this one. All titles, with the
exception of John Colirane's
Naima, were penned by the leader
and there is a tremendous sense of
continuity about the whole thing.
Recording was a live gig at the Great
American Music Hall, San Francisco
during March of last year.
PS
JON EARDLEY/AL HAIG
Slablemates. Spotlitc SPJ LP 11.
Produced by Tony Williams. A well
recorded, beautifully performed set
featuring a brace of American
musicians with heavy pedigrees and
a trio of British based players well
thought of this side of the Atlantic.
A1 Haig, a pianist of great delicacy,
perfect time and graceful
imagination, worked extensively
with Charlie Parker back in the late
forties and early fifties while
Eardlcy, now living in Germany,
was once a member of perhaps
Gerry Mulligan's best band.
Inevitably the music has the flavour
of bop and includes a quietly belting
Tangerine, a wonderfully cohesive

D
IV
Don't Blame Mc and lots of good
things from all concerned. Tcnorist
Art Themen solos well except when
his confidence slips a little and the
principals exude class in everything
they do. Distribution by Jazz
Horizons, JSU Cadillac. Selecta or
Projection Records.
pg
NICK BRIGNOLA
Baritone Madness. Beehive BH
7000. The leader's name will be a
relatively new one to many jazz
buffs but featured artist, Pepper
Adams, currently holds pole
position as far as the baritone sax is
concerned, so fear not. Beehive is an
American label dedicated to
preserving all that was good about
bebop and there were plenty of fine
qualities about that style. A glance
at the titles will tell browsers where
the Beehive heart lies with three of
Charlie Parker's most enduring
compositions in Donna Lee,
Marmaduke and Billic's Bounce.
The remaining tunes on this
brilliantly exciting set are Body and
Soul and Alone Together. Nice to
hear a brace of British players doing
their stuff and to report that bassist
Dave Holland and pianist Derek
Smith fit in with such class players as
this very well indeed. Available
through Cadillac Music and JSU. PS
WOODY HERMAN
Jackpot. Capitol T748 (EMI
Imports). A fine set from Herman
fronting an eight piece band and
recorded in 1955. First rate solos
from tenorist Richie Kamuca, bass
Cy Touff and the boss, plus
fine drumming from Chuck
Flores and some wonderful section
work which tends to make you
forget that Woody didn't still have a
big band. Tunes include Broadway,
Jumpin' At the Woodside and Earl
Warren's 920 Special. Super stuff
which has not dated one whit. A
forerunner of some terrific material
being assembled by EMI Imports, pg
JOHN
COLTRANE/LEE
MORGAN
One Two <& Four. Vogue VJD 560.
Six tracks here feature Coltrane as a
member of a band led by tuba
player. Ray Draper, recorded in
1958. At the time, the tenor man
who was. to exert such an influence
on jazz, was himself experiencing a
change in style and it is interesting to
compare sides one and two with the
tracks on side four (hence the album
title) made two years later. Side
three is a welcome showing for the
late Lee Morgan, a trumpeter of wit
and sensitivity who never received
the recognition he was due. Good
band with Wayne Shorter, pianist,
Bobby Timmons and drummer Art
Taylor produce a lively boppish
programme and the set seems an
attractive proposition.
PS

ELLA FITZGERALD
ELLA FITZGERALD
Fine and Mellow. Pablo 2310 829.
Produced by Norman Gran/. Well.
Mr. Granz has been keeping ihi's
one up his sleeve as it was recorded
five years ago. No matter, the wait
has been worthwhile and I rate this
as one of Ella's best for a long time
Miss Fitzgerald makes her
customary beautiful job on a
selection of classy titles such as the
title track. Duke's, Rockin' In

Rhythm. Polka Dots a
Moonbeams and Round Mid nig
but it is perhaps the sheer quality
the band behind her that makes i
important difference. When y
have an outfit comprising Zoot Si.
and Eddie Davis, tenors; Clc
Terry and Harry Edison, trumpe
plus a rhythm section of Joe Pa.
Tommy Flanagan, Ray Brown a.
Louis Bel/son, there's no way y.
can miss.
'\
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JIMMY MARTINS BLUE GRASS HITS
FEDERAL ROCKABILLYS/Original Hits
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Raio 1
AIN'T NO STOPPING US NOW
McFadden and
Whitchcad (Philadelphia P1R 7365)
BOOGIE WONDERLAND — Earth Wind and Fire (CBS
7292)
BREAKFAST IN AMERICA — Supcrtramp (A&M AMS
7541)
CAN'T STAND LOSING YOU — Police (A&M AMS 7384)
CHUCK E S IN LOVE — Rickic Lcc Jones (Warner Brothers
K 17390)
COUNTRY BOY — Albert Lee (A&M AMS 7443)
CRACKIN' UP — Nick Lowe (Radar ADA 34)
DANCE AWAY — Roxy Music (Polydor POSP 44)
DANCE WITH ME — Carrie Lucas (Solar FB 1482)
DO ANYTHING YOU WANT TO - Thin Lizzy (Vertigo
LIZZY 4)
GEORGY PORGY — Toto (CBS 7378)
GIRLS TALK — Dave Edmunds (Swan Song SSK 19417)
GOLD — John Stewart (RSO 35)
GOOD TIMES — Chic (Atlamic K 11310)
GO WEST — Village People (Mercury 6007 221)
HALFWAY HOTEL — Voyager (Mountain VOY 1)
IF I HAD YOU — Korgis (Rialto TREB 103)
LADY LINDA — Beach Boys (Caribou CRB 7427)
LIGHT MY FIRE/137 DISCO HEAVEN — Amii Stewart
(Atlantic K 1 1278)
LIVING ON THE FRONT LINE — Eddy Grant (Ensign EN Y
26)
LOVE IS THE ANSWER — England Dan and John Ford
Colcy (Atlantic K 11296)
MINUTE BY MINUTE — Doobie Brothers (Atlantic K 17411)
MY SHARONA — Knack (Capitol CL 16087)
NIGHT OWL — Gerry Raffeny (United Artists UP 36512)
NOTHING TO LOSE — U.K. Subs (Polydor POSP 55)
OLD S1AM SIR — Wings (Parlophone R6026)
RING MY BELL — Anita Ward (TK TKR 7543)
SAY WHEN — Lcne Lovich (Stiff BUY 46)
SHE BELIEVES IN ME — Kenny Rogers (United Artists UP
36533)
SHINE A LITTLE LOVE — Electric Light Orchestra (Jet 144)
STARS — Sylvester (Fantasy FTC 177)
SUNDAY GIRL — Blondie (Chrysalis CHS 2320)
THE AMERICAN POPULAR SONG — Neil Diamond (CBS
7408)
THE LONE RANGER — Quantum Jump (Electric WOT 33)
THEY DON'T KNOW — Ktrsty McCoIl (Stiff BUY 47)
UP THE JUNCTION — Squeeze (A&M AMS 7444)
WE ARE FAMILY — Sister Sledge (Atlantic K 11293)
WHO WERE YOU WITH IN THE MOONLIGHT — Dollar
(Carrere CAR 110)
YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE THAT 1 EVER NEEDED —
Nona Hendryx (Arista ARIBV 253)
RECORDS OF THE WEEK
D.L.T. STAY WITH ME TILL DAWN — Judie Tzukc
(Rocket XPRES 17)
Simon Batcsr MINUTE BY MINUTE — Doobie Brothers
(Warner Brothers K 17411)
Paul Burnett: LAY YOUR LOVE ON THE LINE
Pussyfoot (EMI 2952)
Tony Blackburn: DISCO COMPUTER — Transvolta
Paul Cambaccini (For Kid Jensen) KID — The Pretenders
(Real ARE 9)

Radio 2
ALBUM OF THE WEEK
David Hamilton: SONGBIRD
1045)

Ruby Winters (K-Tel NE

Radio Luxembourg
(A) LIST
RING MY BELL — Anita Ward (TK TKR 7543)
I'M A SUCKER FOR YOUR LOVE — Teena Marie (Motown
TMG 1146)
NIGHT DANCING — Taka Boom
SOUNDSYSTEM — Steel Pulse (Island WIP6490)
I'VE GOT THE NEXT DANCE — Deniccc Williams (CBS
7399)
YOU'RE GONNA MAKE ME LOVE SOMEBODY ELSE —
Jones Girls (Philadelphia PIR 7361)
BAD GIRLS — Donna Summer (Casablanca CAN 152)
BOOGIE WONDERLAND — Earth Wind and Fire (CBS
7292)
THE I ONE RANGER — Quantum Jump (Electric WOT 33)
LIGHT MY EIRE/137 DISCO HEAVEN — Amii Stewart
(Atlantic K 11278)
POWER PLAY
. ,
FOUR HUNDRED DRAGONS — The Thieves (Arista
ARIGV 266)
STAR PLAYS
KISS YOU ALL OVER — Millie Jackson (Spring 2059 091)
MORNING DANCE — Spyro Gyra (Infinity INS AMI)
GOOD TIMES — Chic (Atlantic K 11310)

TOP ADD iiS
1 GOOD TIMES, Chic (Atlantic K 11310)
R1,RL, C, RC, M, T, H, RT, O, V
2= CAN'T STAND LOSING YOU, Police
(A&M AMS 7381) R1, C, D, M, H, F, MX
2= HONESTY, Billy Joel (CBS 7422), M, D.
Bb, U, MX
4= BRING THE FAMILY BACK, Billy Paul
(Philadelphia PIR 7451 ) T, H, SS, TV, V,
Bb
4= STAY WITH ME TILL DAWN, Judie
Tzuke (Rocket XPRES 17) R1, TV, O, Ms,
Bb, MX
4= IF I HAD YOU, Korgis (Rialto TREB 103)
RL, C, T, F, B, RT
4= HERE COMES SUMMER, Child (Ariola
Hansa AHA 545) PR, T, H, F, B, SS
Station abbreviations: R1 Radio One; B Beacon: BR
BRMB; Bb BBC Blackburn; CR Capital; C Clyde; RC
City; D Downtown; F Forth; H Hallam; Hm BBC
Humberside; I, BBC London; RL Luxembourg; M Metro:
Md BBC Medway; Mr BBC Merseyside; O Orwell; P
Pennine; PR Piccadilly; PS Plymouth Sound: S Swansea
Sound; T Tees; RT Trent; TV Thames Valley; U BBC
Ulster; V Victory, SC Scotland; MX Manx,

Beacon Radio

BIRMINGHAM

ADD ONS
ARE FRIENDS ELECTRIC — Tubeway Army (Bcggcrs
Banquet BEG 18)
HAI FWAY HOTEL — Voyager (Mountain VOY I)
DO ANYTHING YOU WANT TO - Thin Lizzy (Vertigo
LIZZY 4)
OLD S1AM SIR — Wings (Sire SIR 6026)
IF 1 HAD YOU — Korgis (Rialto TREB 103)
CRANK IT UP — Peter Drown (TK TKR 7545)
MINUTE BY MINUTE — Doobie Brothers (Atlantic K 174111
I WILL SURVIVE — Biliie Jo Spears (United Artists UP 601)
STAY THE NIGHT — Jane Olivor (CBS 7236)
LA BAMBA — Antionia Rodriguez (Magnet MAG 149)
I'VE GOT THE NEXT DANCE — Deniece Williams (CBS
7399)
LET GO THE LINE — Max Webster (Capitol CL 16088)

Radio City

LONDON

CLIMBFRS
FEAR OF FLYING — Charlie Dorc (Island WIP 6476)
BANG BANG — B. A. Robertson (Asylum K 13152)
BAD GIRLS — Donna Summer (Casablanca CAN 155)
I WILL SURVIVE — Billic Jo Spears (United Artists UP 601)

Radio Clyde

GLASGOW

HIT PICKS
Dave Marshall: YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE — Dolly Parton
(RCA PB 1577)
Richard Park: GOOD TIMES — Chic (Atlantic K 11310)
Dougie Donnelly: CAN'T STAND LOSING YOU — Police
(A&M AMS 7384)
Jeff Cooper: DON'T KILL IT CAROL — Manfred Mann's
Earthband (Bronze BRO 77)
Bill Smith: RENEGADE — Styx (A&M AMS 7446)
Tim Stevens: THIS COULD BE YOU — Eddie Howell (RCA
GEM 6)
CURRENT CHOICE
I AIN'T GETTING ANY — Monks (EMI 2972)
ADD ONS
IF I HAD YOU — Korgis (Riaho TREB 103)
LOCOMOTION — Ritz (Epic EPC 7457)

WOLVERHAMPTON/
BLACK COUNTRY

ADD ONS
THE GOLDEN LADY — Three Degrees (Ariola ARO 170)
HONESTY - Billy Joel (CBS 7422)
COUNTRY BOY — Albert Lee (A&M AMS 7443)
SINCE 1 DON'T HAVE YOU — An Garfunkel (CBS 7371
BORN TO BE ALIVE — Patrick Hernandez (Gem GEMS 4)
LOCOMOTION — Ritz (Epic EPC 7457)
MY SHARONA — The Knack (Capitol CL 16087)
HERE COMES SUMMER — Childs (Ariola Hansa AHA
5454)

BRilB

Capital Radio

LIVERPOOL

HIT PICKS
Roger Blythe; DON'T MAKE ME OVER — Jennifer Warners
(Arista AR1ST 273)
Phil Easton; ROCK ME — Nick Gilder (Chrysalis CHS 332)
Johnny Jason; MINUTE BY MINUTE — Doobie Brothers
(Atlantic K 17411)
Norman Thomas: I AIN'T GETTING ANY — Monks (EMI
2972)
Billy Butler; IF LOVING YOU IS WRONG — Barhra
Mandrell
Mark Jonez: GOOD TIMES — Chic (Atlantic K 11310)
Kevin Curtis: YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE — Dolly Parton
(RCA PB 1577)

Downtown Radio

BELFAST

HIT PICKS
John Paul: RENEGADE — Styx (A&M AMS 7446)
Trevor Campbell: JUST WHEN 1 NEEDED YOU MOST —
Steve Allan (Arista AR1ST 277)
Michael Henderson: LAVENDER BLUE — Mac Kissoon
(Carrere CAR 112)
Eddie West: YOU GONNA MAKE ME LOVE SOMEBODY
ELSE — Jones Girls (Philadelphia PI R 7361)
Lynda Jayne: YOU BRING OUT THE BEST IN ME —
Gladys Knight (CBS 7445)
ADD ONS
CAVATINA — John Williams (Cube BUG SO)
HEAD OVER HEELS IN LOVE — Kevin Keegan (EMI 2965)
STAY WITH ME TILL DAWN — Judie Tzuke (Rocket
XPRES 17)
CAN'T STAND LOSING YOU — The Police (A&M AMS
7381)
BUSY SIGNAL — Clive Culbcrtson (Rip 9)
NOTHING TO LOSE — U.K. Subs (Polydor POSP 55)

Radio Forth

EDINBURGH

HIT PICKS
Mike Scott; HERE COMES SUMMER — Child
(Ariola/Hansa AHA 545)
Steve Hamilton; LA BAMBA — Antionia Rodriguez (Magnet
MAG 149)
Brian Ford: OOH WHAT A LIFE — Gibson Brothers (Island
WIP 6503)
Jay Crawford: LET GO THE LINE — Max Webster (Capitol
CL 16088)
Tom Bell: MINUTE BY MINUTE — Doobie Brothers
(Atlantic K 17411)
ADDONS
CAN'T STAND LOSING YOU — Police (A&M AMS 7381)
JUST WHEN I NEEDED YOU MOST — Steve Allan (Arista
ARIST 277)
I WAS MADE FOR LOVING YOU — Kiss (Casablanca CAN
152)
YOU BRING OUT THE BEST IN ME — Gladys Knight (CBS
7445)
THEY DON'T KNOW — Kirsty MeColl (Stiff BUY 47)
BAD CASE OF LOVING YOU — Robert Palmer (Island WIP
6481)
CHUCK E'S IN LOVE — Rickie Lee Jones (Warner Brothers
K 17390)
IF 1 HAD YOU — Korgis (Rialto TREB 103)
SPACE BASS — Slick (Fantasy FTC 176)
J
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Radio Hallam

SHEFFIELD

HIT PICKS
Keith Skues; HERE COMES SUMMER — Child (Ariola
Hansa AHA 545)
Roger Moffat: BREAKFAST IN AMERICA — Superlramp
(A&MAMS745I)
Johnny Moran: GOOD TIMES — Chic (Atlantic K 11310)
Colin Slade: HOT SUMMER NIGHTS — Night (Planet K
12367)
Ray Stewart: BRING THE FAMILY BACK — Billy Paul
(Philadelphia PIR 7451)
Bill Crozier: UNCHAINED MELODY — George Benson
(Warner Brothers K 17409)
Martin Kelner: CANT STAND LOSING YOU — Police
(A&M AMS 7381)
Maggie Mash: CRANK IT UP — Peter Brown (TK TKR 7545)
ADD ONS
SUPERCASANOVA — Hot Gossip (Atlantic K 11309)
DO IT AGAIN — Taste Of Honey (Capitol CL 16087)

Swansea Sound

HIT PICKS
Dave Bowcn; THAT WAS THE GRLATIZST SONG —
Freeway (Decca FR 13843)
Jon Hawkins: I WRITE THE SONGS — Barry Manilow
(Arista ARIST 280)
Stuart Freeman: BRING THE FAMILY BACK — Billy Paul
(Philadelphia PIR 7451)
Steve Dew in: HERE COMES SUMMER — Child (Ariola
Hansa AHA 545)
John Sacks; UNCHAINED MELODY — George Benson
(Warner Brothers K 17409)
ADD ONS
1999 Paul Brett (RCA PB 5167)
BORN TO BE ALIVE — Patrick Hernadcz (RCA Gem 5)

NEWCASTLE

ADDONS
GOOD TIMES —Chic (Ailamic K 11310)
CAN'T STAND LOSING YOU — Police (A&M AMS 7381)
WHAT A LIFE — Gibson Brothers (Island WIP 6503)
HONESTY - Billy Joel (CBS 7422)
NOTHING DOING — Cowboys International (Virgin VS 267)
SWEET LITTLE ROCK 'N' ROLLER — Showaddywaddy
(Arista AR1ST 278)
SAY WHEN — Lcne Lovich (Stiff BUY 46)
! WRITE THE SONGS — Barry Manilow (Arista ARIST 280)
GET USED TO IT — Roger Voudouris (Warner Brothers K
17348)
LOCOMOTION — Ritz (Epic EPC 7457)

IPSWICH

HIT PICKS
Andy Archer; FOREVER YOUNG — Bob Dylan (CBS 7473)
Keith Rogers: GOOD TIMES — Chic (Atlantic K 11310)
Greg Bance: STAY WITH ME TILL DAWN — Judie Tzukc
(Rocket XPRES 17)
Bernard Mulhern: RENEGADE — Styx (A&M 7446)
Tony Valence: MIDNIGHT GROOVING — Light Of The
World (Ensign)
Tony Gillham: JECKYLL AND HYDE — Renaissance
(Warner Brothers K 17407)
Nigel Ronnie: 1 WILL SURVIVE — Billie Jo Spears (United
Artists UP 601)
Patrick Eadc: GET USED TO IT - Patrick Voudouris
(Warner Brothers K 17348)

TEESSIDE

ADD ONS
OLD SI AM SIR — Wings (Parlophonc R6026)
IF I HAD YOU — Korgis (Rialto TREB 103)
GOING MY WAY — Driver 67 (Logo GO 353)
GOOD TIMES — Chic (Atlantic K 11310)
UNTOUCHABLE AND FREE — Adrain Gurvitz (Jet 147)
MINUTE BY MINUTE - Doobie Brothers (Warner Brothers
K 17411)
HOT SUMMER NIGHTS - Nightfall (Planet K 12367)
I WILL SURVIVE — Billie Jo Spears (United Artists UP)
COOL WATER — Windsor Davics and Don Estclle (United
Artists UP 36534)
HONESTY - Billy Joel (CBS 7422)
HERE COMES SUMMER — Child (Ariola Hansa AHA 545)
BRING THE FAMILY BACKBilly Paul (Philadelphia PIR
7456)

PORTSMOUTH

ADDONS
„ ,,
I WAS MADE FOR LOVING YOU -Kiss (Casablanca CAN
OLANK IT UP — Peter Brown (TK TKR 7545)
1 WRITE THE SONGS — Barry Manilow (Arista ARIST 280)
FOREVER YOUNG — Bob Dylan (CBS 7473)
STARS — Svlvcstcr (Fantasy FTC 177)
BRING THE FAMILY BACK — Billy Paul (Philadelphia PIR
7465)
I'VE GOT THE NEXT DANCE — Dcmcce Williams (CBS
7399)
FEAR OF FLYING — Charlie Dore (Island WIP 6476)
FRIDAYS ANGELS — Generation X (Chrysalis CHS 2330)
GOOD TIMES — Chic (Atlantic K 11310)

HIT PICKS
Andy Mac: HONESTY - Billy Joel (CBSS 7422)
Stu Lowe: LOCOMOTION — Ritz (Epic EPC)
Tony Myles: THE BOOGIE ROMANCE — Gidea Park
(Ariola ARO 167)
Dave Eager: THE DAY THAT MY HEART CAUGHT FIRE
— Freddy Cole (Decca)
Su Richardson; STAY WITH ME TILL DAWN — Judie
Tzuke (Rocket)
Mike Reynolds: BREAKFAST in AMERICA — Supertramp
(A&M AMS 7451)
ADD ONS
BRIGHT EYES — An Garfunkcl (CBS 6947)
POP MUZIK M (MCA 413)
PARISIENNE WALKWAYS — Gary Moore (MCA 419)
SUNDAY GIRL — Blondic (Chrysalis CHS 2320)
WHO WERE YOU WITH IN THE MOONLIGHT — Dollar
(Carrere CAR 110)
NIGHT OWL — Gerry Rafferty (United Artists UP 36512)

BBC Ulster

Radio 210

Radio Orwell

Radio Victory

Manx Radio

Radio Tees

Metro Radio

SWANSEA

THAMES VALLEY

ADD ONS
GOLD — John Stewart (RSO 35)
BRING THE FAMILY BACK — Billy Paul (Philadelphia PIR
7451)
I'LL NEVER LOVE THIS WAY AGAIN - Dionnc Warwick
(Arista ARIST 276)
YOU'RE GONNA MAKE ME LOVE SOMEBODY ELSE —
Jones Girls (Philadelphia PIR 7361)
UNTOUCHABLE AND FREE — Adrian Gurvitz (Jet 147)
OOH EEH BABY — Stonebridge McGuinness
STAY WITH ME TILL DAWN — Judie Tzukc (Rocket
XPRES 17)
EASY WAY OUT — Roy Orbison
YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE — Dolly Parioti (RCA PB 1577)
THIS COULD BE YOU — Eddie Howell (Gem 5)
KISS IN THE DARK — Pink Lady (Elcktra-Asylum K 12354)
WORKING GIRL — Christopher Neil (Acrobat)

ADD ONS
SUNBURN — Graham Gouldman (Mercury SUNNY I)
FOREVER YOUNG — Bob Dylan (CBS 7473)
BREAKFAST IN AMERICA — Supertramp (A&M AMS
7451)
JAMAICA FAREWELL — Chris Denning (Atlantic K 11300)
HONESTY ~ Billy Joel (CBS 7422)
I LOVE TO BOOGIE — Lulu (Rocket XPRES 15)

Radio Wales
HIT PICKS
Dan Damon: THEY DON'T KNOW — Kirsty McColl (Stiff
BUY 47)
Richard Recs: MY SHARONA — The Knack (Capitol CL
16087)
ADDONS
DANCE AWAY — Roxy Music (Polydor POSP 44)
RING MY BELL — Anita Ward (TK TKR7543)
SUNDAY GIRL — Blondie (Chrysalis CHS 2320)
LONE RANGER — Quantum Jump (Electric WOT 33)
UP THE JUNCTION — Squeeze (A&M AMS 7444)

BBC Scotiensi
Radio Itat

Piccadilly Radio

MANCHESTER

ADDONS
RENEGADE — Styx (A&M AMS 7446)
HERE COMES SUMMER - Child (Ariola Hansa AHA 545)
GEORGY PORGY — Toto (CBS 7378)
YOU GONNA MAKE ME LOVE SOMEBODY ELSE —
Jones Gitls IPhiladclphia PIR 7361)
1 WAS MADE FOR LOVING YOU Kiss (Casablanca CAN
152)

NOTTINGHAM

ADD ONS
HOT SUMMER NIGHTS — Night (Atlamie K 12367)
I WILL SURVIVE - Billie Jo Spears (United Artists UP 6UI)
II- I HAD YOU — Korgis (Riaho TREB 103)
I WAS MADE TO LOVE YOU - Kiss (Casablanca CAN 152)
RING RING — Chris Rainbow (EMI 2966)
STOP — Pat Rhodens (Ariola Hansa AHA 542)
I'VE COT THE NEXT DANCE - Deniccc Williams (CBS
7399)
LET GO THE LINE - Max Websicr (Capitol CL 16088)
DRIVER'S SEAT — Sniff and The Tears (Chiswick Cl 1 IS 105)
SILLY GAMES — Janet Kay (Scope SC 2)
GOOD TIMES — Chic (Atlantic K 11310)
WHAT A LIFE - Gibson Brothers (Island WIP 6503)

HIT PICKS
Jimmy Mack: YOU GONNA MAKE ME LOVE SOMEBODY
ELSE — Jones Girls (PIR 7361)
Tom Ferric: CAN'T STAND LOSING YOU - The Police
(A&M AMS 7381)
Rhythm and News: OOH WHAT A LIFE - Gibson Brothers
(Island IP 6503)
Nigh I beat; UNCHAINED MELODY - George Benson
(Atlantic k 17409)
mCA PllTs™;1 Y0U'RI: "" ON1V ONr; - Do|ly Barton
ADDONS
LIGHT MY I IRE. 137 DISCO HEAVEN - Amii Stewart
(Atlantic K 11278)
SILLY GAMES - Janet Kay (Scope SC 2)
I.ADY LYNDA — Beach Boys (Caribou CRB 7427)
SPACE, BASS — Slick (Eamasy ETC 176)
DANCE. WITH ME ~ Carrie Lucas (Solar SB 1482)
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Patrick Hernandez BORN TO BE AUVE
(7") GEfVSS 4 (12",) GEM 12 4

Jackie McLean
DOCTOR JACKYLL & MISTER FUNK
(7") PB1575 (12") PC 1575

Stonebridge McGuinness OO-EEH BABY
PB 5163

ItGil
Records and Cassettes

Carrie Lucas DANCE WITH YOU
(7") FB1482 (12") FC1482

|

Bonnie Tyler MARRIED MEN

S

(7")PB 5164 (12") PC 5164

3

ItGil
Records and Cassettes

Records and Cassel tes
/
'

UK Subs STRANGLE HOLD
GEMS 5

i

Telephone Orders: 021-525 3000

RC/I
Records and Cassettes
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Reggae releases
SLYDUNBAR
Sly Wicked and Slick. Virgin
Front Line FL 1042. Jamaica's
No.l
drummer
and
percussionist. Sly is to be heard
on around half the product
coming out of Jamaica these
days. He is in demand for
sessions seven days a week and
listening to this album, one can
see why. And in bassist Robbie
Shakespeare he has the ideal
partner. Also includes Ansell
Collins on keyboards. An
essential album for reggae freaks
— after all, the essential beat (ie
Sly Dunbar) is what makes the
music what it is.
KEN BOOTHE
Who Gets Your Love? Trojan
TRLS 164. Producer: Phil Pratt.
Boolhc seems to have been out of
the limelight since his halcyon
days around 1974 when
Everything I Own hit the number
one spot and Crying Over You
made the charts. This new LP,
with five new Boothc-penned
tracks plus Bob Marley's African
Lady, might just put him back
where he w as.
VARIOUS ARTISTS
16 Reggae Rockers. Trojan
TRLS 168. A selection of lighter
reggae material from the Trojan
catalogue includes tracks by
John Holt, Ken Boothc, Linvai
Thompson and Matumbi.
THE PIONEERS
Greatest Hits. Trojan TRLS 172.
Top' reggae from the band
formerly known as The Mighty
Pioneers. Includes their best
album tracks as well as singles

<e
G
JENNIFER WARNES
Shot Through the Heart. Arista
SPART 1097. Producers: Rod
Frabonia and Artist. Lady rock and
country singer who must break big
eventually if quality is worth
anything. This LP even better than
the first. She and the bevvy of
talented sidesmen attracted to play
with her handle everything from
rock, C&W, some boogie and some
ballads in strong style. Excellent
production. Try giving customers a
chance to hear it.

-i- '

hits. Fine souvenir of a group
now down to just two original
members.
**
TOOTS & THE MAYTALS
Best Of. Trojan TRLS 171.
Contemporary reggae. 14 tracks
compiled by David Hendley
includes Monkey Man (the title
of Trojan's first album release in
1970). 54-36, Pressure Drop and
Take
** Me Home Country Roads.
VARIOUS ARTISTS
Rebel Music (An Anthology Of
Reggae Music). Trojan TRLD
403. 28-track double album
featuring solid reggae with such
artists as Peter Tosh, Dennis
Brown, The Heptoncs, Gregory
Isaacs, Big Youth, Leroy Smart
and I Roy. Tracks include the
original version of Dennis
Brown's Money In My Pocket.
With an RRP of £4.99 including
the recent VAT increases, this
double LP is great value for
money.

THE KNACK
Get The Knack. Capitol ESTS
11948. Producer: Mike Chapman.
Label debut from recent signing and
the single cut, My Sharona, is
already heavy airplay. At times this
band sounds like a high energy
version of the Tremeloes, which
augers well for chart success.
Interest also created by recent visit.
Initial pressings are going out with
white labels and in plain black and
white sleeves which makes for a
good selling gimmick, even it is due
to production difficulties.
BRAM TCHAIKOVSKY
Strange Man Changed Man. Radar
RAD 17. Producers: Peter Ker, Nick
Garvcy and artists. Label debut
from three piece led by ex-Motors
guitarist Tchaikovsky and the move
is likely to pay off for him in the
long term. Pacey rock with a good
deal of style provides a number of
possible single cuts. Girl Of My
Dreams stands out, having a
distinctly sixties feel. Could well
chart.
ORIGINAL CAST
The King and I. MCA Coral CDL
8026. Broadway cast including Yul
Brynner and Fertrude Lawrence —
looks like a good catalogue bet,
especially for London dealers now

m

m
THE CA RS
CANDY-O. Elekira K 52148. Producer: Roy Thomas Baker. This picks up
where Ihe last album left off, providing a potent — and profitable — mixture
ofcatchvpop and credible rock. The beat and the theme - women - remains
constant throughout and if the band has not progressed much since the last
outing, this should not deter the many followers.
that the show in back in the West
End with Brynner in his old role for
at least next couple of months.
Critics say it will have a long run,
which could increase LP's chances.
**
CLANCY BROTHERS AND
LOU K1LLEN
Golden Hour GH 880. All the songs
most popularly associated with the
original line-up of three Clancys —
with the enjoyable addition of
famed folk circuit singer Killen.
Nice release in the singalong folk
area.
**
SPOKEN WORD
Sir John Gielgud. BBC ARTIUM.
REGL 351. Sir Ralph Richardson
introduces BBC Sound archives
material from his world famous

fellow actor knight, in role in
Shakespeare's Hamlet, Lear,
Tempest and Richard II as well as
modern plays. A valuable addition
to the list of dramatic spoken work
records, and should sell accordingly.
THE SHOES
Black Vinyl Shoes. Sire. SRK 6075.
Producers: Artists. Very pleasant
US pop rock — strong on melody
and echo-filled production and
reminiscent at times in the lead vocal
of a very youthful Gerry Raffeny.
At other times sounding like a
sweeter version of the R&B revival
groups. Good attention grabber so
try instore play.
TO PAGE 36
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and Benson on Coming Back Home.
FROM PAGE 34
Superb musicianship, an attractive,
well produced set with enough star
RED KRAVOLA
names to make it a selling item.
God Bless Red Krayola and All Who
Sail In It. Radar RAD 16. Re-release
of 1968 LP which gathered some RON CARTER
enthusiastic adherents for a band A Song For You. Milestone M
generally thought to have been 9086. Produced by artist. Carter has
before its time in rock, and which played.with everyone who is anyone
influenced a number of other artists. . over "a long career in jazz and this
Avant garde, and someihing...of-a' superb album is full of his
"■collectors piece for. those in the imaginative, virtuoso bass playing.
know.J4cw-tP by re-formed band Good support to his lead comes
- also now out on Radar.
from the piano of Kenny Barren
who really shines and a background
cello section manages to keep out of
CEDAR WALTON
the way while filling out the
Animation. CBS 83504. Produced ensembles
nicely. Fine
by George Butler and the artist. arrangements very
by Carter who also
Walton is one of the few people able composed allarebut
two of the
to stamp his own personality and numbers.
style on the electric keyboard and
this mixture of jazz, latin and rock
HARRY JAMES
shows an attempt to widen his
Radio Years 1943/6. London HMP
appeal. For me, however, it is the
5038 (mono). Produced by Wally
tracks which feature acoustic piano
Heider. Enjoyable hark back to the
which come off best. Largish
swing
era with one of the most
backing group contains a good
charismatic name bands of the day.
cooking tenor but, alas, no details of
James leads a good crew with such
line-up are given. Favourite track is
excellent musicians as Sonny
March of the Fisherman but almost
Berman (trumpet), Corky Corcoran
everything succeeds in this
(tenor) and Willie Smith (alto). The
beautifully produced set.
leader turns on the schmaltz more
than once but the swingers such
as Indiana and Shorty George more
TONY WILLIAMS
The Joy of Flying. CBS 83338. than compensate. Nostalgia buffs
Produced by the artist. Williams is a and big band addicts among your
drummer who slips easily into a customers will enjoy this.
variety of musical bags with
confidence and complete authority.
Here he is joined by some of the SPYRO-GYRA
Morning Dance. Infinity INS 2003.
many friends he has made in a creer
Produced by Jay Beckstein and
which really took off in 1964 when
Richard Calanra. An intriguing, well
he won the Down Beat, New Star
produced album with good
Award. Tracks vary from duets (two
arrangements of some very
with keyboard man Jan Hammer,
interesting
material all penned by
one with avant garde pianist Cecil
members of the band. Beckstein
Taylor) to a sextet which includes
plays fine tenor and alto sax and the
George Benson and a quartet with
unusual sound of the marimba
Herbie Hancock and Stanley
wielded
by Dave Samuals gives the
Clarke. Rock flavoured jazz with
whole
set a touch of individuality.
good work from Hancock on Tony

tatum/hampton/rich
Again! Pablo 2310 775. Produced byNorman Granz. Through an
unaccountable oversight the tapes of
this session have only recently come
to light. The performances are
outstanding in every way, brimming
over with the kind of elation that
only musicians experience when
everything gels. This set contains all
the virtues which make jazz what it
is, skill, inspiration, excitement, you
name it and it's here. Tunes include
Lover Man, Body and Soul and a
stunning workout on This Can't Be
Love. A winner.
CHARLIE PARKER
Bird With Strings. CBS 82292
(mono). Not to be confused with the
recent Verve reissue, this set is made
up of airshots and, while the sound
is often pretty awful, the playing by
Bird is in many cases superior. The
altoist really flies on Just Friends
and there arc three fascinating
excursions on Easy To Love. Also
included is a fair amount of chat by
Parker and the set will be of great
interest to Bird fanciers.
CLAUDETHORNHILL
Radio Years 1947. London HMP
5040. Produced by Wally Heider. A
good example of what made the
Thornhill name synonymous with
class. He proved a forward looking
leader who used the best arrangers
available and this contains a number
of early charts by Gil Evans which
even then sparkled like the sun on
water. Band included such
luminaries as trumpeter. Red
Rodney and altoist, Lee Konitz,
Among the tunes, Adios, Donna
Lee, Polka Dots and Moonbeams
and Anthropology are all
outstanding. As big bands go this
was one of the best and the set
should prove a popular item.

ARTHUR BLYTHE
Lenox Avenue Breakdown, CBS.
83350. Producer: Bob Thielc. With a
lot of saxophonists concentrating on
tenor, the alto players seem to have
been pushed into the background.
With Arthur Blythe that is now
being remedied. Backed up by an
impressive line-up including Jack
DeJohnette Jim Ulmer and Cecil
McBee — Blythe has succeeded in
producing an album that will put the
alto sax back on the map.

' / :

GROVER WASHINGTON
Paradise. Electra. K 52130.
Producer: artist. This latest offering
from one of the most talented reed
players around has already made a
sizeable impression on the US charts
and should be in demand in this
country as well.
MAX MIDDLETON AND
ROBERT AHWAI
Another Sleeper. Fusion. SHSP
4103.
DICK MORRISEY AND JIM
MULLEN
Cape Wrath. Fusion. SHSP 4098.
Two new albums from Harvest's
new jazz label featuring four names
which are well known on the British
jazz circuit. Fusion is a good title for
the label with both albums offering
music that leans heavily towards
jazz-rock. Both duos have a steady
following on the jazz club rounds
and there will be many fans thankful
that British talent is being given the
opportunity to be captured on vinyl.
AHMADJAMAL
One. 20th Century Records. T 555.
Producer: Bones Howe. Over the
years Jamal has built up a steady
following and there is little doubt
that he is one of the more talented
keyboard players around. Stronger
tracks on the album are the ones that
Jamal has penned himself.

ROBERT PALMER
Secrets. Island ILPS 9544. Since the
demise of the ill-fated Vineger Joe
Robert Palmer has had less success
than his old partner Elkie Brooks.
He always seems to be hovering
around just outside the charts, only
making limited airplay over here.
This album is probably the closest
he's come to cracking the light,
white soul market, especially with
the superb single Bad Case Of
Loving You. The rest of the album
doesn't have the same impact —
Palmer should probably push his
voice (which sounds like a cross
between Stevie Wonder and Paul
Rogers) a little harder to extend his
audience beyond the thinking man's
middle of the road. But with the
single picking up airplay it is bound
to sell reasonably well. Other strong
cuts: The funky Love Stop and
Woman You're Wonderful — even
though it sounds like a Stevie
Wonder rip-off.

cmW Jeff Wayne.

©dldlCBS Records.

That's all it takes to make a hit album.

Advision are proud to be associated with
The War Of The Worlds' project
$

6f
i

c
odvloioo
Advision Sound Studios,
23 Gosfield Street, London W1 Telephone; 01-580 5707
Telex: London 28668 (Answer back code Audio London)
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ALTERNATIVE TV
BASSEY, Shirley
BRETT, Paul
BULLET TRAIN
BROWN, Dennis
CHEEKS, Judy
CHIC
CHILLY
CURE
DANGER ZONE
DARTS
DESTROY ALL
MONSTERS
FLAMIN' GROOVIES
GIBSON BROTHERS
GORDON, Robert
HEARTBREAKERS
HIGHWAY
HOWE, Catherine
JACKSON, Millie
KNIGHT, Gladys
LOU AND THE HOLLYWOOD
BANANAS
MEYER, Freddie
MONKS
MUNNINGS. Ray

T
M
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D
W
T
G
F
B
S
D
N
A
W
B
G
V
Q
K
i
K
F
I
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LISTIiiS
ABSOLUTELY SWEET MARIE,
Werewolves of London.
FLAMIN' GROOVIES. Sire SIR
4018 (W).
e
BABY IT FEELS SO RIGHT. Some
Other Time Some Other Place.
PETER SHELLEY. CBS 7475 (C).
BACK OF MY HAND/DOUBLE
VISION. Single Vision/What
Can 1 Do. THE JAGS. Island
12WIP 6501 (E).

999
E, I, H, S, N
PRETENDERS
K
REA, Chris
R
REAL THING
B
RAISIN
T
ROSS, Diana
T
RUMOUR
H
SAMSON
M
SHAKE
C
SHELLEY, Peter
B
SIOUXSIE AND THE
BANSHEES
P
STAPLES, Mavis
T
TAMANGOES
I
TELEX
R
THIRD WORLD
T
TRIBESMAN
F
VITESSE
W
WHISPERS
C
WOODWARD, Cynthia
C
WRECKLESS ERIC
H
WRIT2
N
YETTIES
O
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A - Pyo. C - CBS, W - WEA, E - EMI. F
~ Phonodisc, H — H. R. Taylor, L —
Lugtons, R — RCA, S — Solocta, X — Clydo
Factors, Z — Entorpiso, CR — Croolo, P Pinnaclo, RT - Rough Trade, SH — Shannon.
Q — Charmdale. G — Lightning, SP Spartan.
BLACK SLACKS, The Cat Man,
ROBERT GORDON. RCA PB
9408 (R)
BOOGIE DOWN, We Gotta Take It
To The Second Stage, REAL
THING. Pye 7P109 (A).
BOYS DON'T CRY. Plastic Passion.
THE CURE. Fiction FICS2(F).

DANGER ZONE, Swear To God,
SPLINTER. Barn 004 (S)
DON'T HOLD BACK MY BULLETS.
Bang Bang, BULLET TRAIN.
Sidewalk SID 109 (E)
DUKE OF EARL, I've Got To Have
My Way, DARTS. Magnet MAG
147(C).
EF
EMERGENCY, My Street Stinks,
999. United Artists UP 36399 (E).
FEELIN' ALRIGHT WITH THE
CREW, Titanic, 999. United
, Artists UP 36435 (E).
FINSBURY PARK, The Tribe,
TRIBESMAN. Boa BOA12 102
(The Label).
ME AND MY DESIRE, Crazy, 999
United Artists UP 36376 (E).
FINSBURY PARK, Fmsbury Park
Dub, TRIBESMAN. Boa BOA
102 (The Label).
FOOL OVER YOU, Chaser.
FREDDIE MEYER. Barn 005 (P)
FOR YOUR LOVE. Come On Baby,
CHILLY. Polydor POSP 54(F).
FUNKY NASAU, Jump In The
Water, RAY MUNNINGS.
Tammi 12TAM 103(E).
GH
GOOD TIMES, Warmer Summer
Nights, CHIC. Atlantic K 11310
(W).
HARD ENOUGH TO SHOW,
Emotional Traffic, THE
RUMOUR. Stiff BUY 45 (E).
HOMICIDE, Soldier, 999. United
Artists UP 36467(E).

CALIFORNIA DREAMIN', Disco
Roller,
CYNTHIA
WOODWARD. H&-L 6105 090
(F).
CAN'T DO WITHOUT LOVE, (v I AIN'T GETTING IT. Inter City
Headlights, THE WHISPERS.
Kitty. MONKS. EMI 2972 (E).
Solar FB 1590/FC 1590 (R).
I REALLY LOVE YOU. You've Been
CULTURE
SHOCK/GLASS
Gone So Long, THE
HOUSE, But Not Mine, SHAKE.
TAMANGOES. Grapevine GRP
Sire SIR 4016 (W).
122 (R).

I'LL TAKE A MELODY, The Way It
Was, GLADYS KNIGHT,
Buddah BDS 483 (A).
I'M ALIVE, Quite Disappointing,
999, United Artists UP 36519 IE).
K
KID, Tattooed Love Boys, THE
PRETENDERS. Real ARE 9 (W).
KINGSTON KINGSTON, Kingston
Kingston Dub Version. LOU
AND THE HOLLYWOOD
BANANAS. Pinnacle Firebird
PIN 5 (P)
KISS YOU ALL OVER, Once You've
Had It, MILLIE JACKSON.
Spring 2059 091 (F).
M
ME AND MY DESIRE, Crazy , 999.
United Artists UP 36376 IE).
MOONRAKER - END TITLE,
Moonraker — Main Title,
SHIRLEY BASSEY. United
Artists UP 602 (El.
Mr. ROCK 'N' ROLL, Drivin' Music,
SAMSON, Laser LAS 6 (W).
M
NASTY NASTY, No Pity 999.
United Artists UP 36299 (E).
NIGHTNURSE, Drive Away,
WRITZ. Electric WOT 35 (A)
1999, Take Five. PAUL BRETT.
RCA PB 5167/PC 5167 (R).
NOVEMBER 22nd 1963, Meet The
Creeper, DESTROY ALL
MONSTERS. Cherry Red
CHERRY 7 (SP)
OIL, Green Fields Of Dorset, THE
YETTIES. DeccaF 13846 (S).
PLAYGROUND TWIST, Pulled To
Bits, SIOUSXIE AND THE
BANSHEES, Polydor POSP 59
(F).

QUIETLY AND SOFTLY, Daylight,
CATHERINE HOWE. Ariola ARO
174(A).
RAINCOAT AND A ROSE, No
Qualifications, CHRIS REA.
Magnet MAG 151 (C)
ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK,
Moskow Disko, TELEX. Sire SIR
4020 (W).
TALK TO ME, African Woman,
THIRD WORLD. Island 12WIP
6496(E).
THE BOSS, I'm In The World,
DIANA ROSS, Motown TMG
1150(E).
THE FORCE IS BLIND, Lost In
Room, ALTERNATIVE TV.
Deptford Fun City DFC 10
(Faulty Products).
THE LITTLE GIRL IN ME, Why
Don't You Kiss Me Baby, JUDY
CHEEKS. Ariola ARO 164(A).
THE MAN THAT 1 LOVE IS IN, I
Wanna Go Dancing, RAISIN,
Contact CON 3 (A).
TONIGHT I FEEL LIKE DANCING, If
I Can't Have You, MAVIS
STAPLES. Warner Brothers K
17410 (W).
YOU MADE A FOOL, Cheatin' Eyes,
HIGHWAY, Epic EPC 7455 (C).
if
WHAT A LIFE, Ooh What A Life,
GIBSON BROTHERS, Island
12WIP 6503(E).
WE'LL DO THE MUSIC, Rolling
Through The Midnight Rain,
VITESSE. United Artists UP
36539 IE).
WOLF AND LEOPARDS, Emanuel,
/ DENNIS BROWN. Deb D8R 102
(El.

Importers & Wholesalers of Records
from the U.S.A. and Europe
HAVE PLEASURE IN INFORMING YOU THAT, WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT, OUR
CUT-OUT AND DELETION PRICES WILL BE LOWERED BY AT LEAST 3.5%

OLD PRICE

NEW PPICE

£0.65
£1.25
£1.45

£0.60 - A DECREASE OF 7.7%
£1.20 - A DECREASE OF 4%
£1.40 - A DECREASE OF 3.5%

IF YOU CAN MEET US HALFWAY AND CUT YOUR MARGINS BY SIMILAR
AMOUNTS THE MAGIC RETAIL PRICES OF 99p, £1.99, AND £2.25 CAN BE
MAINTAINED IN SPITE OF THE RECENT V.A.T. INCREASE
BEST WISHES TO ALL OUR CUSTOSVSERS
PAUL, AND ALL AT SIMONS
335 BARKING ROAD, EAST HAM
LONDON E6.
01-552 5212/3
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SPECIAL OFFER
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ForaLimited Period
of Four Weeks this fine album
is avai lable at the introductory Dealer Price of £1.84 (excl.VAT)

r.r.p £2.99

INTERVIEW
New Album BIG OCEANS
From Virgin Cat. No.V2123 available on cassette.
Virein Records Distributed by CBS. Tel:01-960 2155

J.
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SINGLES
TITLE/Artist
LABEL/Number/Distributor
BILLY
PAULFamily Bock
Bring
The
Philadelphia
PIR 7456 - V" 1CBS)
Philadelphia
PIR 13 7456 (CBS1
12"
j
NICK
VAN EEDE
All
BARNOr Nothing
BARN 003 (Pinnacle)
THE
PISTOLS
C'MonSEX
Virgin
VSEverybody
272

(Virgin!

JUD1E
T2UKE
Sioy
Me 17Till Dawn
RockoiWith
XPRES
iPnonodisc'

P.OMPILED BY TONY JASPtR

RELEASE
DATE
June 22

UK CHARTING
Highest (or last) entry
Debut
UK charts.
Mo &(ivoMrs
Jonos
(12,
1973)lostwith
olhei
hits
but
Tho Strong
Survivo1977,
133).Only
issued
29,10.77

PROMOTION

COMMENTS

Unlimited4512".
Known
artist.
Usual
servicing
ofPhiladelphia,
relevant promotional
outlets.
from
LP. First
Classmusic
(PIRcompany
83481).siudeni.
A8:
Raised
singing in
public
since
12
years
of
ago.
college
formed
trioBlue
withNotes
recordings
for
Jubilee
Records.
Brief
stay
Dawn,
also
in
Harold
Melvin
Er
before
Gamble label, thence to Philadelphia International.

Message
song with
of com
Appealitsttll
lot sounding
logalhorncss
family citcles.
Sunglibetal
o.c dos.ng
basic beat
w.lh song
like once
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Congratulations, Norman, on your
own magnificent record of success
over the last 30 years - long may
it continue...

from Steve, Teddy and all your
friends at Chappell
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Newell—thirty years
on, sii still

at the top
■H

r
IN AN era when most record producers are lucky to have more than a dozen
Top to h'ts, and a couple of million sellers, Norman Newell still stands head
and shoulders above the competition. CHRIS WHITE meets the man
IT'S DIFFICULT knowing where 10
begin or where to finish when talking
to Norman Newell. Britain's number
one record producer has been
responsible for so many hit records
that it is impossible to give an exact
estimate, and as a lyricist his songs
have been recorded by hundreds of
artists.
Just one alone. More, has become
a standard in the 18 years since
Newell provided a lyric for the
original Italian melody, which
became the theme song for the film
Mondo Cane, and just about every
song stylist from Sinatra to Diana
Ross has either recorded it or
included the song in their repertoire
at some lime.
Shirley Bassey, Judy Garland,
Marlene Dietrich, Noel Coward,
Russ Conway, Mrs. Mills, Hinge &
Bracket, Claude Francois, Alma
Cogan, Mel Torme, Eartha Kilt,
Johnny Mathis, Johnny Ray,
Donald Peers, Ken Dodd and Gerry

and Jessie Matthews . . , and the list
goes on.
In an era when most record
producers are lucky to have more
than a dozen Top 10 hits, and a
couple of million sellers, Newell still
stands head and shoulders above the
competition. His first production
was in 1949 when he made Put Your
Shoes On, Lucy with Petula Clark
— as recently as three years ago he
scored a Number One hit with
Manuel (alias Geoff Love) and His
Music Of The Mountain and
Aranjuez Mon Amour.
So where does the Norman Newell
story really begin?
Newell traces it back to the
Second World War when he was in
hospital and found himself in the
bed next to a comedian called Bill
Waddington. "I had always been
crazy about showbusiness and at one
time had hopes of going to RADA
and becoming an actor," he
explains. "To find myself next to a

7 got wsj conceited and thought / was
Irving Berlin. The result was that
I virtually gave up..
Dorsey (later Engelbert
Humperdinck), have all been
produced by Norman Newell during
the last 30 years. Some of the other
names he has worked with are
perhaps more surprising but you
name them, Norman Newell seems
to have worked with them . . . Dora
Bryan, Richard Burton and Liz
Taylor, Sean Connery, Wendy
Craig, Billy Cotton, Dukes and Lee,
Joyce Grenfell, Joe Henderson,
Danny La Rue, Michael Redgrave

comedian, someone who was part of
showbusiness, was a dream come
true for me — even though it was in
such surroundings!
"In fact, the advent of the war
had made the decision for me . . .
there was no chance of becoming an
actor and after it was all over, family
circumstances meant that 1 had to go
out and make a steady living rather
than enter the risky world of the
theatre. Actually, by all rights I
should have been working for

*-4
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WELL ADMITS that the artist he has most enjoyed working with is Shirley
'ssey Together the two came up with a long succession of hits including As
•ng As He Needs Me. I (Who Have Nothing). Big Spender and This Is My
SUPPLEMENT

London Transport now, but
fortunately for mc, Bill Waddington
changed everything.
"One day he asked me if I wrote
lyrics and I said that I didn't
although I did like writing poetry.
He played me a tune and asked me
to write some words, which I did
within 10 minutes. 1 found that
writing lyrics for songs came quite
naturally. The result was that he got
me a job in Charing Cross Road
selling sheet music while also
allowing me lime to indulge in my
newly-discovered talent."
Newcll's first hit was My Thanks
For You which he co-wrote with
Noel Gay and which was a hit for
Steve Conway. However, even
before that there were other
successes.
Among his early song-writing
credits were Our Love Story, When
The World Is Forgotten and Nice To
Know You Came, all recorded by
Vera Lynn. Newell admits now: "I
got very conceited and thought that I
was the next Irving Berlin. The result
was that I virtually gave up selling
music and decided to concentrate on
songwriting instead."
But young Newell soon stumbled:
"If you have never had money and
then you suddenly come into it, then
you do one of two things," he says.
"Either you save it all or you spend
it all, and I did the latter. The result
was that I had to get a steady job
again and fortunately a lady
producer at the BBC told me that
EMI was looking for a house
producer. I got the job and from
then on it was a duel career that I
had . . . writing lyrics and
producing songs."
In retrospect, he says: "A lot of
people felt that had 1 decided to
concentrate on just a song-writing
career, then I would have become a
much more famous songwriter than
1 am. On the other hand, I have
always enjoyed the gamble of
recording, of perhaps finding a new
artist, or matching an act with a hit
song. So much of it is down to your
actual belief and faith in an artist or
song, and that is a challenge I
enjoy."
Newell's first big production
success was with Les Compagnions
De La Chanson and Les Trois
Cloches (The Jimmy Brown Song).
It was a million seller — the first of
many that Newell was to achieve in
his long career — and recalls now
that it was actually recorded on wax.
Pet Clark didn't have a hit with
that first Newell production, but
years later Norman was responsible
for co-writing her first Number One
success, Sailor (also a Top 10 hit for
Anne Shelton). And two years ago
he renewed his partnership with
Petula when he produced her version
of What I Did For Love from the
show A Chorus Line.
Sadly Newell's first hit song, cowritten with Noel Gay, was also the
last song that the partnership
produced because of Gay s
premature death.
Among the artists who worked
with Newell during the early days
were David Hughes, Pearl Carr and
Teddy Johnson, bandleader Ray
Martin, Johnny Ray and Jo
Stafford. He scored a Number One
with Norman Wisdom and Don't
Laugh At Me. and later produced a
duet between Wisdom and Joyce
Grenfell called Narcissis which has
since become a classic.

\.

NORMAN NEWELL — 30years at the top. both as a record producer and a
songwriter. Music Week pays tribute to one of the true giants of the record
business.
"People think that because there
were not a lot of record companies
around then that the competition
wasn't stiff — but in fact it was just
the opposite," Newell recalls. "EMI
then was really several companies,
Columbia, His Masters Voice and
Parlophone, and each was
competing with the others. It was
quite possible for both HMV and
Columbia to have a version of the
same song in the Top Ten. People
like myself, Wally Ridley and
George Martin were competing
against each other. Looking back
now, it seemed a silly situation.
"I remember I was earning £11 a
week as a house producer and I got a
phone call from Sir Edward Lewis at
Decca offering me £15 a week. I
went to my boss and he said that I
was free to go! But somebody from
Columbia sent my mother a hamper
of food and that made up my mind
for me — how could 1 leave a
company who would do such a thing

returning to Britain to tell his
mother of his decision to live in the
US.
Newell recalls: "It was a decision I
didn't want to make because it
meant leaving my family and
friends, but then Joseph Lockwood
at EMI sent for me, and it was an
offer I couldn't refuse. He offered
me a full carte blanche deal to work
for any label within the group, and
with complete freedom to record
what or whom I liked."
During his long career, Newell
says that three people have always
stood by him and during troubled
periods he has always been able to
count on their support . . . Richard
Armitage, now head of the Noel Gay
Organisation, which looks after his
business affairs, Teddy Holmes of
Chappell and the late Sid Coleman
of the Cinephonic Music Company
in Charing Cross Road, where he
first worked. "They never lost faith
in me, and were always the first to

Bassey: 'Norman knows more about me
than / do. He wrote every line of
This is My Life with me in mind'
for my mother, whom I adored!"
Newell did leave EMI soon
afterwards however, to go to
Philips. Leonard Smith, who first
employed him, asked him to go with
him to the competition to handle the
American Columbia label product
which had transferred from EMI to
Phillips. Smith became commercial
manager and Norman was in charge
of A&R. At that time. Philips was
virtually operating, from a single
office. One of Newell's production
successes there was Winifred
At well's Let's Have A Party which
sold a million copies in three weeks.
After two years at Philips, Newell
decided to go and live in the US, "In
order to learn about writing". He
had signed a five year contract with
MGM films for lyric-writing, and
spent three months in New York and
three months in Hollywood before

phone if there was any trouble," he
says.
Such have been Norman Newell's
many successes that it is difficult to
know which to name next. His songwriting successes have included
More, Shirley Bassey's This Is My
Life, Never Never Never, Born To
Lose and Natali, Matt Monro's
Portrait Of My Love and of course
Sailor.
To confuse matters even more, at
one lime he was writing under no
less than 30 different pseudonyms
until, in the early 1960s, the
Musicians' Union clamped down on
people using more than one alias.
The tactic of writing under another
name was not a tax dodge either but
rather because someone from a rival
PLEASE TURN OVER
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company would perhaps not touch a
song written by Norman Newell,
knowing that he worked for EMI.
This was a situation many record
company producers-cum-songwritcrs found themselves in, at that
time. And both Sailor and Portrait
Of My Love, and With You in Mind
and Cowboy Jimmy Joe (both hits
for Alma Cogan), were composed
under the name David West.
In addition, during the last 30
years, Norman Newell has
collaborated with many different
composers. One of the most recent
was the French singer/songwriter
Claude Francois — Newell penned
English lyrics to Francois' melodies,
and produced an album by the
French star, only weeks before his
tragic death.
Perhaps his biggest songwriling
success however was More. Roland
Rennie at Chappcll gave him an
album of Italian music and said that
if he (Newell) liked what he heard,
perhaps he might consider doing
some lyrics. Newell did like what he
heard, and one of the hits of that
music became More which was
featured in the film Mondo Cane

C
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penned English lyrics and the song
has since become a standard, having
also been performed by Lovelace
Watkins and Vic Damone.
Whenever Shirley Bassey performs
This Is My Life — she usually closes
her act with it — she always
acknowledges the fact that Newell
penned the lyrics, and she once
admitted: "Norman knows more
about me than I do. He wrote every
line of This Is My Life with me in
mind."
While Newell's general
song writing and production
activities are more than well-known,
it may perhaps come as a surprise to
some people to learn that he has also
produced 15 Sadlers Wells operas
for EMI. In addition, he has
produced many Original Cast
albums for such West End shows as
The King And I, South Pacific and
Hans Anderson.
"I like doing classical recordings,
because of the challenge that is
involved," Newell admits. "A few
years ago Teddy Holmes took me to
see a performance of The Merry
Widow by the Sadlers Wells Opera
Company, and afterwards we went

7 hope it does not sound conceited when
I say that / have not produced my
last world success yet'
and earned Newell an* Academy
Award nomination.
Another big success was This Is
My Life which has virtually become
Shirley Bassey's personal anthem —
although strangely her recording of
it back in 1968 was never actually a
hit. The original Italian song was
called La Vita and Ms Bassey
performed it at the San Remo Music
Festival in 1967, and literally
brought the house down. Newell

backstage to chat to some of the
people involved in the production. I
discovered that they had not
recorded the opera and could not get
a contract so I went to EMI and
asked if I could do an album. The
company wasn't loo keen so I said
that I would finance the recording
myself and they could give me a
royally. The album was made, it
became a huge seller and Sadlers
Wells were given an EMI recording

TWO MUSICAL giants, and perhaps a future one. Newell meets McCartney junior while proud dad Paul looks on.
Picture by Linda.
contract!"
that although Queen Guinevere in before I finally bow out. I hope that
He adds that recording stage the musical started as a young girl it does not sound conceited when I
musicals has always been his biggest and at the finish was an old woman, say that I have not produced my last
love. "That really is production in fact there was nothing in her voice world success yet. When I go, I'm
work because you have to take the to suggesting that this ageing process going to go out with a big bang. My
show to the people who are listening had taken place. The voice had to background is very humble, I came
to the music in their homes. It was have a different timbre. Elizabeth from a poor family and 1 have
Goddard Lieberson who first got me Larner was playing the Guinevere always believed that I was put on
involved in that area of music.
role here, and she rose to the earth to do something with my life.
"1 had to produce the English cast challenge magnificently. I was very
"I hope that my work over the
version of Camelot, and I was given pleased with our final recording of years has brought a lot of happiness
a copy of the American album to Camelot."
to people, and I hope that I have
listen to. My problem was making a
For the future, Newell has one many more years left working with
recording which would be as good outstanding ambition left — to write new and old artists, continuing to
as, if not better than, the American a hit musical: "I've had attempts write music and bringing pleasure to
equivalent. As 1 listened I realised before and I am determined to do it people."
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Memoirs of a ladies' man!
—■
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NORMAN NEWELL has worked with some of the biggest ladies — metaphorically speaking of
course — in the entertainment world and here are a few colourful anecdotes about them.

f
V

SHARING A quiet moment with
Judy Garland whom Newell worked
with several times during the 1950s.
Judy Garland: "It was. naturally,
very exciting working with her
although it is always difficult with
someone who has, or in Judy's case
had, all the acclaim in the world. I
worked with Judy on three albums,
each of which featured re-recordings
of her best-known songs. In
particular, I recall when she did
Happiness Is A Thing Called Joe —
she came out of the studio upset with
us, and asking why we didn't tell her
that she had done a great job.
"I said: 'Judy, I think that you
could do even better' and that upset
her even more. We went back into
the studio and she was in such an
emotional state that she was crying
through the re-take, but that
recording was magical. It was so lull
of emotion and it was the Judy that
everyone loved.
"Judy was a lovely person
although of a strange breed. Either
she was all over you or she was very
difficult to handle. Basically she was
just a very nervous lady."
Shirley Bassey: "The most exciting
person I have ever worked with, and
yet despite her much-publicised
temperament, I never had any

problems with Shirley in the studios.
We always had a marvellous
rapport. I am devoted to her.
"When Shirley signed to EMI,
after Philips, we booked the studio
for a session but when the lime came
there was no star. I managed to get
on the phone to Shirley's flat and it
transpired that she had forgotten
about the recording session and had
gone to the cinema somewhere in
London! I had to phone several
cinemas to ask them to page Miss
Bassey. She eventually arrived at the
studio, breathless, but looking and
sounding great. Within the hour we
had her first EMI hit in the can —
As Long As He Needs Me."
Marlenc Dietrich: "I first met her by
introduction at a flat in Hampstead
— when I arrived she was wearing
rubber gloves and doing the washing
up! Marlene did a season at the Cafe
De Paris in the West End, and was
introduced by Noel Coward. I did a
live recording of the event which is
still available now."
Vera Lynn: She's the most amazing
person to work with, and of course
so very different from many of the
other ladies I have been associated
with. If you book three hours studio
time for Dame Vera, then you can
rest assured that the recordings will
be completed in less that time. She is
the total professional. I'm only sorry
that she doesn't record more
nowadays."
Alma Cogan: "She was a fun lady,
we had some great limes together.
When Alma switched from His
Master's Voice to Columbia, I wrote

her first single, Cowboy Jimmy Joe,
which was a hit for her. She was very
popular in Japan and so we decided
to do the song in Japanese as well.
Naturally, Alma didn't speak
Japanese, so she had to learn the
lyrics phonetically and wc had three
little Japanese chaps ih the studio,
telling her whether she was singing it
all right! The results were successful
however because Alma enjoyed a big
Japanese hit with Cowboy Jimmy
Joe,"
Dorothy Squires: "I've recorded
Dorothy in several stages of her
career — in the 1950s when we had a
hit with Billy Reid's Tree In The
Meadow, in the early 1960s with Say
It With Flowers, and then a couple
of years ago when we recorded an

<:
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NEWELL WITH Marlene Dietrich
— he produced her album recorded
at the Cafe de Paris.
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Working for you as your assistant in the early
60's gave me the experience and credibility I
needed to get started as a producer with a
major record company. Without that I may
never have made it.
So thank you very much from me and all the
others.

O
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album, Rain Rain Go Away. She's a
very flamboyant character, which
upsets a lot of people, but she's also
very lovable — and you always
know where you stand with her. The
only thing we argue about is that she
likes to let rip when she's singing in
the studio, and I prefer her singing
quietly. She always says, 'Well you
let Shirley sing loud', so I try to
explain to her that it is something to
do with the texture of the voice."
Barbara Cartland: "We did an
album together last year, and
despite what people may say, there
was not one note faked! Not many
people could do what she has at the
age of 78. When we were doing the
recordings, Mrs Cartland used to
turn up at the studios in her Rolls
Royce with a white-gloved butler at
hand. When we had finished the LP,
she gave all the musicians special
food hampers which was a
wonderful gesture."
Bette Davis: "1 fell in love with her
as a child, so you can imagine what
it was like to work with her! When I
heard that she was coming to
London, I asked Billy Marsh the
agent if he thought that she would
like to make an album. He said we
could but ask her. Her immediate
reaction was: 'I've always wanted to
make a record, why didn't you ask

A T THE age of 76, novelist Barbara
Cartland recorded her first album,
and Norman Newell was the man
responsible for her venture into the
studios. They are pictured above
celebrating the album's release.
me before?' Since then we have
become good friends."
Joyce Grenfell: "A wonderful
character and a very funny lady in
the studio. You can actually hear me
laughing on one of her records!"
Newell has worked with many
other "first ladies" of entertainment
including Jessie Mathews, Anna
Neagle and Gracie Fields, and even
Liz Taylor — although the record by
the latter was never released! He
says that there is only one other
female singer with whom he would
like to work, and whom he has not
already done so — Gladys Knight,
His own personal listening tastes
centre on the late Dinah
Washington. And given the chance,
he says, he would also like to
produce an album by Frank Sinatra.

Labours with Love
THE WORKING relationship
between Norman Newell and
musical director Geoff Love must be
one of the happiest and longest in
the music business. The two men
first worked together in the early
1950s when Newell produced the
very first record on Philips by a
singer called Johnny Brandon —
and found at the last minute that he
was without a musical director.
Newell and Love had known each
other for a couple of years then —
from the lime when the former was
working for Cinephonic Music in
Charing Cross Road. At that time
Love was writing songs and playing
in a band called Pieces Of Eight.
"Norman had moved to Philips
which was then just setting up
operations in the UK and his first
record for the company was with
Johnny Brandon," Love recalls.
"Unfortunately, he found himself
without an MD and so my services
were hurriedly called for. In fact, it
was the first session 1 ever did as a
musical director!"
The Newell/Love partnership
blossomed furing the 1950s and the
pair were involved with many hits
for EMI. Geoff Love arrangements
graced all the early Shirley Bassey
hits for Columbia, as well as Laurie
London's Whole World In His
Hands (a Number One around the
world), Ken Dodd's Tears, Peter
And Gordon's World Without Love
and Des O'Connor hits like Careless
Hands and I Pretend.
In addition, Love has recorded
many albums in his own right — all,
naturally enough, produced by
Newell — as well as dozens under
the name, Manuel And His Music
Of The Mountains, and more
recently, Mandingo. Love even had
a hit with The Birthday Cake Walk
under the pseudonym, Papa Joe,
and three years ago enjoyed his
biggest single success with Aranjucz
Mon Amour.
Together the two men now have
their own production company,
Supenunes, which records a lot of
up-and-coming talent.
Their admiration for each other
is, naturally enough, very strong.
Love says of Newell: "I don't think

THREE MA GIC ingredients —
Norman Newell and musical
director Geoff Love, outside the
Abbey Road studios. A potent
recipe for 30 years of
international hits.
anybody has produced more hit
singles or artists as Norman Newell
has — his is just an incredible
achievement, and yet the nice thing
is that he has never changed. He is
always the same, whether working in
the studio or in his rare moments of
relaxation — kind, patient and
understanding.
"Norman never has to scream at
anyone for results, they are all glad
to work for him and the atmosphere
in the studio is always very easy,
with Norman making jokes all the
time. I respect his judgement
completely.
And of Love Newell says: "Geoff
was first recommended to me as an
arranger by Teddy Holmes of
Chappell, and our partnership since
then has been very happy — I hope
that it will go on for a long time yet.
What is important is that wc trust
each other implicitly, we have a
complete understanding which so far
hasn't gone wrong.
"I don't look upon Geoff Love as
an artist but rather as a friend. He is
one of the nicest people that I
know."
SUPPLEMENT
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EMI Music Publishing Ltd.
138-140 Charing Cross Road
London WCZH OLD
Telephone 01-836 6699
Telegrams and Cables
EMIMUS London WC2 Telex 269189
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GEOFF LOVE, RICHARD ARMITAGE

and the

NOEL GAY ORGANISATION

send

NORMAN

love and congratulations
on

30

glorious years
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Effective 13th May, 1978, Music Week Classified
Advertisement rates are:
£3.50 per single column centimetre.
Box number charge £1.00, and series discounts will remain
at: —
6 insertions 10% 13 insertions 15%
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ADVERTISEMENTS ARE
SOLD BY THE SINGLE COLUMN CENTIMETRE
(MINIMUM CHARGE £6.00)
The per word rate is discontinued.
The copy deadline is Bookings Wednesdays; Artwork Thursday
5pm. one week prior to publication. Advertisements may be
submitted as flat artwork or typed copy for typesetting.
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement.
For further information contact Dave Pinnington. Tel
01-836-1522 . 40 Long Acre, Covent Garden, London
WC2,
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims
arising out of advertising on the classified pages.

DISCS

&
Sute
RECORD & TAPE WHOLESALERS
offer you an efficient and speedy service with the personal
touch
as many of our customers would agree!
•TOP 100 LPs
*TOP 75 SINGLES
•TV ADVERTISED LPs & TAPES
Distributors of K-Tel Records St Tapes
Full Catalogue Service Next Day Delivery available
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
Order Desk - 03756 3041 '2 St 78813
43/45 King Street, Stanford-le-Hope, Essex.
a

S. GOLD & SONS LIMITED
BRITAIN'S NO. 1
Complete manufacturers catalogue In stock at all times.
TOP 75 ALBUMS. SINGLES AND TAPES.
PLUS ALL TV. PRODUCT.
Our prices - strict trade on LP's and Tapes over £150 value,
otherwise
3
per
cent
handlingNocharge.
Singles
at strict trade,
plus 3
per cent handling charge.
rounded
up figures
to disguise
inflated prices. Accessories include Card, Polythene & PVC covers. Blank cassettes. Mirrors, Record & Cassette Cases, Mirror
badges & up to the minute sew-on patches.
We can supply anywhere in the world and extended finance can be
arranged for export customers - our service to Northern Ireland is,
without doubt, the finest, and we offer a 24-hour service to the
whole of the UK.
We are now firmly established in our custom-built warehouse and
would welcome anyone who wishes to call and have a look
around. We have been in the business for four years.
REMEMBER THE NAME- YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR IT A LOT
S. GOLD& SONS LIMITED
777/779 High Road, Leytonstone, London El 1 4QS
PHONE 01-558 2121/2
24 hour answering service 01-556 2429.

G.R.A.T.I.S.
Double A. Downtown/Please Call My
Number.
Order Now.
from B.P.M.
9am-9pm 7 days per week.
PA's, 2
01-572-2960/570-9495

PRIME CUT OUTS E L.O -NOOutVATof TO
thePAY
Blue C2 25.
JAM — Modern World C1 25.
DEEP PURPLE - Hits C1 25.
GEORGE BENSON - El.15. THIN
LI22Y — Johnny the Fox £1.15.
THIN LIZZY - Bad Reputation
£1.15. Phone Lin on 49. 43981 for
details.
£1,000,000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo LP's, 8-tracks
and Cassettes. Highest prices
paid. No quantity is too large or
too small.'Phone, telex, write
or visit us for a generous cash
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC. 2933
River Road, Croydon, PA
19020, U.S.A. Phone; 215-785
1541 or Telex 843366,
Recstapes CRDN.

JUST IN FROM THE CONTINENT
ALL IN PICTURE COVERS
ONLV eOp
EACH I - VAT)Horel
Minimum outer•50EVEl
riiocor IC W.O I
♦
EAGLES
CHAMPAGNE KING Sbam" • California
MOTORS Fo'getYN About You •
ROiLiNG
STONES
Foot
To
Cry
ROD
STEWART
Get
Ba/k Th*. frts? Cui In Tee Deepest • WILD CHERRY Play Sailing;
That Funky
Musk;
OR SEND SAE FOR UST OF OVER 2,000 TITLES. SOME FROM AS
LOW AS 20pY 6'12 Stafford Street, St
OLDIES UNLIMITED, DEPARTMENT
Georges. TELFORD. Shropshire TF2 9NQ
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RECORD Et
TAPE EXCHANGE
All best selling L P's and cassettes
brought for up to £2 each for cash or
£2,50 exchange value. Only
exchange
paid for lessvalue
popular
L.P's.
Cashvalue
or exchange
paid
for
all cassoites.
Bring any quantity
to the
Record ft Tape Exchange,
38 Notting Hill Gate,
London W.11.
(01-727-3539)
Cassettes
cash. may be sent with SAE for

BIG, BIG,
RECORD BARGAINS
' Always 1000's of Bargains and
Deletions
' Top 50 Singles and LP's kept in
stock
* Best Discounts given.
' Fast Efficient service
** Open
6 fullCarry
daysora week
Cash and
Delivery arranged
* Export enquiries welcomed
■ Overstocks bought
* We
specialiseand inDepartmental
servicing
Supormarkots
Soties
'Phono.
Established
(or
20
years
Write or Call. Express
Records, 29. Rowson Place.
Bradford, Yorkshire. Telephone
0274 27845 Telex 517527

RECORDING STUDIO
S-p-.-.- ~
n

o

EQUIPMENT
CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.
CLEAR POLYTHEIME RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
IP size; 1000, £32.50 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE2 7PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691
CLEAR PVC RECORD
COVERS
Manufactured by ourselves from Raw Material — to
film — to covers in 500 gauge seamless PVC film,
having nylon-like strength for 7" singles and 12" LP
Records.
BUY BULK DIRECTLY
& RECEIVE DELIVERIES B Y RETURN
Phone/write now for Samples/Prices
PANMER LTD Telephone 01.903.6068/9
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex.
SEGREGATE!
CL
Pop
4SSl

With record dividers from
"SIGNS FAMILIAR"
smnolli, white, plastic icctirrl dividers
wiih sm.in ulirn leqilde headini|S
(plus Itade symbols m colour il required).
Unbeatable puces. Fasi service Ring or write
SIGNS FAMILIAR,
Howdale, Downham Market,
Norfolk PE3S 9AL.
Phone: (0366312511/4.
DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION OF
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc.
Enquiries for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(Shbwcard
b Ouplay)
Co., b119w 11
Altonburg
Gardens.
London
UQ. Tel 01-223 3315

BROWSERS
5x4 tier 3 column browsers €35
each, 6x4 tier 2 column browsers
£25 each. 1 counter 2' x S'/z'fSO,
1 securer/o cassette rack (holds
120) £25. 1 secureno 8-track rack
(holds 641 £20 Bulk price £375 or
sell separately lor above prices,
Please contact Mr BricJgcwatcr on
TolforrJ (0952144845.

PVC ALBUM COVERS
Sizes 7", LP & Doubie-LP. Also 200
gauge
Polythene
LP Covers.
For SERVICE.
QUALITY
& VALUE
Contact:
M & G Packaging Ltd.. 53
Pavilion Drive, Lelgh-on-Soa,
Essex. Tel: 0702712381.

TOP QUALITY
7" white carboard sleeves.
Callers £18 per thousand.
Delivered anywhere U.K. £22.
per thousand including VAT.
Paul Marsh Ltd. (wholesale).
Moss Side Market Center,
Moss Side, Manchester. 0612261000.

SERVICES
JWartin Studios
-aBe-.a'VBso ayen
ARTWORK'DESIGN
PHOTOGRAPMV
& pmmm©
BROCHURE AVAILABLE
Phono:
01-550 4701 a
SHBSMK
WRAPPING
Specialist record industry, fast, quality
service. All rcquirernenis catered for.
Phono Steve Sparks on 01 961-2919
(24 hour service)

rc»a
Tel 01-580 3744/Telex 298531/Radiophone 16847/29-30 WindmiliSL.LondonW.i
ANNOUNCEMENT
COPY DEADLINE
Music Week would like to remind Market Place advertisers
that the copy deadline for all classified advertisements is
the Wednesday 10 days before issue publication date and
that this deadline applies to advertisements that have
already had their insertion confirmed.
While it may well be possible to obtain advertising space on
the deadline day itself this is not always the case and clients
are advised to book as early as possible.
ATTENTION
all Record Retailers
You are already using Music Week as an advertising
medium for your company. Have you ever thought about
using it for yourself?
Music Week Market Place has already proved that it can
sell flats, motor cars and even houses. For example, a
recently placed classified ad. from Joe Stanley of Mettle
Records selling a 1971 Rolls Royce Corniche resulted in a
massive response and an immediate sale.
As a result of this and other successful
property/automobile ads we are creating a new section
which will give you access to this valuable market at a
highly competitive rate.
You will be reaching 67,000 readers ("NOP research
January 1979) all of whom could be interested in youi car,
flat, house, dog or palace.
Copy date for classified advertisements is 10 days in
advance of issue date.
For further information or bookings please contact me on
the following number Dave Pinnington 8361522.
CAR FOR SALE
JAGUAR E'TYPE
F.H.C. series 131970
A low mileage example in superb condition.
Regency Red, Chrome wire-wheels, radio/cassette.
£4,950
Tel: Wargrave, Berks 4641
(after 8pm or weekends!
BADGES
BLONDIE
OFFICIAL BLONDIE BADGES
Foaturing DEBBIE HARRY
8Manufactured
NEW BLONDIE
and DEBBIE
HARRY
badgesMinimum
(1 grouporder
and100
7 solo
Debbie Harry)
in reflective
prismatic
material.
badges
ELVIS
Also available the Oflical ELVIS PRESLEY badges
El The KING lives on; E2 Love Mo Tender; E3 ELVIS - King of rock 'n' roll; E4
ELVIS — Portrait; E5 ELVIS — Portrait; E6 Young ELVIS.
Soon to be seen 'ELVIS - the movie' Minimum order 100 badges. At least 100%
prolit-Order Now.
AVAILABLE FROM FACTORS LTD. (EUROPE) LTD.
38 Andorston Quay. Glasgow 8BX Scotland. Tel: 041-221-1103.
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GRANADA TELEVISION LIMITED
MUSIC LIBRARIAN
We wish to appoint an experienced person with a good
knowledge of the music business to run the recorded
music library. The library has been re-organised and
catalogued and the librarian will be expected to maintain
the high standard of pre-recorded music available.
Additionally, the librarian will advise programme staff on
the choice of recorded music for their programmes.
Library staff are responsible for fulfilling the Company's
obligations under the various copyright and other
agreements covering the broadcasting of music.
Reporting to the Head of Music, the job is based at our
Manchester Studios. Salary is negotiable according to
experience, and assistance with relocation expenses is
available.
Working conditions are good, with four weeks holiday,
pension and free life assurance benefits. Apply in writing,
with a summary of experience and job history to date,
stating salary required, to: —

a

PAs
and
SECRETARIES
in tha
MUSIC BUSINESS
PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY
Nobody will look oftor you tho way
wo do.
PATHFINDERS
Personnel Services Ltd
01-629-3132
32 Maddox Street W1
(1 minute from Oxford Circus
tube)

Robert Connell,
Granada Television Limited,
Quay Street,
MANCHESTER. M60 9EA.

CLOUD 7
Records
We urgently require an
experienced sales assistant
for our branch in South West
London
For further details ring Mick
on 01-542-3111.
RECORD COMPANY
SECRETARIES
Are you on our books?
MEMO Emp Agy 734
5774/5

Senior

Designer
Here is an excellent opportunity
for you to join Music for Pleasure
as the Senior Designer.
You will be responsible for
a small department designing
sleeves, point of sale material
and press advertising, and a
knowledge of print production
//
and buying is, of course,
essential. You will work as
part of the management team and
become involved in marketing, sales
and repertoire.
MUSIC FOB Write or 'phone:PLEASURE
David Wharin,
MUSIC FOR PLEASURE,
mfp
80 Blyth Road, Hayes,
Middx. Tel; 01-5613125

D
n

Music Industry Executives
Now there's a better way to find your next career move. Just call the
Music Division of S.F. Management Selection. It's directed by Colin Hadley a senior executive in the record business for 25 years - and Sandy Sweeney
If you have record company or music publishing experience in any of
these areas we should like to hear from you:
DIRECTORS and SENIOR MANAGEMENT
MARKETING and SALES • A. & R.
LABEL MANAGERS • PROMOTION/PLUGGERS
RADIO & TV EXPLOITATION • PRESS OFFICERS
Specific requirements include:
MARKETING/PROMOTION MANAGER for new Country label. Good
knowledge of country music required, enthusiasm for the product, an ability to select repertoire
with good sales potential as well as a capacity to create imaginative cost effective marketing
campaigns. Successful applicant will also have direct responsibility for radio b T.V. promotion
and should have good contacts in that area. Preferred age 25-30
around £7,000
FIELDS SALES MANAGER for country music label to control enthusiastic part-time
sales force covering whole of the U.K. Position obviously calls for a good deal of travel and
applicants should be fairly mobile, hold a clean driving licence and have an affinity with the
product.
about £6,000 + car
ONE-STOP SALES &■ WAREHOUSE MANAGER for company selling Disco &
Black music records to 300-400 selected specialist retail outlets. An ability to handle small staff
essential, also clean driving licence. Location N.W. London.
around £6,000
OFFICE ADMINISTRATION MANAGER with accounts & budget experience for
British subsidiary of well-known American record company. Central London.
about £6,000
PROMOTION MANAGER who must have had some record promotion experience in
America required by U.K. major. Preferred age 21-25.
around £5.000
DOCUMENTATION MANAGER for music industry association. Will be responsible
for the efficient registration of membership details etc. and dealing effectively with queries as
well as liaising with the computer section. A systematic and logical approach to work necessary
and some copyright experience desirable. Location S.E. London.
around £4,500
There is no charge to staff and we promise you a sympathetic reception
where you can discuss your career development in complete confidence.
CALL US, TODAY.
S.E Management Selection Limited
MUSIC DIVISION
TRIUMPH HOUSE, 189 REGENT STREET, LONDON W1R 7WD. Tel 01 -734 3136-9.

SECRETARY
POP MARKETING MANAGER of major UK record
company requires secretary with accurate typing,
shorthand or speedwriting and creative abilities. Music
industry experience is preferred as the position involves
constant contact with artist management and the media.
Please apply in the strictest confidence to BOX No. MW
640.

EXPERIENCED
PERSONAL
SECRETARY
required
For dutios in an arts/emertainmenis environment. Milton
Keynes area. Age 25 upwards.
First class secretarial skills and
own transport essential.
Non-smoker preferred.
Salary circo £4,000
Please apply MW BOX 642

Photographer
Melody
Maker
ASSISTANT ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
Ve are /ooklng Ic a .op .k'h. sa.es person .o .1,1 .his impcnant posi.lon which has become vacan. doe .o
19, be self motivated and ™u®,h^5bbl0 a3 5ympathv with music or the music industry, and it is essential that
t is desirable that he or she sho"
have
competitive environment.
_ ,
te/she is able to functionu,lsl
in a ,as,t r % g^jernent manager and therefore numeracy and attention to detail
the position
involves
Je.P
"9
*°
'^
ands
a
high
standard
of
forward
planning
and
forecasting,
ire other 8(ssen'ial hu^ios es the PO^t onn dem
^ ^ ^ person An atlra(,tive bonus schQme 1S operation and
\ salary of up to £5,000 p.a. iswenvk s g
suCCessful publishing company.
Mher benefits associated with seo '"9 ° ^ grid's
most authoritative weekly music paper, contact: Mrs
f you have a strongS desireU to "
Personnel
Department IPC Business Press Ltd, Surrey House,
rarWarsur: Cry!m^P3.8040.
IJj I t=l BUSINESS PRESS

A hilly experienced till round Photographer is required by
EMI Records (UK) to cover portraiuiro, press stills, live action
and location work.
Aged 25+, the siiccessfi.fi candidate will possess
Diplomas in photography and be proficient in colour and
black and white and capable ot producing high quality
negatives and transparencies tor printing and reproduction.
Due to the nature of the job, applicants must be willing to
work late on occasions.
We are offering atnacrive salaries, negotiable in real terms
plus all the big Company benefits.
Please apply
with full details to Barbara Rotterova,
rlease
a
Personnel Officer,
EMI RECORDS (UK),^
Seymour Mews House, Seymour Mews,
London WIA lES.Tel: 01-4864488.
m
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120 COACH ROAD
TEMPLEPATRICK
BALLYCLARE
CO. ANTRIM BT39 0HB
Phone: (08494) 32711.
**««*««
THIS WEEK'S
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POSITIONS

O

BRONZE RECORDS
are looking for two energetic and qualified people for the posts
of;
INTERNATIONAL MANAGER
INTERNATIONAL CO-ORDINATION
to work with small already established team in an expanding,
international department.
Two jobs to dove tail in covering all liaison with artists on
international sides; contact with approx. 45 foreign licensee's and
in particular with the major territories: servicing licensee's with
spare parts; co-ordinating promotional back up for foreign tour
etc.
Music business experience helpful; some languages also a plus.
Good terms negotiable. Free BUPA. 10am start.
For further details and/or interview phone Ruth on

MEairas

COPYRIGHT
ASSISTANT
Chrysalis need an enthusiastic person, preferably with
copyright department experience who can type quickly and
accurately.
Please ring Andrew Jackson on 408-2355.

TOP SINGLE
RIP 9
CbnjsoUs

BUSY SIGNAL'
CLIVE
CULBERTSON
"wonderfully wanging guitar and urgent vocals —
Certain post-punk pop hit if a major distributor spots it" — SOUNDS
MAGAZINE W/E JUNE 16th 1979.
ALSO CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
SHE DOESN'T LOVE ME/SUZY LIE DOWN ;: CRAMP RIP 7
CHEATIN7LIBRARY BOOK : THE FADERS RIP 8
BELFAST ROCK :: COMPILATION ALBUM :: ROLP 1
These records are available direct from us at the above address or
from: —
ROBINSON'S RECORDS, 25 BLACKFRIARS ST., MANCHESTER
M3 5BP.
LIGHTNING RECORDS, 841 HARROW ROAD. LONDON. NW10
5NH.
ROUGH TRADE. 202 KENSINGTON PARK ROAD. LONDON,
W11.
WRETCHED RECORDS, 98 SOHO MARKET, NEWPORT PLACE.
WC2H.
BONAPARTE RECORDS. 101 GEORGE STREET, CROYDON,
CR01LE.

01-267-4499

A&M RECORDS LTD
require a PA/SECRETARY for their busy
Promotion Department.
Applicant should have some knowledge
of the Music Industry, preferably in the
radio promotion field, and should be
enthusiastic and willing to work flexible
hours.
Shorthand and typing essential.
Good holidays. Salary Negotiable.
Apply in writing to: Alan McGee
A&M Records Ltd.
136 New Kings Road
London SW6

Warehouse
Manager
Polygram is setting up a new Division to
exploit a rapidly growftig demand for an
imported product and is seeking a Warehouse
Manager (male/female) interested in joining this
new venture at its inception The Division will
work from the premises of our Distribution
Company in Chadwell Heath.
The successful applicant will run a small
department operating in a profit conscious
environment and will have knowledge of import
procedures, stock control procedures and
warehousing techniques and systems. Previous
experience in the record industry would be
useful but is not essential, the primary requirement
being the ability to motivate staff. If you are
interested in applying for this position please send a
full C.V. to the address below or telephone for an
application form to:
Mr. A. Freemantle, Polygram Leisure
Limited, 15 St. George Street, London,
W1. Tel: 01-499 3751.

RETAIL
MANAGER
Henry Stave, one of London's leading classical
retailers requires a manager for its prestigious
Great Marlborough St W1 store.

ipolyQrami

This is a senior position and only experienced
and qualified applicants are invited.

ASSISTANT
needed for Director of Business of Record and music
business company.
Legal qualification and experience in the business required.
Terms negotiable.

PHONE
RON SMITH

Please apply in writing with details to; —
Bronze Records,
100, Chalk Farm Rd.,
London NW1 8EH.

on 01-437-4153

WANTED
SOPHISTICATED
POP QUARTET
For exclusive West End
residency.
Two boys/two girls or
3 boys/1 girl.
Must be experienced.
Photos, details and
biog to
MW BOX 641

eeus

ANNOUNCEMENT
CUISSSFlEi
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MERCHANDISING
SH0WSHIRTS
Custom printed T-shirts, Sweatshirts,
Paper Jackets, Badges Car Stickers &
Hats.
Competitive
Prices
Any quantity undertaken
659 FULHAM ROAD, LONDON SW6
Telephone: 731-5056 or 731-4986
Button- Badges are today's
answer to Low Cost —
High Impact advertising.
Contact the Specialists:
ANN SARGENT
Badges & Promotional
Items
Tel: 01-856 9609
60 Falconwood Avenue,Welling, Kent
Attention shops!. ..
Punk/NewWave Group
badges now available
from stock

n

We are now looking for someone with organisational ability,
enthusiasm for sales and who is able to keep a cool head in a
hectic position.
Applicants should have had some experience of selling, preferably
on a weekly publication, although this need not necessarily be
within the music business.
We are part of a large public company and you can expect all the
benefits that go with this.
If you feel we should hear from you please ring the
Advertisement Manager, Jonothan Ward on 836-1522 for an
appointment.
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When our
lOlf)
opposition
need staff,
where do they
advertise?
Europe's
leading
business
paper, of course
MUSIC WEEK

EQUIPMENT
WANTED
EMI Record and Cassette
Browsers. Will Collect. Tel 01852 3900
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
PAYS
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(Formerly PHONOD1SC LTD)
is changing its Order Desk

With effect from July 21979
The NEW NUMBER will be

m

(The existing number is 01-590-7766)
This change of number is part of a scheijie to improve access to the Order Desk

GOINS

mi

4
[I3£\Bra
Records Ltd

0

"ALL OK MOTMMG"- MICK VAN SIDE
(BARN 003)
National airplay

"DANGIK ZONE"
SPUNTEK (BMN 004)

"GINNY, GSNNY" - SLADE

From forthcoming olbum

(Yellow vinyl - BARN 002)

"Streets at Night"

Regional & disco play

AVAILABLE NOW
CONGRATS!
i
>
"FOOL OVER YOU" (BARN 005)
FREDDI MEYER-AVAILABLE JUNE 29th

CHAS & DAVE
"GERTCHA"
(EMI 2947)

From forthcoming album "Freddi Meyer"

ORDER NOW!
0689-73141
Pinnacle Sales
Electron House, Cray Avenue
Orpington, Kent

RECORDED AT: PORTLAND STUDIOS
35, PORTLAND PLACE
LONDON W1
ENQUIRIES: 01-6372111
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From The Star of
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1

J

Disco Dancer"
[as featured in the film] POSP 61

"You Stepped Into My Life"
V 0 11

S T E P P E II

Album-POLS 1009

1 N T 0

M V

L 1 I- 1.

Cassette-POLSC1009

To be advertised on TV
starting 27th June on
Westward* Granada- Harlech

Order from Polydor's own distribution company; Phonodisc limited,
Clyde Works, Grove Road, Romford, Essex, RM6 4QR. Telephone: 01-590 7766.
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CHART FOR
PERIOD
ONE 11-16

TDl>

?
CO

This Last Wks on TITLE/Aniot (producer) Publisher
Week Week Chart
THE UNDERTONES
39 2= 7 The Undertones
Sire SRK 6071 (W)
^
BATOUTOFHELL
0 Epic/Cleveland International EPC 82419(C)
31
40
Moat Loaf (Todd Rundgron)
f
Mercury 9109 621 (F)
GO WEST
41 3= Village People (Jacques Morali/N. Belolo)
Warwick WW 5050 (M)
1 LEMON POPSICLE
42
Various
Fantasy FT 558 (E)
AO
GREATEST
HITS Revival (J. Fogarty)
Croodanco Cloarwator
A&MAMLX 68508 (Cl
4432 5 RHAPSODIES
Rick Wakoman
EMI EMA 787 (6)
LION HEART
^
Li?
4547 30 Kato Bush (Andrew Powell)
CBS 96000/WOW 100(C)
WAR OFTHE WORLDS
q
46 « ^ Jeff Wayne's Musical Version
BARBRA STREISAND'S GREATEST HITS VOL. 2
47=8 Barbra
O CBS 10012 IC)
Streisand (Various)
Arista SPART 1088 IF)
36 4 THAT SUMMER
48
Various
Virgin V 2125 (Cl
2 DUTY NOW FOR THE FUTURE
49=3 Devo
Swansong SSK 59409 (Wl
2 REPEATWHEN NECESSARY
50" Dave Edmunds
Radar RAD 21 (W)
LABOUR OF LUST
51 =3 2 Nick Lowe (Nick Lowe)
THE GREAT ROCK AND ROLL SWINDLE □ Virgin VD25101C)
52" 17 Sex Pistols (Various)
Chrysalis CHR 1166(F)
PLASTIC LETTERS
#
5345 4 Blondie (Richard Gottehrer)
"
Atlantic K 50565 (W)
C'EST CHIC
0
54" 22 ChiclN. Rodgors/B Edwards)
A&M AMLH 68503(C)
COOL FOR CATS
55- 1 Squeeze
p-e— THE WORLD IS FULLOF MARRIED MEN
Ronco RTD 2038
Original Soundtrack
Q
Stiff SEEZ 4 IE)
NEW BOOTS AND PANTIES
49
57
Ian Dury and The Blockheads (P. Jenner/L. Latham/R. Walton)
Creo101PVK PVLS101 ,C,CR,
THE SKIES
583= IN
Peter Green
Charisma CDS 4017 IF)
SPECTRAL MORNINGS
59" 7 Steve Hackett (S. Hackett/J. Acock)
2 WINGS GREATEST
q Parlophone PCTC 256(E)
6068 8 Wings (Paul McCartney)
^
CBS 83181 (C)
52ND STREET
#
6174 3, Billy
Joel (Phil Ramono)
Charisma CDS 4016 (F)
CO _ PXR 5
Hawkwind (Hawkwind)
Nut NUT5(EI
CO ™ jSOLID
Rex (M.GOLD
Bolnn/T. Visconti)
NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS, HERE'S THE SEX PISTOLS
6451 Sox Pistols {Chris ThomaslBill Pricol
•
Virgin V 2086IC1
Harvest SHSP 4097 (El
49 11 LOVEDRIVE
65
Scorpions (Dieter Dierks)
Island ILPS 9566(E)
ee
FORCE
OFJohnston
VICTORY
OO
Linton
Kwesi
(D. Bovoll)
THE BEST OF EARTH WIND & FIRE VOL, 1 9 CBSS3284ICI
67 = 27 Earth Wind a Fire
Fantasy FTA 3009(E)
68 == 2 MIGHTY REAL
A&M AMLH 64751 (C)
REMOTE CONTROL
69=' B The Tubes
Arista SPART 1047 IF)
EVEN NOW
□
70- 1 Barry Manilow
Vertigo 6641 807 IF)
AND DANGEROUS
q
71,o 25 LIVE
Thin Lizzy (Thin Lizzy/Tony Visconti)
Rough Trade ROUGH 1 (RTI
1 INFLAMMABLE MATERIAL
72
Stiff Little Fingers
Atlantic/Hansa
K 50498 (W)
NIGHTFLIGHTTO VENUS
Q
73" 78 Boney M (Frank Parian)
United Artists U AS 30104 (El
1 CITY TO CITY
0
74
Gerry Rafferty
^
Rivo RVLP 8 (W)
BLONDES HAVE MORE FUN
7561 29 Rod Stewart (Tom Dowd)

KltAStO IHIS WEEK THE EONG AWED NEW SINGLE
HIT AND MISc JUDY

E
RECKLE88
RIC
A12 INCH DAVGLOWORANGE SINGLE WITH 6 INCH PICTURE LABEL IN SPECIAL SLEEVE ■ FIRST 20000 AT 1 INCH PRICE OF 96P 512 BUVAO ON STIFF RECORDS ■
OBDtH THRU CHI LRD ON THE fOLLOWINC NUHBtHS- SCOTLAND A N. EAST-OI Ml 4+N/WAHS-OI MA NIKtAST-OI S>1 \ I SOUTH—01 Ml MM.LONDON-OI Ml UM/SPCCIAL OROEM-OI U

■.UUiJJJ'
ABBA
4
BEE GEES
28
BLONDIE
3.53
BONEY
73
BOOGIEMBUS
35
BOWIE, David
8
BUSH, Kato
45
CHIC
54
COSTELLO. Elvis
37
COUNTRY LIFE
CREEDANCECLEARWATER
. 33
43
DEVO
49
DIRE STRAITS
5.22
DOOLEYS
309
DURY, Ian
DYLAN. Bob
16
EARTH WIND & FIRE
7.67
EDMUNDS,
Dove
50
ELECTRIC LIGHT
ORCHESTRA
1.32
GARFUNKEL, Art
26
GREEN, Peter
58
HACKETT. Steve
59
HAWKWIND
62
JOEL Billy
61
JOHNSTON. Linton Kwosi . 66
JONES. Rickie Leo
.... 21
KNUCKLE
SANDWICH
382
LAST. James
LEMON POPSICLE
42
LOWE,
Nick
51
MAN
17.70
MEATI LOW.
LOAFBarry .
40
MONUMENTTO
BRITISH ROCK
23
POLICE
24
RAFFERTY. Gerry
14.74
RAMONES
27
ROXY MUSIC
11
SAYER. Loo
13
SCORPIONS
65
SEX
PISTOLS
52.64
SISTER
SLEDGE
36
SKY
12
SPEARS. Billie Jo
18
SQUEEZE
STEWART. Rod
75
STIFF LITTLE FINGERS
72
STREISAND. Barbra
47
SUMMER. Donna
29
SUPERTRAMP
19
SYLVESTER
68
T. REX
63
THAT
SUMMER
48
THIN LIZZY
15
THIS IS IT
15
TUBES
69
TUBEWAY ARMY
10
UNDERTONES
39
VILLAGE PEOPLE
WAKEMAN. Rick
WAYNE. Jeff
46
WHO
31
WILLIAMS. John
WINGS
6,60
WINTERS.
Ruby
THE WORLD IS FULL
OF MARRIED MEN
56

CM
00

S
Label number
^'
h,?31. Chnrt0n TITLE/Artist (producer)
Week. Week
DISCOVERY
Jot JETLX 500(C)
O
Electric Light Orchestra
LASTTHE WHOLE NIGHT LONG
2< l2 Jnmos
O
Polydor PTD 001(F)
Last (James Last)
Chrysalis CDL 1192 (F)
,
0 PARALLEL LINES
33
Blondie (Mike Chapman)
*D
Epic EPC 86086 (C)
VOULEZVOUS
7
43
O
Abba (B. Andersson/B, Ulvaeus)
Vertigo 9102 031 IF)
COMMUNIQUE
5 B
Dire Straits
Parlophone PCTC 257 (El
BACKTOTHEEGG
627 2 Wings (Paul McCartney'Chris Thomas)
CBS 86084 (C1
I AM
711 2 Earth Wind & Fire
RCABOWLPUR)
LODGER
o
8 ^ 4 David Bowie (Tony Visconti/David Bowie)
Stiff SEEZ 14(E)
IT YOURSELF
©
93 5 DO
Ian Dury
Beggars Banquet BEGA 7 (W)
REPLICAS
10" 4 Tuboway
Army
Polydor POLH 001 (F)
MANIFESTO
^
^
11 o 15 Roxy Music (Roxy Music)
SKY
Ariola ARLH 5022 (A)
□
12 3 5 Sky
Chrysalis CDL 1222 (Fl
VERY BEST OF LEO SAYER
13" 8 THE
O
Loo Sayer
United
Artists UAK 302381EI
OWL
a
14" NIGHT
Gerry Rafforty (H. Murphy/G. Rafforry)
CBS 10014IC)
THIS IS IT
q
15 8 5 Various
CBS 96004 (Cl
AT BUDOKAN
n
16 " Bob Dylan (D. De Vito)
Arista ARTV 2(F)
MANILOW MAGIC
17 3" Barry Manilow (Ron Dante/Barry Manilow)
, THE BILLIE JO SPEARS SINGLES ALBUM
1818 Billie Jo Spears (L. Butler)
®
United Artists UAK 30231 (El
A&MAMLK 63708(C)
IN AMERICA
©
19" BREAKFAST
Supertramp (Supertramp/Peter Henderson)
Vertigo 9102 032(F)
BLACK ROSE - A ROSE LEGEND
©
Thin Lizzy (Tony Visconti/Thln Lizzy)
Warner Brothers K 5G628 (Wt
RICKIE LEE JONES
21 33 3 Rickie Lee Jones
Vertigo 9102021 (F)
DIRE STRAITS
©
2220 17 Dire Straits (Muff Winwood)
Harvest EMTV 17(E)
A MONUMENTTO BRITISH ROCK •
2315 6 Various
A&M AMLH 68502(C)
,, OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR
O
24 " Police (Police)
Lotus WH 5015 (Kl
£Xj prrrrt jBRIDGES
0hn Williams
CBS 86082(C)
FATE FOR BREAKFAST
©
26 22 11 Art Garfunkel (Louie Shelton)
Sire SRK 26074 (W)
IT'S ALIVE
27 2' 3 Ramones
RSO RSBG 001 (F)
31, SPIRITS HAVING FLOWN
o
Bee Gees (Bee Gees)
Casablanca CALD 5007 (A)
, BAD GIRLS
2925 O Donna Summer
GTOGTTV 038(C)
on
THE
BEST(Ben
OF Findon)
THE DOOLEYS
OVi
The Dooloya
Polydor
2675 174 IF)
n1
THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT
The Who IJ. Entwistle)
Jet JETDP 400 (C)
OUTOFTHE BLUE
O
3230 ^ Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne)
EMI EMTV 16(E)
COUNTRY
LIFE
©
.
33 " n ,,Various
K Tel NE 10451K)
SONGBIRD
34 « Ruby Winters
BOOGIE BUS
Polystar 9198174 (F)
35 « 7 Various
Atlantic K 50587 (W)
WE
ARE
FAMILY
36" Sister Sledge (Bernard Edwards/Nile Rodgors)
Radar RAD 14 (W)
FORCES
373= ARMED
Elvis Costollo and The Attractions (Nick Lowe) o
EMI International EMTV 18(E)
SANDWICH
38" 5 KNUCKLE
Various

mALBUMS

<300.OCX) unfts as o' Jan '791
GOLD L P
(100.000 units as of Jan '79)
SILVER LP
n (60.000
units as of Jan '79)

DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A - Pye, C
- CBS. W -- WEA, E EMI. F Phonodisc, R - RCA, S - Sdocta
Z - Enterprise. K - K-Tel, D Arcade, B — Ronco. M — Multiple
Sound. Y Relay. Q - Chamdale,
SP - Spartan.
MW ALBUM CHARTS ARE
COMPILED BY BMRB ON
RETURNS FROM 45D
CONVENTIONAL
RECORD
OUTLETS. SALES THROUGH
OTHER THAN REGULAR SHOPS
AND DEPARTMENTS ARE NOT
INDICATED. CHART COVERS LPs
RETAILING AT £2.25 AND.
UPWARDS.
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Marketed by EMI Records (UK). 20 Manchester Square. London V/l A IES. Sales and Distribution Centre, 1-3 Uxbrldpc Road, Hayes, Midtllcsc*.
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British
Mnrkot Research
Bureau Ltd 1979,
publication rights licensed
exclusivclv to Music Week
and broadcasting rights to
the BBC. All rights
reserved.
This Las' Wks on T,Tl
titic/a .
. .« . ..
Week Week Chan
-E/Ar..s. Iproducor)Publisher
£ 12 7 ARE FRIENDS ELECTRIC
Beggars Banquet BEG 18(W)
Tubeway Army {Beggors Banquet/Andrew Heath) G. Numan
i RING MY BELL
Anita Ward (F Knight) Island
TKTKR 7543(C)
26 5 UPTHE JUNCTION
"
Squoezo (Squoo^e/John Wood) Rondor/Deptford Songs
A&MAMS 7444(C)
A5 8 boogie wonderland
^
Earth Wind ft Fire/Emotions (Maurice Whlte/AI McKay) Rondor " (
5THE LONE RANGER
Quantum Jump (P. Hine) Chrysalis
Electric WOT 33(A)
j DANCE AWAY
Roxy Music (Roxy Music) E.G.
PolydorPOSP 44(F)
7 SUNDAY GIRL
Blondio (Mike Chapman) EMI
Chrysalis CHS 2320(F)
7 AINT NO STOPPIN' US NOW
McFadden & Whitehead (J. Faith) Corlin
Philadelphia PIR 7365(C)
. H.A.P.P.Y. RADIO
Edwin Starr (Edwin Starr) A TV
IRCATC 2408 (R)
10.3 6 NIGHT
OWL
Gerry RaHerty (H Murphy/G Rafferty) Island/Belfern United Artists UP 36512 IE)
WE ARE FAMILY
11
Sister Sledge (N. Rodgers/B. Edwards) Warner Brothers
Atlantic K 11293 (W)
theme FROM DEER HUNTER (CAVATINA)
12.o Shadows
©
(Shadows) Bobbins
CAVATINA (Original Soundtrack from Deer Hunter)
131 7 John Williams (S. Myers) Bobbins
Cube BUG 80 (A)
,
WHO WERE YOU WITH IN THE MOONLIGHT
14.6 Dollar
(C, Neal) Copyright Control
Carrero CAR 110 (El
LIVING
ON
THE
FRONT
LINE
0152. o Eddy Grant (E. Grant) Marco
Ice/Ensign ENY 26 (W)
, MASQUERADE
1615 Skids (Bill Nelson/J. Leckie) Virgin
Virgin VS 262(C)
, SHINE A LITTLE LOVE
17" Electric Light Orchestra (J. Lynne) Jet
LIGHT MY FIRE/137 DISCO HEAVEN
£ 18 = l Amii Stewart (B. Leng) Rondor/ATV
Atlantic/Hansa K 11278(W)
WHEN
1019 1 SAY
Stiff BUY 46(E)
Leno Lovich (Stateless Prod.) Rondor/Oval
. GERTCHA
£ 202
Chas & Dave (Chasi£t Dave) Big Jim/Merlin/Chappell
| GO WEST
£21
Mercury 6007 22UF)
Village People (J. Moral!) Zomba
BABYLON
BURNING
3
O 2237 Ruts (M. Glossop) Virgin
Virgin VS 271 (C)
28 l SILLY GAMES
O 23
Janet Kay (Arawak Prod.) Arawak
Scope SC 2 (W)
C'MON
EVERYBODY
24[7TWi Sex Pistols (Cook/Jones) Burlington
Virgin VS 272(C)
r I FOUGHTTHE LAW/GROOVEYTIME
£ 25^ Clash (Clash/Bill Price) Acuff Rose/Riva
£2639 r MAYBE
Thom Pace (D. Perry) Standard
0 27 32 3LADYLYNDA
Caribou CRB 7427(C)
Beach Boys (JohnstordBeach Boys/J. Geurico) Corlin
, HOT STUFF
28
Donna Summer (Giorgio MoroderiP. Bellotte) Heath Levy Casablanca CAN 151 (A)
DO ANYTHING YOU WANT TO
£29^ 3 Thin
Vertigo LIZZY 4(F)
Lizzy (Tony Viscontl/Thin Lizzy) Chappell/Pint
33 3 SPACE BASS
O 30
Fantasy FTC 176(E)
Slick (James/BarryiRubens) Bocu
5 WANTED
£31
GTO GT 249(C)
Dooleys (Bon Findon) Blacksheop
REUNITED
3220 Peachers & Herb (Freddie Perrin) ATV
PolydorPOSP 43(F)
HEAD
OVER
HEELS
IN
LOVE
31
33
Kevin Keegan (Chris Norman/Pete Spencer) Smokey/Chinnichap'RAK EMI 2965(E)
BORN TO BE ALIVE
3457 3 Patrick
Hernandez (Jean Von Loo) Evensound/Leosongs • Gem/Aquarius GEM 4(RI
36 j OLD SIAM SIR
£ 35
Parlophone R 6026(E)
Wings (McCartney/Thomas) McCartney/ATV
MARRIED MEN
36CS2I Bonnie Tyler (Scott/Wolfe) Pendulum/Sea Shanty/Chappell
RCA PB 5164 (R)
STRANGLE HOLD
£ 375
Gem GEM 5(RI
UK Subs (John McCoy/UK Subs) Famous Chappell
18 , THENUMBERONESONG IN HEAVEN
38
Virgin VS 244(C)
Sparks (Giorgio Morodor) Heath Levy/Island
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GUARDIAN ANGEL Laser
China Gate
LASS

This Lost Wks. o TITLE/Artist (producer) Publisher
Label number
Week Week Chan
. HALFWAY HOTEL
2
39
Voyager (G. Dudgeon) Eigor/Panacho
Mountain VOY 001 (Fl
RULE
YOU
Lf 4/152 .ONE
After The
Fire (R.FOR
Hine)
Heat
Hine) Heath Levy
, CHUCK E'S IN LOVE
£ 4T
Rickio Loe Jones (Lennio Woronkor/Rus Ttlolman) Eaton "Warner Bros K 17390(W)
MYSHARONA
42CE2 Knock (M. Chapman) SO's Music/Small Hill
Capitol CL16087 IE)
BABY LAY DOWN
£ 436
Creole CR 171 (C/CR)
Ruby Winters (S. Shulman/D. Thompson) EMI
a 34 4 CRACK1N' UP
44
Nick Lowe (Nick Lowe) Plangent Vision
Rador ADA 34 fW)
LOVE IS THE ANSWER
Big Tree K 11296 (Wl
£ 4573 2 England Don Ct John Ford Coley (Kyle Lehning) Warner Brothers
DANCE WITH YOU
4640 Carrie Lucas (D Griffey) Chappell
Solar FB 1482 (R)
BRIGHT EYES
4730 | Art
O
Garfunkel (Mike Bott) April/Watorship Prod.
BOYS KEEPSWINGIN'
RCA BOW2(R)
4826 David
Bowie (David Bowie/Tony ViscontDBewlay Brothers/Fleur/EG
BELIEVES IN ME
498 .SHE
Kenny Rodgers (Larry Butler) ATV
United Artists UP 36533(E)
POPMUZIK
5023 13 M (Midascar Prod.) Copyright Control
BREAKFAST IN AMERICA
BlL'IVi'i Supertramp
(Supertramp/Henderson) Rondor
A&MAMS 745HC)
SUNBURN
£ 52b
Graham Gouldman IG. Gouldman) St. Anne's
Mercury SUNNY 1 (F)
GOOD TIMES
5313313 Chic (B. Edwards/N Rogers) Warner Brothers
Atlantic K11310(W)
BLIND
AMONG
THE
FLOWERS
e
£ 54
Tourists (Conny Plank/Tourists) Logo Songs/Amakata
Logo GO 350 (R)
p-C,, 3 BOOGIE MAN
Match (C. Roe/F. McDonald) Macrae/Petarman Flamingo/Magnet FM 2J12FM 2 (E)
75 , GOLDEN LADY
56
The Three Degrees (R. Blanchflower) Choppell/Aznavour/Sando Ariola ARO 170 (A)
BE SURPRISINGLY GOOD FOR YOU
57 « . I'D
Linda Lewis (Mike Batt) Evita
Ariola ARO 166 (A)
GmLSTALK
58IM3
Swan Song SSK 13418 (W)
I' L «t leave Edmunds (D. Edmunds) Plangent Vision
IF I HAD YOU
£ 5970 2 Korgis (Korgis) Heath/Warner Brothers
Rlalto TREB 103 (S)
ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN
603
Elvis Costollo (Nick Lowe) Plangent Vision
Radar ADA 35 (W)
fil
38
11
PARISIENNE
WALKWAYS
MCA419(E)
^'
Gary Moore (C. Tsangarides/Q. Moore) Mr. Sam/Heath Levy/Plnt/Chappell

62(711711 Generation X (I.angel
Hunter) Chrysalis
COI
II
GOLD
OOliliAJ j h Stewart (J. Stewart) Bugle/RSO/Chappall

Chrysalis CHS 2330(F)

0 n

N0 CLASS
64(7177)
*J' I»t 1 i I Motorhead (J. Miller) Motor
Bronze BRO 78 (El
66(71771■ Olivia
DEEPER
THAN
THE
NIGHT
Newton John (John Farrrar) Rondor
I WANT YOU TO WANT ME
6647 Cheap Trick (—) Screen Gems/EMI
Epic EPC 7258(C)
NOTHING TO LOSE
67(71 ;'i'l UK
Polydor
POSP 55(F)
(E. Jobson/Wetton) E.G.
E
TALK
TO
ME
68
Island WIP 6496(E)
Third World (Third World) Blue Mountain/Catibo
I WAS MADE FOR LOVIN' YOU
69IM3 Kiss (Vini Poncia] EMI
Casablanca CAN 152(A)
PRIME
TIME
70 <
Tubes (Todd Rundgren) Rondor
A&MAMS 7423(C)
SOUND
SYSTEM
77
71
Island WIP 6490(E)
Steel Pulse (C. Pittorson/P. King) Blue Mountain
DRIVER'S SEAT
72 7i Sniff
& The Tears (Luigi Salvoni) Rockin" Music
Chiswick CHIS 105(E)
DOES YOUR MOTHER KNOW
73" Abba
(B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus) Bocu
Epic EPC 7316(C)
JIMMY
74' , JIMMY
Undertones (Roger Bechlrian) Warner Brothers
Sire SIR 4015 (Wl
HOME HE'S A TOURIST
75^ } AT
Gang Of Four (Gang Of Four) Gang Of Four
Top 75compiled lor Music Week and BBC based upon 250 (mr • a panel of 450 conventional record outlets by
'he British Market Research Bureau Lid

A Z (TOPHappen
WRITERS)
-Accldonts.Will
IE".
Costollo)
Ain't No Stopp'm' Us Now 60
IWhitoheod/McFaddon'
Cohen)
8
Are Friends Electric (Mumon) ... 1
Babylon Burning
(Owen/Jennings/Fox/
Ruffy)
22
At(Gang
HomoOfHe's
A Tourist
Four)
75
Baby Lay Down
(Danhoy/Cook)
Blind
Among The Flowers 43
(P. Coombes)
54
Boogie Man
IC. Rao/F. McDonald)
55
Boogie Wonderland (John Lind/
AlleeToWillis)
4
Born
Bo Alive
(P. Hernandez)
34
Boys Keep Swinging
(David Bowio/Brion Eno) 48
Breakfast
In America
(R. Davies/R.
Hodgson)
51
Bright
Eyes
(Mike Batt)
47
Cavatina(S.
13
Chuck E's InMyers)
Love
(R. LeoEverybody
Jones)
41
C'mon
(Capohnrt/Cochran)
24
Crackin'
Up
(Nick
Lowe)
44
Dance Away (Ferry)
6
Dance
46
DeeperWith
ThanMe
The(Gardner)
Night
(T. Snow/J. Vastano)
55
Do Anything You Want To
(P. Lynott)
29
Does Your Mother Know (B.
AndorssotvB. Ulvaeus)
73
Friday's Girl (Idol/James) .... 62
Gertcha (Hodges/Peacock) .... 20
Girls
TalkLady
(E.Costello)
58
Golden
(Garrarontz/Ferguson)
56
Gold
Stewart)
63
Good(J.Times
(B. EdwardsiN. Rogers) 53
Go West
21
Half(Morali/Belolo/Willis)
Way Hotel (P. French) 39
H.A.PP.Y.
Radio
(E.Starr)
9
Head Over Heels In Love
(Norman/Spencer)
33
HotForsey/Falterheior)
Stuff (Bellotte/
28
I'd(Rice/Uoyd
Be Surprisingly
Good For You57
Webber)
IfI Fought
I Had You
(A.
Davis)
59
The Law
(Various)
25
I Want
You To Want Me
(R. Nelson)
66
I Was Made For Lovin'
(Stanley/Poncia/Child)
69
Jimmy Jimmy (John O'Neill)... 74
Lady Lynda
(A. Jardine/R. Altbach)
27
Ught My Fire/137
(The Doors/B. Leng/S. May). . 18
Living On The Front Line
IE. Grant)
15
Love Is The Answer
(T. Rundgren)
45
Married
Man
(Bugatti/Musker)
... 36
Masquorade (Jobson/Adamson) 15
Maybe
(T.
26
My SharonaPace)
(D. Fieger/B. Avorre)
42
Night Owl (G. Rafferty)
10
NoClarke/Taylor)
Class (Kilmister/
54
Nothing To Lose
IE. Jobson/J. Wotton)...... 67
Old Siam Sir (P. McCartney) ... 35
One Rule For You
(Piercy/Banks)
Parisienne
Walkways (Phil 40
Lynott/Gary Moore)
61
Pop
50
PrimeMusik
Time(Robin
(Tubes)Scott)
70
Reunited (Dino Fekarls/
Freddie
Perrin)
322
Ring
My Bell
(F. Knight)
Say When (J. O'Neill)
19
She Believes In Mo
(S.
GIbb)
49
Shine
A Little Love
(J. Lynne)
17
Silly
Games
(D.
M.
Bovell)
23
Sound System ID. Heinds) 71
Space Bass
(L Barry/L & D James)
30
Strangle Hold (Harper)
37
Sunday
Girl
(C.
Stain).
Sunburn (G. Gouldman)
527
Talk To Me (Clarke)
68
TheHine/Warnor/Macivor)
Lone Ranger (Parry/Morals/ 5
Theme From Deer Hunter
(S.Number
Myers) One Song in
12
the
(Heaven
(Russell & Ron Maal.l 38
Up(Difford/Tilbrook)
The Junction
3
Wanted
(Findon/Nyers/Puzeyl
31
WeIRodgors/Edwards)
Are Family
11
Who
Were You(Courtney)
With In The 14
Moonlight
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Manfred Manns
Earth Band:
Hammersmrth
Odeon
THE CLIMAX of the MMEB tour
came with the obligatory dates at
London's Hammersmith Odeon.
Before a packed adoring audience,
the band gave a full-blooded rock
and roll performance which was
simple in concept, but 100 per cent
entertaining and musically
satisfying.
The new line-up indicates that the
Earth Band have lost none of their
magic. The success of the latest
Bronze album, Angel Station, is also
evidence that on record the band still
have a lot of selling power. Hits like
Oh Carol, Davy's On The Road
Again, Blinded By The Light and the
oldie, Mighty Quinn, sound as fresh
as ever.
The music is backed by an
excellent lighting show and animated
film clips — which don't distract
from the music but simply act as
additional entertainment. The

C
n
overall package is one of the best
shows to be seen on the road during
the last 12 months.
Manfred Mann is ... well,
Manfred Mann. Surrounded by a
team of excellent musicians, he
delivers the goods and pleases the
fans. The fact that he has now been
making hit records for 15 years is
testimony to his talents. Whatever
personnel changes occur again in the
future, he has the ability to pull
through and continue producing
good rock music.
CHRIS WHITE
Fischer-Z:
Dingwalls
CHART SUCCESS has come at just
the right time for Fischer-Z who
seem at last to be fulfilling their live
potential and doing justice to John
Watts' quirky, catchy songs.
The confidence of that success —
albeit minor, so far — showed
through in this performance at
Dingwalls and the late night
audience were quickly won over.
Numbers like Pretty Paracetamol —
due to be the next single, re-tilled
First Impressions — suit perfectly

the high pitched voice and almost
demented stage movements of lead
singer/guitarist Watts. If there is
one limitation, is that the sound
relies too heavily for virtuosity on
the vocals of Watts and keyboards.
That reliance does not matter,
however, if both are going well,
which was the case during Lies, The
Worker, Remember Russia and
Lemmings — the pick of their
material from current UA album
Word Salad. The Worker, with its
white reggae beat, is the current
chart single, though Remember
Russia is perhaps their best song and
there are plenty in reserve for a
second album in the autumn.
Running out of songs, they
reverted to rock 'n' roll for encores
and then provided reprises of their
best up-tempo tunes.
More performances like this are
bound to convert into healthy record
sales.
DAVID DALTON
Darling:
Brighton
DARLING, AFFRONTED by the
enigmatic and energetic Alice

Spring, have now completed their
second round of support-touring.
Last year they played on the Frankie
Miller tour and now, they have just
completed a series of dates with
Manfred Mann. To complete their
apprenticeship, they must now step
out on their own, perhaps play the
smaller club circuit. No matter how
good a support band plays, it is
always an uphill battle —- the
punters have come to see the billtopper.
At Brighton's Dome, Darling
played a fast shortish set that seemed
to go down well with the Manfred
Mann audience. Featuring material
from their new Charisma album.
Put It Down To Experience, the
band showed that they have matured
considerably as a unit over the past
year. Perhaps it is working with
producer Richard Gottehrer that has
tightened/polished them up. Ms
Spring is one of rock's characters
and deserves a wider audience as
well as having a powerful voice, she
moves tanlalisingly and in between
numbers builds rapport with the
audience. All Darling need now are
the right breaks . . .
JIM EVANS

Thing: Real
Hammersmith

pussyfoot

LAY YOUR LOVE

Odeon
THE REAL Thing have always had
a reputation for producing good
commercial pop music but the last
12 months have brought several
additional surprises concerning the
band, not least being their
emergence as Britain's best
soul/funk band, the closest we have
to Earth Wind and Fire.
The evidence was there for all to
see at the band's Hammersmith
Odeon gig: a 90-minute performance
which proved that Real Thing have
come of age and have a big future
ahead of them.
The band's real strength lies in the
songwriting talents of the Ammoo
brothers, Eddie and Chris, which
were revealed in their full glory on
the Can You Feel The Force? album
and its immediate predecessor. That,
combined with some good tight
sounds, and a general feeling of joi
de vivre from the band members,
made for a memorable evening.
One slight criticism is that Real
Thing could improve on the visual
aspects of the show. Musically, they
are spot on, but more imaginative
use of lighting and perhaps a more
interesting back-drop would add
greatly to the overall result.
Presumably, however, that will be
one of the next steps in their career.
The set included many old
favourites including You To Me Are
Everything, Can't Get By Without
You and the excellent Liverpool 8
trilogy of songs. The audience,
which contained a large younger
element, loved every minute of it —
as did this reviewer.
Real Thing have changed from
being just a pop group to one of the
best live bands in the UK today.
CHRIS WHITE

John Otway:
Maunkberrys
THE LAST British appearance of
John Otway for some months —
he's about to embark on a US visit
— was a surprisingly low-key event,
held in the rather confining
atmosphere of Maunkberrys Club in
Jerrayn Street, W.I. The venue is
ideal for acts which require a degree
of intimacy, and perhaps
surprisingly the bold experiment
paid off.
Without the aid of a backing band
and no room for the dare-devil
acrobats which are becoming his
stage trademark, Otway had to rely
solely on his own talents. His brand
of music is an acquired taste and
even his stage appearances take
some getting used to, but once a fan
of Otway, one is probably a fan
forever.
His choice of material, sensibly,
was already well-known to fans and
he employed his usual brand of
histrionics. The vocal style is . . .
well, different but at least you don't
forget it.
A good 'farewell' performance
from Otway which will be
remembered by those who saw it. I
wonder what the Americans will
think.
CHRIS WHITE
Dionne
Warwick:
Theatre Royal
THE VOICE is as seemingly
effortless as ever it was, the vocal
technique remains highly individual
— often imitated but never bettered.
Dionne Warwick's return to
London, via two concerts at the
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, was a
delicious love affair between artist
and audience.
Not many artists would dare to
present a non-stop 33-minute medley
of songs but she did, and gave a tantalising glimpse of 22
songs associated with her career. . ,
Don't Make Me Over, Walk On By,
Message To Michael, Anyone Who
Had A Heart, Then Came You and
You'll Never Get To Heaven
included.
The up-to-date Warwick style was
put to good use with songs from her
new Arista album, Dionne, including a disco-influenced versions
of the Box Tops' old hit, The Letter,
and I'll Never Love This Way
Again.
The only disappointment was that
Ms Warwick did not sec fit to play
an encore, leaving the audience with
a slight feeling of anti-climax. But
then she had left herself with no
well-known hit to finish with, having
included them in that marathon
medley.
It was a great performance
however, which indicated that
Dionne Warwick's music is timeless,
and she would always be capable of
making a comeback on record.
Hopefully, she won't wait another
five years before returning here.
CHRIS WHITE
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Sonet's red sales set
AS THE season of misis, mellow
fruiifulness and sales conferences
inexorably approaches, news reaches
us of the most unlikely venue yet for
a record company convention —
aboard a boat in Leningrad Bay in
the Soviet Union.
This will be the setting for an
international convention organised
by the Swedish Sonet Records and
will be attended by delegates from
nine countries including UK
J.
representatives of Island, Virgin,
1^*3
Bronze, Chiswick, Pye and
Chrysalis.
It's about this time of year that
marketing and sales managers
develop noticeable twitches as they
attempt to dream up some new way
of doing tape and slide presentations
which will hype up the sales force to
sell-in product which probably isn't
even recorded, let alone scheduled.
At the lime of writing, it looks as
WINNERS — so far — of a Just-invented Music Week competition for the
if the CBS boys are in for the best most original contract-signing photograph goes to Stiff Records for this
treat with a trip to Madrid (August Runyonesque gathering at a New York hot dog stall celebrating the inking of a
18-23) for a CBS International
between Stiff and Columbia/Epic (see page four for details). Left to right
organised European conference deal
Lennie Petze (head of Epic A and R), Dick Wingate (Stiff A and R, Epic),
during which the UK company will are
Ron McCarrell (marketing, Epic), Allan Frey (Stiff), Barry Taylor (Stiff),
hold its own domestic meet.
Dave Robinson (Stiff managing director) and Don Dempsey (head of Epic).
Mind you, EMI LRD marketing
men usually manage something
tasteful, and although they are still
in the planning stage, they promise
When success seems
their conference will be "low key but
at somewhere really nice". EMI
GRD is also still planning but is
likely to repeat something like last
year's even at a Heathrow hotel.
a foregone conclusion
Geographically convenient hotels
are favoured by Decca/Selecta
AFTER THE White Witch who recently embarked upon a recording
(Birmingham, July 11-14), United
career, now a clairvoyant makes her debut on vinyl. She's Kim
Artists (Birmingham, August 3-5)
Tracey, who claims to have predicted the death of Elvis Presley, and
and WE A (Cheltenham, September
her first single on Freerange Records isn't called I Can See Clearly
6-7). While, opting for airport
Now or I Can Sec for Miles but the equally prophetic-sounding
locations, are RCA (Gatwick Park,
Through
The Looking Glass.
and encouraged her to be a seer.
August 30 — September 1), and Pye
Ms Tracey is currently racing since then, she has always
(Heathrow Centre Hotel, September
around the country, plugging maintained an interest in
6-1).
Polydor is giving its lads a breath
both the record, a book she has promoting her singing career as
of sea air at the Dormy Hotel,
written about rune stones, and a well, although this is the first
Ferndown, near Bournemouth
fortune-telling game marketed time that she has actually made
(August 29-3), and Phonogram is • by Waddingtons.
a record.
still yet to reveal its plans.
According to the lady, her life
Ms Tracey's single tells of the
changed dramatically at the age prophesies for herself — and the
of 19 when she went to Germany future for us all. And she
as a singer with a pop group, predicts a great future for the
New venue
and met Presley. The late singer record too: "It is going to sell
A NEW, small venue is being added
had a great interest in the occult very well," she confidently says.
io the London live rock circuit with
the decision by Riverside Studios in
Hammersmith to launch a series of
concerts by artists such as Roy Hill;
the Blues Band (featuring Paul
Forest branches out
Jones, Tom McGuinness, Jo Ann
Kelly and Hughie Flint): S.E.
BRUSSELS: Nottingham Forest Football Club, which won the European
London funk band Raaw; the
Cup by beating Swedish champions Malmo in the final, is now a big hit in
Melanie Harroid Band, Toy ah
Belgian discos through an off-beat single cut by the players as a thank-you
(progressive rock) and Michael
message to their fans.
....
Nyman Band.
Edward Van de Wijngaert, owner of The Stones disco in Antwerp and
Ail these will be performing at
The Beatles disco in Blankenberge, began playing the hand-clapping single
Riverside's 250-seater Studio 2
after picking up a copy in the UK. He persuaded WEA Brussels to release
during next month, the first two
the single and it sold 6,000 copies inside a few days in the Antwerp area
groups doing three nights each and
alone.
the others one dale each.

K

POLYGRAM TOP brass apparently miffed because Dr Henry
Kissinger, guest speaker at their recent Palm Beach managing
directors' talk-in, used the occasion to make a US foreign policy
speech rather than focusing on music .... but he did reveal that
although he took piano lessons for eight years and cannot now
read a note of music, he does possess a large collection of
classical records, 75 per cent of which, he guessed, were on
Polygram labels . . . Phonogram MD Ken Maliphant turned up
at the conference in floor-length kilt and when asked what was
worn under it, replied: "Nothing is worn, it's as good as it always
was."
GOOD TO see Virgin expanding and Stiff following Radar into
the US market — can we now expect new assault on American
charts by UK artists? . . . Incidentally, interesting to note that
each voice similar complaints about the length of time it takes
some supposedly go-ahead American execs to make
decisions .... Also refreshing to hear Stiff MD Dave Robinson
claiming that expansion will not change his company's irreverent
image: "The last thing we want is to start acting like a normal
record company on the creative side!" .... According to Sun
feature on trends of '79, Kenny Everett is "in" but Capital Radio
is "out".
AT EMI awards dinner in Los Angeles for writers and producers
of the most performed songs of 1978, Barry Gibb, Robin Gibb,
Maurice Gibb, Andy Gibb, Eric Clapton, Gerry Raffcrly, John
Farrar, John Lennon and Paul McCartney among
recipients .... Britain's youngest pop tycoons, Members'
managers Robin Eggar and Buzz Carter, getting excited about
their next venture — a new girl singer .... Mclntyre Massey
Associates now officially appointed PR consultants to Ktel . . . . Publicist Bess Coleman back in town after six month
working holiday in Australia and contactable on 01 693
0275 .... CBS/Epic press man Johnny Black and fiancee Carol
White inevitably being dubbed the monochrome couple.
GUESTS FROM all over the world flew in for party at David
Arden's Wimbledon home to celebrate ELO's Discovery going
platinum within four days of release and guests included Don
Arden, Britt Ekland, Jeff Lynne, Bev Bevan, Maurice Oberstein
and David Betteridge . . . . UA to release a musical
interpretation of the Apollo 11 Moon landing including extracts
of original soundtrack talk-back between astronauts Buzz
Aldrin, Neil Armstrong and Michael Collins .... At Arista
post-concert party for Dionne Warwick among guests were
several ex members of Ready Steady Go production team
including Vicki Wickham who was there with another new Arista
signing, Nona Hendryx, whom she manages .... Patti Litten of
Red Shadow Music has wed Steve Taylor of Gentle
Mathias .... BASF darts team won its own knockout trophy
and DJM were league toppers .... Golfers wishing to
participate in Music IFeelr/Phonogram tournament urged to
contact Sandie Meikle on 491 4600 immediately . . ■
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RODGERS &
TEN YEARS AGO
ABOLITION OF re-salc price
mainlcnance on records marks the
tentative beginning of price cutting
and unfamiliar "10s off albums"
and "four singles for 30s" signs
start appearing in record shop
windows across the country
Steve Gottlieb moves from
managing director of EMI's Italian
company to be manager,
international music of Ardmore and
Beechwood
CBS to launch
John Peel's own Dandelion label
Ncms releases single by
cricketer Fred Truman.

FIVE YEARS AGO

Tinned tape
WALKING THROUGH the
streets of Edinburgh
recently wearing a Music Week
bomber Jacket, our ad man
David Johnston was intercepted
by a MW reader and presented
with some (literally) canned
music. The man was from Alba
Records and the can, labelled
Flavour of Scotland, apparently
contains a cassette of Scottish
recipes and music. The tin does
rattle, but nobody here has the
heart to take an opener to such
a brilliant packaging idea.

HAMMERSTEIN

score again!
DON WARDELL quits UK
Records to join London Records in
Broadway cast album RCA BL12610
America as head of promotion
cassette RCA BK12610
Nigel Hunter appointed editor of
Cassettes and Cartridge magazine
Gareth Harris appointed
Polydor pop marketing manager
chappell
Ray Stevens' The Streak tops
singles chart
Mark Abbott
appointed EMI general manager of
International promotion and sales
Chappali Music HQ 50 Nttw Bond Street, London Wt A 2BR
John Merritt moves from
Burlington Music to head of RCA's
Sunbury Music.
Published by MUSIC WEEK Lid , 40 Long Acre, London WC2 ond printed (0, trie pubfahen. by Pensprd Press Ltd.. Gwenl, RegeveredeT Ibe Pos, Otto .S a newspaper.
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It's the spectacular new disco hits album
from WEA.

National TV Campaign
We're pulling out all the stops and going national on TV,
with a massive £250,000 plus campaign. Because we
know this is going to be the biggest selling disco album
of the year.

This is what we're talking about.

Side One
Chic
Amii Stewart
Eruption
BoneyM
Chaka Khan
Funkadelic
Sister Sledge
Ashford & Simpson
Rose Royce

"'
/

Le Freak
Knock On Wood
One Way Ticket
Painter Man
I'm Every Woman
One Nation Under A Groove
FHe's The Greatest Dancer
Flashback
Love Don't Live Here Anymore

On July 4th, switch on your set for the most spectacular
special effects TV commercial you've ever seen.
And, of course, we're backing it up with powerful point
of sale material for you.
We'll be on TV for four full weeks — hitting over 90% of
the UK population. So if somebody hasn't heard about
The Best Disco Album In The World, by the end of it, he's
I
"
~
——
been out of the country.

Side Two
Sister Sledqe
Chic
Eruption
The Pointer Sisters
Rose Royce
Candi Staton
Mick Jackson
Amii Stewart
BoneyM

We Are Family
1 Want Your Love
I Can't Stand The Rain
Fire
Wishing On A Star
Young Hearts Run Free
Weekend
You Really Touched My Heart
Hooray, Hooray It's A Holi-Holiday
uuea

The Best Disco Album in the World. K58062
Also available on cassette. K458062
Marketed and distributed by WEA Records Ltd., P.O. Box 59,
Alperton Lane, Wembley, Middx. HA0 1FJ
Phone 01-998 5929 or order from your WEA salesman.

